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•  Develop strong communication and critical thinking skills that will last a lifetime.

We’ll begin by considering a simple question: Which sentence patterns do most professional 
writers and editors rely on most of the time?

Treat sentences as word puzzles and organize ideas by putting the pieces together.

Use professional writing models to understand how the English language works.
Handle problems related to grammar, punctuation, usage, and style with confidence.

In annual surveys conducted between 2000 and 2019 by the National Association of 
Colleges and Employers, communication skills — clear writing and speaking — ranked at or 
near the top of the list of “skills that employers prize most.” Strong communication skills 
consistently outranked analytical skills, technical skills, computer skills, and leadership. Many 
employers complained that most graduates of America’s high schools and colleges 
“lack writing skills.”

The kind of writing that is in demand has nothing to do with self-expression or creativity or 
displaying an extensive vocabulary. In the age of instant communication, employers need 
people who have learned how to translate complex information into plain English: concise, 
unpretentious, grammatical sentences organized into paragraphs that are easy to follow.

It would be a mistake to think that the movement toward plain English is something 
new. As Professor Joseph Kimble has pointed out, writing in “plain language has a 
long literary tradition. In American English, it goes back at least to Walt Whitman and 
Abraham Lincoln and Mark Twain.” (To that list, I would add the names of Frederick 
Douglass and Harriet Beecher Stowe.)

In a letter to a friend, Mark Twain once said that using “plain, simple language … is the 
way to write English — it is the modern way and the best way.” But he didn’t say it 
was the easy way. “Anybody can have ideas,” Twain wrote in another letter, this 
one to a young admirer. The “difficulty,” he cautioned, lies in understanding how to 
“get the right word in the right place.”

Part I of the Write Smart program focuses on 12 fundamental organizing principles 
that skilled professional writers and editors use to get their words “in the right place.” As 
you become familiar with the Write Smart 12-Step Blueprint, you will find that your 
writing skills will improve more quickly if you start thinking of the English language in 
terms of patterns, not rules. In the pages that follow, you will learn how to:

•

(You will find the Table of Contents on page 238.)
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1.1 Smart = Simple 

      To get the right word in the right place is a rare achievement.  – Mark Twain 

Lincoln developed his remarkable communication skills by mastering the fundamentals 
of English grammar and by paying careful attention to the models provided by first-rate 
writers. That’s precisely what we’re going to do here.

One of the best ways to improve your writing is to analyze the techniques at work in 
professional models and apply them to your own writing. Take a close look at the 
following five sentences — four written by critically acclaimed, award-winning authors; 
the other, by an innovative thinker whose works continue to be read a couple of 
hundred years after they were published:

 Games lubricate the body and the mind.  – Benjamin Franklin 

The smart money hit the canvas. The long shot got the nod.  – Ralph Ellison 

 Who runs U.S. foreign policy?  – Anne Applebaum 

Harry heard something creak outside.  – J.K. Rowling 

Hurricane Katrina struck metropolitan New Orleans on Monday with a staggering blow, 
far surpassing Hurricane Betsy, the landmark disaster of an earlier generation.

– The Times-Picayune, New Orleans, August 30,  2005

The men and women who wrote these sentences relied on a fundamental principle to connect 
with their readers. In a word or two, what is it? 

1. How the English Language Works:
Pieces and Patterns of the Puzzle

One of America’s greatest writers, Abraham Lincoln, put it this way: “Writing — the art of 
communicating thoughts to the mind, through the eye — is the great invention of the 
world.” Like most people living in the 19th century, Lincoln used the word invention in 
place of the term more commonly used today: technology. He understood that writing’s 
most important function is the role it plays in supporting “all other inventions” — that is, 
all other technologies. (Oxford University Press https://blog.oup.com/2014/04/writing-as-technology/ )
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The fundamental principle is action — or, to be more specific, the controlling element in 
each of these sentences is an action verb. Let’s look at the simplest sentences first:

 Games lubricate the body and the mind. 

The smart money hit the canvas. The long shot got the nod. 

 Who runs U.S. foreign policy? 

Harry heard something creak outside. 

Most professional writers and editors rely on action verbs most of the time because  
action verbs keep things moving and keep the reader involved. The action verb fits  into  a 
pattern that you may have learned in elementary school. Most English sentences —  
though not all — have a subject and a verb and express a complete thought. In other  
words, good sentences are subject-verb relationships that make sense. (Both sentence  
and sense are derived from the Latin word sentire.)

The problem is that, although thoughts may seem “complete” while they are abstractions in 
the mind, translating thoughts into clear, direct sentences can be a complicated and often 
frustrating process. That process becomes much easier if we think of the subject and the 
verb as key pieces in a visual communication puzzle called writing.  English sentences 
are systems. Like other systems — bicycles, automobile engines, computers, cell phones 
— our sentences work when the related parts (or pieces) in the system operate together 
to achieve specific objectives. Understanding the organizing principles of the English writing 
system, the Architecture of English, will help us create sentences that make sense.

Let’s look at Benjamin Franklin’s sentence again:

 Games lubricate the body and the mind. 

In this simple sentence, you can see that the verb lubricate supplies the action. 

 Games lubricate… 

Think of the subject of the sentence as the source of the action. 

Games lubricate… 

Establishing a strong subject-action verb relationship is important, but you have to  
go somewhere with that relationship. What’s missing here is the third and most 
challenging part of the equation: the complete thought. Most good sentences include 
another key player — the complement. Think of the complement as a word (or group of 
words) that completes the subject-verb relationship. 

Games lubricate      the body and the mind.
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In this sentence, we can see that two words, body and mind, complete the subject-verb 
relationship. In most English sentences, the complement following an action verb answers  
the question what (or, less often, whom). Games lubricate what? … the body and the mind. 

Games lubricate     the body and the mind.

Notice that the word is not “compliment” with an “i” (as in “You look very nice today”). 

Don’t make the mistake of assuming that this sentence pattern is too simple to merit 
serious consideration. In English, word order is the primary factor in establishing our 
grammatical relationships, and understanding those relationships will often make the 
difference between sense and nonsense. 

The pattern of this sentence may seem “natural” to native English speakers, but many 
other languages follow patterns that are somewhat — or completely — different. In 
English, we refer to the home of the American president as the White House. In Spanish, 
however, the correct order would be la Casa Blanca (literally, the House White); the United 
States would be los Estados Unidos (the States United ). 

A writing system conveys meaning through established patterns of visual symbols that 
arouse images in the mind of the reader. All languages have some things in common, but 
each language has its own syntax — its own unique way of organizing words into 
sentences. Acquiring an appreciation for word order in general, and for the subject-

action verb-complement pattern in particular, will help you write English sentences that 
express ideas clearly and engage the interest of your readers.* (For details about the 
influence of other languages, notably Latin and classical Greek, on the organizing  
principles of English, see "Playing the Game of GrammaTecture" on page 10.) 

Most Americans who have gotten past the 5th grade can recognize — and name — the 
fundamental patterns (or operations) of mathematics with relative ease:

Addition Subtraction  Multiplication       Division
     4         4          4  4 

+3 - 3       x 3  3) 12
     7         1        12

This is “complement” with an “e” (meaning “something that completes”). 

* N O T E :  Traditional grammarians and 21st linguists alike have generally accepted the
Latin-based Subject / Predicate (or Noun Phrase / Verb Phrase) model to explain the
organization of English sentences. For people who want to improve their writing, the
Write Smart Blueprint provides a simple, step-by-step alternative. See Addendum A.

But only a small percentage of college graduates are able to identify four fundamental 
sentence patterns. That’s something you will be able to do before you get to page 40.

https://writesmart.org/addendum/Addendum%20A%20-%20Blueprint.pdf
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1.2  Grammatical Competence and Creativity 

By his own account, Abraham Lincoln had less than one year of formal education. In 
The Eloquent President, historian Ronald C. White Jr. describes Lincoln’s decision —
while he was in his early 20s — “to master the English language by an intense study of 
grammar.” White quotes William Herndon, Lincoln’s law partner, as recalling that Lincoln 
purchased a copy of Samuel Kirkham’s English Grammar in an effort to improve his 
communication skills “by mastering the intricacies of grammatical construction.”

Lincoln devoured the text. Sometimes . . . he committed whole sections of 
the book to memory.. .. The young Lincoln would wheedle his friends to   
help him practice the review tasks at the end of each chapter. 

After completing his study of Kirkham’s English Grammar, Lincoln gave the book to the  
young woman widely regarded as the secret love of his life, Ann Rutledge. That book now  
resides in the Rare Books and Special Collections Division of the Library of Congress.  
(To see the Lincoln video, go to  https://www.loc.gov/item/myloc15/ .) 

Back in the 1960s, some leaders in the American academic community began making the 
astonishing claim that learning English grammar could interfere with creativity. But in the 
world of professional publishing, the notion of an inherent conflict between grammatical 
competence and creativity has zero credibility. Consider the use of figurative language 
in two sentences from Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man, a ground-breaking novel that won 
the National Book Award for excellence in fiction. At one point, the author describes a 
prizefight between two boxers of unequal ability. The more skilled and experienced boxer 
is heavily favored (Ellison refers to him as the smart money). The other boxer (the long 
shot) is clumsy and overmatched, but he lands a lucky punch, knocks his opponent 
out (hit the canvas), and wins the fight (got the nod ). 

The smart money hit the canvas. The long shot got the nod.  – Ralph Ellison 

In both sentences, we are looking at subject-action verb-complement relationships. 

The smart money hit      the canvas.  The long shot got        the nod.

To understand how the English system works, we need to use terms that we can apply 
consistently to define the relationships within our sentences. Although many linguists  
would agree with Rutgers University Professor Mark C. Baker’s generalization that the 
"normal order of words in English is subject-verb-object,” that generalization is misleading.  
As we will see, three of our four basic sentence patterns don’t fit that model. To avoid  
confusion, we will refer to a word that completes an action verb as a verb complement —  
or simply the verb's object (vo). We will  encounter another confusing term, the “indirect” 
object, on page 35. 

https://www.loc.gov/item/myloc15/
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 Complement vs. “Direct” Object? 

Much of the confusion that accompanies the study of English comes 
from  questionable terminology associated with fundamental concepts. 
Some of these terms can interfere with our ability to understand simple, 
logical relationships. 

Traditional grammar books have generally used the term “direct object” 
to refer to a word or group of words “directly affected” by an action verb. 
That definition may work for some sentences: for example, I wrote the 
report. The report is explicitly a product (or “direct effect” ) of what I wrote. 

But that definition does not apply to sentences like I  read a  magazine 
article. Was the article  directly affected because I read it? To apply the 
underlying principle of this sentence pattern consistently,  we need to 
recognize that the article was not “directly” affected (or “indirectly” 
affected) by the fact that I read it; article simply completes the action of 
read. 

Here’s another example: We watched the sunset. We refer to sunset as 
a complement because it completes the action of watched. But was the 
sunset “directly” affected because we watched it, or would the sun have 
set even if we had been at home eating dinner? 

The smart money hit     the canvas. The long shot got   the nod.

Again, note the distinction between complement (completing the action of a verb) and 
direct object (“directly” affected by a verb). In the first sentence, Ellison’s use of figurative 
language — hit the canvas — is a more dramatic way of saying fell to the canvas-covered 
floor of the boxing ring. In the second sentence, we can see that nod completes the 
meaning of the action verb , but it would be a stretch to suggest that got “directly 
affects” nod. 

So instead of direct object (do), the Write Smart Blueprint employs a simpler and more 
accurate term — the verb’s object  (vo). 

 v o  v o 
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1.3   Adding Descriptive Words 

The skilled professional adds descriptive language to support and clarify the 
subject -     verb - complement relationship. You can’t always get away with sentence 
patterns like The smart money hit the canvas. The long shot got the nod. Most of the 
time, you need to create combinations of words that put some flesh on the bones. 

 Who runs U.S. foreign policy?  – Anne Applebaum 

Here, we are looking at a slightly different subject-action verb-complement pattern: 
Who…runs…policy? 

Who runs 
      


      
U.S. foreign policy?

This sentence asks a question and includes two words that describe the complement. 

Who runs 
            

U.S. foreign policy?
 ̂  ^

It’s easy to see that U.S. and foreign describe the complement policy. (In this sentence, 
both U.S. and foreign act as adjectives.) It should also be easy to see that the sentence 
makes sense because the parts relate to one another in specific ways. In English, the 
primary organizing principle — commonly referred to as syntax — is the order of the 
words in the sentence. Making sense depends on syntax, and syntax depends on word 

order. The combination U.S. foreign policy makes sense, but policy foreign U.S. does not. 

Sometimes, a descriptive word will relate to another descriptive word. 

 Harry heard something creak outside.  –  J. K. Rowling 

We are looking at the same subject-verb-complement pattern, but in this sentence, the 
descriptive language comes after the word described, not before it. 

 Harry heard     something creak outside.
 ^          ̂

You may also have noticed that one descriptive word — outside — refers to another 
descriptive word — creak. (In the chapters to come, we will see that the use of creak in 
this sentence is a bit more complicated than it appears to be.) 

 v o 

 v o 
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1.4  Adding Descriptive Phrases 

To create strong visual images for our readers, we may need to extend the scope of the 
subject-action verb-complement (or subject-action verb-object) relationship. Often, we 
can accomplish this by creating well-organized word combinations (or phrases*). 

Hurricane Katrina struck metropolitan New Orleans on Monday with a 
staggering blow, far surpassing Hurricane Betsy, the landmark disaster of an 
earlier generation.  –  The Times-Picayune, New Orleans, August 30, 2005 

This sentence — the introduction to a series of articles that won a Pulitzer Prize in 2006 — 
begins with a strong subject-action verb-complement relationship: 

 Hurricane Katrina struck   
     

metropolitan New Orleans…
 ̂  

Here, the subject-action verb-complement relationship, even with the descriptive word 
metropolitan, does not provide enough information to convey the sense of the catastrophe. 
(Remember, a sentence has to make sense.) In a sentence of this type, the reader 
needs additional supporting information, and the writer supplies it — in the form of a 
noun phrase* and four prepositional (connecting) phrases following the complement. 

Hurricane Katrina struck metropolitan New Orleans (on Monday) (with a staggering blow,) 
(far surpassing Hurricane Betsy,) (the landmark disaster) (of an earlier generation.) 

Most first-rate professional writers and editors, either consciously or intuitively, take pains  
to make sure that the subject-verb relationship drives the message, adding appropriate  
descriptive language to support and clarify that relationship. But be careful. Many  
otherwise reasonable and capable people make the mistake of burying the subject-verb 

relationship with an overload of descriptive language, believing that ornamentation is  
synonymous with “creative” writing. 

The extensive cyclonic system referred to as Hurricane Katrina by the National Weather 
Service struck the city of New Orleans and areas adjacent to the city with what numerous 
observers are describing as an impact of staggering proportions, the extent of which 
would initially appear to be equal to or even greater than the extensive damage caused by 
the landmark Hurricane Betsy’s destructive intrusion in early September of 1965. 

* NOTE: If you are interested in learning more about noun phrases, see Addendum B.
We will begin taking a close look at connecting phrases on page 34.

 v o 

Don't fall into the trap of confusing elaborate explanations with good writing.

https://writesmart.org/addendum/Addendum%20B%20-%20Phrases.pdf


      The Write Smart 12-Step System: Steps 1 – 4 

The verb is the heart of the English sentence. In elementary school, 
we all learned about subjects and verbs. You have the subject and 
then you have the verb, right? Subject-verb may be the normal order 

of most English sentences, but that kind of understanding distorts the 
relationship between the two key elements in the language. 

Action verbs, not subjects, are the words that move your message. 
When you develop a direct relationship between a subject and an 
action verb, the action verb drives your message. The action verb 
tells the reader what the subject does — or did or will do. 

The action verb is like the engine of an automobile. Whether we’re 
talking about a fuel-efficient Prius or a gas-guzzling Hummer, one thing 
is certain: If you don’t have a functioning engine to power it, your 
vehicle won’t make it around the block. 

      Using this metaphor will help you understand the 

      English language’s 4 dominant sentence patterns: 

1. Moving the Message: Action Verbs
2. Shifting into Neutral: Linking Verbs
3. Shifting into Overdrive: Phrases as Complements
4. Shifting into Reverse: Passive Verbs

Think of these four sentence patterns as the fundamental operations 

of the English language, in much the same way that  we think of 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division as the fundamental 
operations of mathematics. 

(The  of English)
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writesay walk  build 

 Action verbs may also express mental or emotional activity. 

think hope  wonder understand 

 2.1.2   Nouns

The common definition of a noun as a “person, place, or thing” is a bit misleading. 
Noun comes from the Latin nomen, meaning name, so it’s best to think of a noun 
as the symbolic name of something or somebody. (You can add someplace if 
you want to, but in the minds of most people, a place is something.) 

Most nouns are concrete; they can be seen and touched.

brother house computer tree

Some nouns are abstract; they cannot be seen or touched. 

 love democracy idea election 

 2.1   Playing the Game of GrammaTecture  
Nobody ever made a grammatical error in a non-literate society.  – Marshall McLuhan 

Historians generally trace the tradition of literacy in Western civilization to the ancient  
Greeks, who invented the term  (meaning ) about  
2,500 years ago. What we routinely refer to as literacy, then, is actually letteracy. 

The Greeks created a visual communication system in which the letters of their 
alphabet represented the sound patterns of their language. They called this process the 
techne grammatike, or the  into words— that is, the 
tecnique of writing. (Think of  as a synonym for  or , acquired over time 
by people engaged in various tool-related activities, such as building a house or weaving 
or playing a musical instrument. (Techne is the root of the English word technology.) 
Over time, the organizing principles engineered by the Greeks had a profound influence 
on Latin, the adopted language of the Roman Empire. In Latin, the Greek's  

 became the ars grammatica: the craft of organizing letters  into 
words and words into sentences for formal written and oral presentations. 

Centuries later, scholars in England began using Latin as a model for English. The 
languages are similar in some respects, but there are also vast differences. As we look 
at the players in our language, we need to consider these similarities and differences.

 2.1.1   Action Verbs

 Action verbs usually express physical activity.
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Both concrete and abstract nouns may be collective nouns. 

team  audience  data   majority 

Nouns that represent a particular something or somebody are proper nouns. 

 London   Abraham Lincoln  Toyota 

Nouns that do not represent a particular something or somebody are common nouns. 

 city president              automobile 

the city  the automobile 

 a city

the president                           

 an automobile 

          Latin: In principio erat verbum . . . 

  English: In the beginning was the word . . . 

As seen here, the article forms a combination with the noun. The article the is the 
most commonly used word in the English language, and it will frequently (though not 
always) introduce a noun phrase. 

the beginning the word  

Verbs and nouns interact with one another in specific ways to create meaning. Nouns may 
cause verbs to act; nouns may also complete the meaning of a verb. Each word in a  
sentence operates in two ways: as a speech part (What kind of word is it? Is it a noun?  
Is it an action verb? What is the word’s IDentity — its ID? ); and as a sentence part 

(How does the word act in the sentence? What Role does the word play? What is the  
word’s relationship to other words in the sentence?). 

* NOTE: The articles the, a, and an are referred to by many linguists as determiners.
For more information about the role that articles play in noun phrases, see Addendum C;
for determiners, see Addendum D.

Although Latin has had a profound influence on English, the absence of the article in 

Latin is one of the many differences between the two languages. For example:  

 a president 

One of the articles — the, a, an — may combine with a noun to form a noun combination 
(or noun phrase).* 

https://writesmart.org/addendum/Addendum%20C%20-%20Articles.pdf
https://writesmart.org/addendum/Addendum%20D%20-%20Adjs%20&%20Determiners.pdf
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2.1.3   What kind of word is it?    Speech Part = IDentity 

Consider the following sentence: 

  Abraham Lincoln won the election. 

  What’s the action? won = action verb 

 Abraham Lincoln is the name of somebody, and the election is the name of something. 

Abraham Lincoln = noun election = noun 

So we can describe the sentence Abraham Lincoln won the election in terms of its 
speech parts. 

 N  AV  n 
 Abraham Lincoln won the election. 

Abraham Lincoln and election are both nouns, but they play completely different roles. 

2.1.4    How does the word act?      Sentence Part = Role 

The role the word plays is determined by its relationship to other words in the sentence.

• Speech Part • • Sentence Part •
(IDentity) (Role)

Action Verb Verb (Predicate*)

Noun Subject or Object

*NOTE: Is the Latin term ppredicate (from praedicare, meaning to proclaim) helpful in
understanding the relationships within the English sentence? Or does the concept of  the
predicate — as a separate entity — add an unnecessary layer of complexity?
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Paying attention to the roles that words play in a sentence will enable you to understand and 
build strong grammatical relationships, which in turn create meaning. Sentences with action 
verbs generally follow a pattern that’s easy to recognize. The subject tells us what the 
sentence is about; the action verb tells us what the subject does; and, in most cases, a 
word or group of words — the complement (or the verb's object) — will complete the 
subject-action verb relationship.

In this sentence, the Subject (Role or sentence part) is Abraham Lincoln (Noun — ID or 
speech part); the Verb (Role or sentence part) is won (Action Verb — ID or speech 
part); the verb's object (Role or sentence part) is election (noun — ID or speech part), 
which completes the action of the verb. 

  N   AV            n
 Abraham Lincoln won the election. 

 v o 

The Blueprint enables you to see that the words in a sentence operate on two levels: 

• Abraham Lincoln is a Noun ( N ) acting as the suubject;

• won is an Action Verb ( AV ) acting as the verb;

• election is a noun (n) acting as the complement (verb's object).
vo

 At this point, all word IDentities are lower case except for the Noun (N) acting as a subject  and 
the Action Verb (AV). 

 *NOTE: The Write Smart Blueprint presents a simplified approach to understanding how to
use 12 fundamental patterns to organize words into strong sentences. For questions related to
English usage — the correct grammatical form of certain words (who vs. whom, were vs. was,
you're vs your, for example) — go to page 136, Part II The Right Word: 21st Century
Standard Usage.

If we recognize that English sentences are puzzles (or games) — and that both puzzles and 
games are technologies — we can see that we are dealing with a visual communication 
system. As is the case with other systems, the parts (or pieces or players) in well-written 
sentences relate to one another in specific ways. 

The Write Smart Blueprint will help you understand how the pieces fit together in a way that 
is more practical and easier to understand than the Latin-based “traditional” diagrams or the 
linguistic “tree” diagrams.*

 Abraham Lincoln won the election. 
 v o 
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 2.2  Building Strong Sentences: 4 Dominant Patterns 

I once heard an automotive engineer say, “The best way to learn how an engine works 
is to take all the parts, put them on the floor, and build the engine from the ground up.” 
That’s what we’re going to do with the English language over the next 59 pages.

 2.2.1    Moving the Message: Action Verb     Complement 

Suit the action to the word, the word to the action.  – William Shakespeare 

A – Action Verbs 

Although Shakespeare was offering his advice about “action” to actors, it applies to writers 
as well. The difference is that in writing, “the word” is the action. To put it another way, the 
strongest words are words that express action. As we have seen, the subject-action verb 
relationship generally leads to a word or words that complete the action of the verb. 

Botanists study plants. 

A word that completes the action of a verb is a complement (or object of the verb). Here, 
the noun plants is the complement of the verb study. The noun plants completes the  
action of the verb and answers the question what. Botanists study what? — plants.

Botanists study        plants. 

The Write Smart Blueprint enables us to see the dual role of each word in the sentence:

• Botanists is a NOUN (speech part – ID) acting as the SUBJECT (sentence part — Role)

• study is an ACTION VERB (speech part – ID) acting as the VERB (sentence part — Role)

• plants is a NOUN (speech part – ID) acting as the COMPLEMENT (sentence part — Role)
or OBJECT of the action verb study (vo) and answering the question what.

NOTE: The Write Smart Blueprint begins with a basic sentence pattern: the subject-verb 
relationship leading to a complement. Traditional grammarians and most linguists are 
locked in to the clunky Latin model, which puts the subject on one side of the equation and 
the predicate (including the object) on the other: Botanists  study plants. For a more 
complete explanation, see Addendum A (Blueprint vs. Diagrams).

1s t SENTENCE PATTERN

N           AV            n 
Botanists study          plants.     

vo 

https://writesmart.org/addendum/Addendum%20A%20-%20Blueprint.pdf
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Top professional writers and editors rely on action verbs and the subject-verb-complement 
pattern to move the message. Action gets the reader’s attention; clearly organized 
relationships sustain the reader’s interest.

Fire destroyed          the building. The company increased           productivity. 

 So far, we have looked at the ID (speech part) of two different kinds of  
words and seen how they act in their defined Roles (sentence parts). 

 or 
(Object)

 B – Verbs Indicating Possession 

Treat verbs that indicate possession, such as have or own, as action verbs. 

AV           n  AV
The photographer bought a camera.   The photographer has a camera.

vo

The noun camera completes the action verb by indicating what the photographer has.

 AV       n AV 
Uncle Mac drives a truck.  Uncle Mac owns a truck. 

Uncle Mac owns what? The noun truck acts as a complement (or object) of owns. 

        
N           AV              n 

        
N AV              n 
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 C – Pronouns in the Subject-Verb-Complement Relationship 

A new player in our game — the pronoun — may act as the subject or complement of a 
sentence. For our purposes at this point, we may think of a pronoun (pn) as a word that 
assumes the role or takes the place of a noun. For example: 

 Personal Pronouns 

I (me)   you   he (him)   she (her)  it   we (us)   they (them) 

Indefinite       Pronouns 

all many one much  either nobody anybody somebody everybody
 none few both more  neither no one anyone someone everyone
any some each most  other nothing anything something everything

Demonstrative Pronouns 

this         that       these      those 

 Relative Pronouns 

who       whom       whose       which       that 

A pronoun will often refer to a noun called an antecedent, a word derived from Latin 
meaning goes before. A pronoun, like a noun, may function as a subject or complement. 

 Doris saved the day. She found the key. 

The personal pronoun she takes the place of the antecedent Doris. 
N        AV           n PN      AV           n 

Doris found the key.  She found the key.

 pn  PN             pn 
 Doris found it.  She found it. 

She refers to the antecedent Doris; it refers to key. 

NOTE: Many of these pronouns can also act as adjectives in a noun phrase (see page 19). 
Some linguists insist on referring to the adjective form of these pronouns (along with the 
articles a, an, and the) as determiners. Many people find that term confusing, but if works 
for you, use it. 

Possessive Pronouns

my    your    his    her    its    our    their    whose
mine    yours    his    hers    ours    theirs

Interrogative Pronouns 

who       whom       whose       which       what 

user1
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The form of a noun acting as a subject is the same as the form of a noun acting as a 
complement (i.e., object), but the form (or case) of the personal pronoun (except you 
and it) changes. 

 John loves Mary.             He loves her.

 Mary loves John.            She loves him. 

The form of a personal pronoun depends on the role it plays — how it acts in the sentence. 

he, she = subjective (nominative) case  him, her = objective case 

 D  – Connectives 

Connectives are words that tie together words, phrases, or clauses. The most 
common connective is the coordinating conjunction (cc ) and. (We'll take a closer 
look at these conjunctions in 2.4.1.) 

N     cc       N       AV           n
Dell and Apple make computers. 

Orson Welles produced and directed movies. 

Complements may take the form of a list of three or more items. 

The Ford Motor Company manufactures cars, trucks, and spare parts. 

ouns and pronouns can 
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E – Adjectives in the Subject-Verb-Complement Pattern 

Words that describe or define are modifiers. A word that describes or defines a noun 
(that is, adds meaning to a noun) is an adjective (from the Latin adiectus, meaning add 
to). These players that we call adjectives indicate a characteristic — color, kind, size,  
composition, age, texture, quality, etc. — of the nouns they describe. Think of adjectives  
as words that change (or modify) the reader’s perception of something or somebody. 

I bought a clock. 

This sentence is grammatically correct, but it reveals nothing about the characteristics 
of this particular clock. We can see that a is an indefinite article, and that clock is noun 
acting as a complement. (The combination a clock is a simple noun phrase.)

I bought an alarm clock. 

The adjective alarm tells us something about the noun, identifying it as a particular 
kind of clock.

  PN    AV          adj         n
 I bought an alarm clock.            I bought a digital clock.

 I bought an antique clock.            I bought a cuckoo clock.

Like the articles (a, an, the), adjectives can work with nouns to form noun combinations 
or phrases. The adj above the word indicates the speech part (IDentity); the arrow 
under the adjective, pointing to the noun described, indicates the sentence part 
(Role) — how the adjective acts in the sentence.

 He completed the assignment.   He completed the wrong assignment. 
^ 

 adj          N             AV        adj       n 

The governor proposed changes.         The new governor proposed few changes. 
 ̂     ^ 

^

 adj
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• Nouns as Adjectives  •

In English, how a word acts in relation to other words will govern the role that it plays 
in a sentence. Words that are ordinarily nouns may sometimes act as adjectives. 

   adj
  The neighbors built a brick garage.       We enjoyed the automobile show.

A noun that shows possession (apostrophe s) functions as an adjective. 

The manager’s plan solved the problem.              I support the committee’s decision.
 ̂

 • Pronouns as Adjectives  •

Indefinite and demonstrative pronouns (page 16) may act as adjectives.

Some people dislike sugar. That dog bit a child. 
 ̂  

• Personal Pronouns: Possessive Case  •

Another common adjective form is the possessive case of personal pronouns.

my, our        your       his, her, its        their 

My uncle builds houses.           Dr. Wilson examined her patient. 

For more about the possessive case of pronouns, see 6.1 and 6.4. 

• Interrogative Pronouns: Possessive Case  •

Certain interrogative pronouns (page 16) may act as adjectives.  

 Which company won the contract?          Whose dog bit the child? 

^

 ̂ ^

 ̂  

*NOTE: Some texts refer to these forms as determiners — see Addendum D.  For the

order of adjectives in a noun phrase, see Addendum E.

https://writesmart.org/addendum/Addendum%20D%20-%20Adjs%20&%20Determiners.pdf
https://writesmart.org/addendum/Addendum%20E%20-%20Royal%20Order_.pdf
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F – Auxiliary Verbs 

In each of the sentences we have considered so far, the verb has always been a single 

action verb. Sometimes, though, the verb may be a combination of an action verb 

plus a new player in the game — the auxiliary verb (i.e., “helping” verb).* 

She is editing the report. 

In this example, the is editing is a verb phrase that leads to the complement report. Here 
are the common English auxiliaries:

am have will would
are has shall should
is had can could
was
were do may might
be done must
being did
been

An auxiliary verb (aux) may combine with an action verb (AV) to form verb phrases 
that express a variety of meanings. 

 PN   aux   AV n 
 She is editing the report. 

 aux     AV 
 She has edited the report. 

 aux      aux      AV 
She should have edited the report. 

The auxiliary verb is used in many sentences that ask questions. 

 aux   PN    AV            n 
 Did she edit the report?  Should she edit the repot? 

* NOTE: If you learned the term “helping” verb in elementary school, join the club. The problem
with the term helping verbs is that they don’t always help us; sometimes, they can get in the

way, as we will see when we look at passive verbs on page 37. The term auxiliary verb (or
simply auxiliary) — meaning something extra that may be called upon to lend support — has
been around for centuries, and it more accurately describes the role that these verbs play in
English sentences.

For more information about verb phrases, see Addendum F.

https://writesmart.org/addendum/Addendum%20F%20-%20Verb%20Phrases.pdf
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 G – Inflection of Regular Verbs The Infinitive and Principal Parts

In English, the basic form of the verb is the infinitive. The infinitive may be expressed 
as to plus the verb (to climb); or without the to (climb) — referred to as the plain form (or 
bare form) of the infinitive. 

    Infinitive (with to): I told Louise to lock the door. 

 Infinitive (to understood): I saw Louise lock the door. 

 Remember Harry?  Harry heard something creak outside. 

We create tenses and other verb forms from the verb’s four principal parts. 

• present

• past

•  present participle

• past participle

The present tense of a Regular Verb is taken from the plain form of the infinitive — the 
infinitive without the to. Regular verbs form the present participle by adding -ing to 
the plain form; the past and past participle, by adding d, -ed, or -ied.

   Inflection of to climb 

Present           Past

Present Past Participle Participle

climb(s) climbed climbing climbed

These changes in the form of a verb are called the verb’s inflection (from the Latin 
inflectere, meaning bend or alter). The present and past verb forms need no auxiliary. 

Present: Cats climb trees. Past: The cat climbed a tree. 

When acting as the main verb in a sentence, however, the present participle and 
past participle combine with an auxiliary to form verb phrases. 

N   aux  AV  n 

Present Participle: A cat was climbing the tree.      Past Participle: A cat has climbed the tree. 
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Present Past

Infinitive Present Past Participle Participle 

(have, has, had ) 

(to) help help(s) helped helping helped 
(to) fix fix(es) fixed fixing fixed 
(to) use use(s) used using used 
(to) study stud(ies) studied studying studied 

Present:  He fixes computers. Past: He fixed the computer. 

Past Present  
Participle:  He is fixing the computer. Participle:  He has fixed the computer. 

Irregular verbs do not follow the predictable -ed ending pattern. 

Present Past

Infinitive Present Past Participle Participle 

(have, has, had ) 

(to) give give(s) gave giving given 
(to) go go(es) went going gone 
(to) eat eat(s) ate eating eaten 
(to) run run(s) ran running run 
(to) see see(s) saw seeing seen 
(to) write write(s) wrote writing written 
(to) read read(s) read reading read 
(to) hit hit(s) hit hitting hit 

Present:  Bears eat honey. Past:  A bear ate the honey. 

Present  
Participle:  A bear is eating the honey. 

NOTE: For a more complete treatment of irregular verbs, see 7.2. 

H – Inflection of Regular Verbs The Infinitive and Principal Parts (cont.)

I – Inflection of Irregular Verbs The Infinitive and Principal Parts

Past 
Participle:  A bear has eaten the honey. 
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 “Learning an Appropriate Name” 

In his book How We Think, educator John Dewey stressed the 
importance of “learning an appropriate name” for something in 
order to understand what it means. “Some meaning … refuses 
to condense into a definite form; the attaching of a word… puts 

limits around the meaning … makes it stand out as an entity on 
its own account.” Most of the terms we use to describe the 
English language are borrowed from Latin: sentence, noun, verb, 
antecedent, inflection, infinitive, participle, etc. Becoming familiar 
with these terms will help you understand the fundamental 

operations of English. 

* We will treat auxiliary verbs as a separate elements.

Adjective Modifier

To solve Grammar Puzzles 1 - 11, 
go to GrammarPuzzles.Online

www.grammatext.org
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J - Verbs as Adjectives 

 When an auxiliary combines with the participle, we have a verb combination. But when it 
 stands alone, the participle acts as an adjective (adj).* 

Present Past
Participle Participle
using used
frightening frightened
driving driven
writing written

Participle as verb: The suspect was driving an SUV. 

        adj 
Participle as adjective: A driving rain ruined the picnic. 

^ 

Participle as verb: Sharon Aker has written several computer manuals. 

Participle as adjective: The judge required a written explanation. 

Participle as verb: A loud noise has frightened the children. 

Participle as adjective: The frightened children locked the door. 
^

 A participle operating as an adjective is called a verbal — the participle is part verb and 
part adjective. Most good writers look for opportunities to use verbals to keep the  

message moving. 

The report described a lost puppy.        Growing children need nourishing food. 
^ ^                                   ^ 

*NOTE: Understanding the role of the participle is critical to developing a fluid writing style.
For centuries, the participle was treated as a separate part of speech. For example,
the text that Abraham Lincoln studied, Kirkham’s English Grammar, devoted an entire
chapter — Chapter V — to the uses and abuses of the participle.
http://www.archive.org/stream/englishgrammarin00inkirk#page/58/mode/2up/search/of+participles

^

http://www.archive.org/stream/englishgrammarin00inkirk#page/58/mode/2up/search/of+participles
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K – Adverbs in the Subject-Verb-Complement Pattern 

An adverb (adv) usually describes or modifies (that is, adds meaning to) a verb. 

adv 
She almost spilled the milk. 

^ 

Many adverbs end in -ly. 

The plumber quickly repaired the leak. 
^ 

An adverb modifying a verb is part of the verb combination. Adverbs answer the 
questions how? how often? when? where? to what degree? in what order? 

adv 
 How: Warren Buffett invested wisely. 

^ 

 How often: Reporters often criticize the . 
^ 

When: Soon, the company will increase production. 

^  

^ 

Degree: Mismanagement nearly ruined the business. 

^ 

Order: First, we must develop goals. 

^ 

Where: I will wait here. 
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The word not often acts as an adverb in a verb phrase that express the negative form 
of a verb. 

adv   AV 
I do not like pickles.

^ 
The contraction n’t in a verb phrase also acts as an adverb, even though it is attached 
to the auxiliary. 

adv 

I don’t like pickles. 

^ 

An adverb sometimes follows an action verb. 

He talks foolishly. 

The team played well. 

Adverbs usually modify verbs, but they may also modify adjectives or other adverbs. 

N AV adv        adj         n 

Adv-Adj: Agatha Christie devised a most unusual plot. 
^           ^ 

adv adj 

Adv-Adj: Exceptionally talented children need encouragement. 
^ 

adv  adv 

Adv-Adv: The team has played extremely well. 
^ 

adv      adv 

Adv-Adv: Dr. Stampa removed the cast very carefully. 
^ 

adv       adv 
Adv-Adv: I almost never carry an umbrella. 

^ 

In sentences of this type, the adverb 
assumes a role similar to that of the verb complement.

- - - - -

- - -
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• Nouns as Adverbs  •

Certain nouns that tell when or where may function as adverbs (n/adv). 

n/adv 
When: Yesterday, the governor   a tax increase. 

n/adv 
Where: I am going home. 

A noun combination (noun phrase) may function as an adverb. 

adj   n/adv 
Last year, Lois visited Paris.        We will finish the job next week. 

^                    ^ 

L – Distinguishing between Adjectives and Adverbs 

Although the -ly ending usually indicates an adverb, a few adjectives also end in -ly. 
For example: 

likely timely lovely lively
holy goodly manly homely
early kindly womanly elderly
friendly daily sickly

The early bird gets the worm.Her date arrived early. 

Certain words that are normally adverbs occasionally act as adjectives. 

not also too 
never almost especially 
very only simply 

adv adj 
Adverb: He almost dropped the ball.       Adjective: Almost anyone can make pancakes. 

 ^ 

^

- but - 
adv adj

^ ^ 

To get a clearer idea of the roles that adverbs play in verb phrases and noun phrases, 
see Addendum G .   

https://writesmart.org/addendum/Addendum%20G%20-%20Adverbs%20in%20Phrases.pdf
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 Step 1 

You have completed Step 1 of the Write Smart 12-Step System. 
Mastering the subject-action verb-complement pattern — and 
the supporting elements (e.g., auxiliaries, adjectives, adverbs, 
conjunctions) that usually accompany that pattern — is the first 
step in  understanding the architecture (or GrammaTecture) of 
the English language. 

 

  

 

To solve Grammar Puzzles 12 & 13, 
go to GrammarPuzzles.Online

www.grammatext.org
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2.2.2    Linking Verb    Complement 

Zora Neale Hurston

We have seen that certain verbs may act as auxiliaries. 

 aux      AV

As an auxiliary, am supports and influences the meaning of the action verb editing. But 
am and other forms of the verb to be may also act as the main verb of a sentence.

am  was  be
are were  being
is been

When a form of the verb to be is the main verb, it acts as a linking verb (LV). 





One of the forms of to be (am, are, is, was, were, be, being, been) may link the subject to 
a complement. Instead of expressing action, a linking verb (or copula, from the Latin 
copulare, meaning  join together) simply states a relationship. 

When the main verb of a sentence is an action verb — I edit  the report — the 
subject (I ) and the complement (report) are separate entities. The complement receives 
the action of the verb, so we refer to it as a verb complement — or object  (vo). But a 
noun that acts as a complement after a linking verb is an extension of the subject, so 
we refer to it as a subject complement (sc). 

 PN LV        n 

 sc

sc 

  sc

 ̂

2nd SENTENCE PATTERN

NOTE: Traditional grammar texts have generally adopted the Latin formulary and 
referred to subject complements as “predicate nominatives” or “predicate nouns.” Some 
grammarians appear to take pleasure in burdening the English language with these 
outdated, Latin-based concepts, even though they interfere with most people's 
understanding of how to express ideas in plain English. 

vo 
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The subject complement following a linking verb may also be an adjective. 

    N        LV        adj 
 The dinner was excellent. 

The adjective excellent follows the linking verb was and describes the subject dinner. 
(This type of adjective is referred to in traditional grammar as a predicate adjective.) 

The subject complement is often accompanied by modifiers.

The subject  complement may be a possessive pronoun. 

Those books are mine. 
   ^ 

 The old gray Ford is ours. 

Like action verbs, linking verbs may be accompanied by auxiliary verbs. 

 aux  LV 
 Unfortunately, a satisfactory solution will be impossible. 

    This year, the precipitation has been below normal. 

NOTE: Many languages get along quite well without a linking verb for most commonly 
used expressions. In Chinese or Arabic, for example, You are right would simply be 
expressed as You right.  But some other languages, such as Spanish, have two forms of 
the verb to be, one to convey a temporary condition (estar ), another to state an intrinsic 
characteristic (ser ). So Juan está aburrido means John is bored, while Juan es aburrido 
means John is boring. 

Edna Miller is the director.  Edna Miller is the new director.
^

sca

They are twins.   They are fraternal twins. 

I am happy.  I am not happy. 

You are right.  You are probably right. 

Is the 7-11 open?  The 7-11 is always open. 

N          LV          adj       n

N     LV     adv       adj

^
sca

sca

sca
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 A – Linking Verbs Expressing a Physical Condition 

Certain verbs expressing the physical senses sometimes act as linking verbs. 

become      sound       taste       appear       grow       remain 
feel smell         look        seem         stay        go (went) 

  LV
  The soup was good. 

  LV
  The soup tasted good. 

     The music is lively. 

The music sounds lively. 

 Nathaniel is tired. 

    Nathaniel feels tired. 

   Nathaniel looks tired. 

  Nathaniel seems tired. 

Some linking verbs express a change in condition; others indicate continuation. 

 Rockefeller became governor. 

Rockefeller remained governor. 

 Pvt. Doe is AWOL. 

        Pvt. Doe went AWOL. 
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Remember that function determines which role a word plays in the sentence. Some verbs 
can act as action verbs (expressing physical action) or linking verbs (expressing physical 
condition). 

Linking Verb LV (Physical Condition): The cologne smells spicy. 

Action Verb AV 
 (Physical Action): I smell smoke. 

Linking Verb 

(Physical Condition): The soup tasted good. 

Action Verb 

(Physical Action): We tasted the soup. 

B – Objective Complements 

Occasionally, a noun or adjective may act as a complement following the complement 

(or object) of an action verb. This type of complement is generally referred to as an 
objective complement (oc). 

n n
 The school board elected Maria Clemente president. 

oc

Here, president identifies Maria Clemente. The verb to be (linking Maria Clemente and 
president) is understood. 

The school board elected Maria Clemente [to be] president. 

n            adj 

    The jury found the defendant guilty. 
 oc 

The adjective guilty acts as an objective complement, describing the noun defendant. 

NOTE: Many people find the term objective complement confusing. The objective 
complement is a complement — either a noun or an adjective — following the object 
of a verb. 

 vo 

 vo 
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 ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂

We are now able to see that the architecture of what is commonly referred to as the 
“simple sentence” is a bit more complicated than it might appear to be at first glance  
For example: 

 The new governor is articulate and resourceful. 

  adj         N         LV      adj          cc          adj 
 The new governor is articulate and resourceful. 

 ̂  

The recently elected governor has submitted her revised budget proposal. 

   adv          adj            N          aux       AV          adj      adj         adj           n 
  The recently elected governor has submitted her revised budget proposal. 

We will treat the linking verb as a separate element. 

To solve Grammar Puzzles 14 & 15, go 
to GrammarPuzzles.Online

www.grammatext.org
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  A vast silence reigned over the land.  – Jack London 

The most common connectives in English are the prepositions.* For example: 

   to       in       for       over       under       at       through       like       by       with       from

One of the roles that the preposition (pp) can play is to connect a subject-verb relationship 
to yet another kind of complement — the complement of a preposition, more commonly 
referred to as the object of a preposition (opp). In other words, a prepositional phrase 

can complete a subject-verb relationship. 

   He ran        (to the bus stop.)

As you can see, the pattern of the prepositional phrase is different from the patterns of the 
common phrases we have looked at previously. In the example above, the preposition to is 
connecting the verb ran with the object bus stop. 

Think of the prepositional phrase as a connecting phrase. Generally, a noun, pronoun, or 
noun phrase will follow the preposition. For example:

 PN    AV pp n
 Last summer, I traveled     (through southern France .)

  N       LV pp
 Your umbrella is        (in the closet.) 

 opp 

  The court adjourned      (at 4:30 p.m.) 

 ̂ opp

3rd SENTENCE PATTERN

I slept       (for eight hours.) 

Many linguists and grammarians continue to stick with the old Latin rules and would refer 
to the verbs in these sentense as intransitive or intransitive linking. These terms may be 
of some value in dealing with the nuances of Latin, but they interfere with most people's 
understanding of how the English language works. 

For more information about how noun phrases operate within prepositional phrases, see 
Addendum H.

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE =  PREPOSITION  +  OBJECT

2.2.3     Action or Linking Verb    Connecting Phrase 

https://writesmart.org/addendum/Addendum%20H%20-%20Phrases%20within%20Phrases.pdf
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A – Prepositional Phrases and “Indirect” Objects

Sometimes, a prepositional phrase may extend the subject-verb-complement relationship. 

  The university offered a full scholarship (to Andrea Liggons.) 

Oliver bought a birthday present (for his wife.) 

In each of these sentences, the prepositional phrase relates to the verb. 

    offered . . . to Andrea Liggons 

    bought . . . for his wife 

We can express the same idea by transposing the object of the preposition and dropping 
the preposition. 

   The university offered Andrea Liggons a full scholarship. 
vo

   Oliver bought his wife a birthday present.
vo

B – “Indirect” Objects vs Intermediate Objects

Most traditional texts would refer to  and  as 
indirect objects — defined in 

 (one of the better dictionaries) as words 
“indirectly affected” by a verb. But as a careful observer can easily 
see, there is nothing  “indirect” about the function of these words in 
the sentences above.

 and  are actually prepositional objects, with 
the prepositions  and  understood. If anything, the transposed 
sentences are more direct than the originals. This is another 
example of a “rule” that is not a rule. To understand the logic of the 
language, we need to replace linguistic clichés with careful 
observation and good sense.

opp

opp

io

io
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“Indirect” Objects vs. Intermediate Objects (continued) 

Let’s look at another example: 

  The bully gave  Billy a bloody nose. 

According to the illogic of the accepted definition, we would have to 
regard Billy as only “indirectly affected” by the verb. Do you think 
Billy would agree? Remember — in the English sentence, word 
order rules. Because these complements invariably come between 

the verb and the verb complement (or object), think of these elements 
as intermediate complements or, for the sake of convenience, 
intermediate objects (io). Note that in each of the examples above, 
the action involves a transfer, and the intermediate object receives 

the action of the verb. (Here, the noun combination bloody nose is 
treated as a single vo.) 

  The bully gave Billy a bloody nose. 
io vo 

To solve Grammar Puzzle 16 , go to 
https://GrammarPuzzles.Online

   The university offered Andrea Liggons a full scholarship. 
voio

www.grammatext.org
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2.2.4           Passive Verb Patterns 

 Never use the passive voice where you can use the active. –  George Orwell 

Professional editors generally use the term active voice to refer to a sentence pattern in 
which the subject initiates the action. The subject ddoes something.

 Active: Sharon Aker wrote a popular computer manual. 

Who did something? Sharon Aker did something. Did what? Sharon Aker wrote . . . 
manual. 

 AV
Sharon Aker wrote         a popular computer manual.

The subject (Sharon Aker) is the source of the action (wrote); the complement (manual ) 
receives the action. But we could express this information in another way: 

aux       PV 
     A popular computer manual             was written by Sharon Aker. 

This sentence is grammatically correct, but now the source of the action — Sharon Aker — 
is in a passive position. The grammatical subject — manual — didn’t do anything. 

manual              was written . . . 

The passive voice is a combination of the verb to be — am, are, is, was, were, be, 
being, been — plus the past participle. In the passive example above, the auxiliary 
was precedes the past participle written.

    Past

 Present      Past      Participle

 write  wrote     written
 study  studied studied
 hit   hit hit

   Passive: A popular computer manual was written by Sharon Aker. 

Is that the way it happened? Did the manual do anything? Although passive verbs may 
be grammatically “correct,” they generally present information backward. To make this 
sentence active, we have to turn it around. 

       Active: Sharon Aker wrote a popular computer manual. 







4th SENTENCE PATTERN

vo 

opp 
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In his book On Writing, novelist Stephen King pointed out that “unsure writers . . . feel 
the passive voice somehow lends their work authority, perhaps even a quality of 
majesty.” Part of the problem is a lack of know-how. Because of long-standing 
deficiencies at every level of the American educational system, many otherwise 
intelligent people haven’t learned the fundamentals of sentence structure and apparently 
haven’t noticed that most professional writers rely on the active voice most of the time. 
These “unsure writers” end up writing lots of backward, boring sentences. 

 A – Converting Sentences from Passive to Active 

Which of the following sentences seems more natural and easier to read? 

   aux     PV 
Passive: The stars      are studied  (by astronomers.) 

AV 

In most passive sentences, a preposition (usually by, but sometimes with, for, from, or to) 
will follow the verb. For example, The stars are studied by astronomers. To change the 
sentence from passive to active, you would need to follow three simple steps: 

1. Take the information following the preposition (in this case, astronomers)
and make it the subject of the active sentence.

2. Drop the form of to be (in this case, are).

3. Drop the preposition (in this case, by).

The subject of the passive construction (stars) will automatically become a vo — the 
verb's object. The active sentence tells it like it is. The passive sentence reverses 
the order of information. 

 Passive: A home run was hit by Hank Aaron. 

     Active: Hank Aaron hit a home run. 

Some linguists refer to this process as a “transformation.” 



Active: Astronomers study        the stars.    
vo---

opp 

opp 

vo
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How to Use the Write Smart System 

To Convert from Passive to Active 

Active sentences are usually more concise, more direct, and more 
interesting. We can use the simple 1-2-3 technique described 
on page 38 to transform the sentences in the following paragraph 
from passive to active. 

Passive: Last year at this time, the state of Oregon was gripped by the worst 
economic conditions since the Great Depression. The timber industry was 
hamstrung by high interest rates, and 5,000 workers were forced out of 
work. The fishing indust y was almost crippled by foreign competition and 
damaged spawning grounds. In the aftermath of brutal winter storms, the 
southern part of the state was declared a disaster area by the governor.

Active: Last year at this time, the worst economic conditions since the Great 
Depression gripped the state of Oregon. High interest rates hamstrung the 
timber industry, forcing 5,000 people out of work. Foreign competition and 
damaged  spawning  grounds  almost crippled the fishing  industry. In the 
aftermath of brutal winter storms, the governor declared the southern part 
of the state a disaster area.

The passive paragraph took 71 words; the active, only 62. 

A preposition doesn’t always follow a passive verb. Sometimes, the source is unstated. 

   Mistakes were made. 

Passive verbs tend to produce unnecessarily obscure and indirect sentences — the kind 
that show up far too frequently in academic, technical, legal, and government writing. 

 aux    PV  aux       PV 
 It was implied in the report that misleading information was provided by the contractor. 

It ? It didn’t do anything, and neither did information. It was implied and information was 
provided — two passives in one sentence — create a roundabout way of saying things. If 
we want to present this idea clearly and persuasively, we need to get rid of both “helping” 
verbs (was) and allow the natural subject-verb-complement relationship to do the job. 

         AV  AV 
The report implied that the contractor provided misleading information. 

opp 

vo 
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George Orwell, whose quotation is at the top of page 37, didn't say that the passive is 
always wrong (see 4.3.4A ). He used it himself at times, and he would have approved of 
the sentence below, written by the 18th century lexicographer Samuel Johnson: 

What

Trying to convert all sentences from passive to active would be a complete waste of time. 

For more about passive verbs, see 7.4.1. 

     B – Confusion between has and was 

Do not confuse has (have, has, had) with was (am, are, is, was, were). These verb forms 
may look similar (both end in -as), but their roles — and the verb combinations they 
create — are completely different. 

 has + past participle = active         was + past participle = passive 

was

has

has

was

was

has

NOTE: Remember, we are looking at the characteristics of the past participle, not the 
present participle. The form of the verb to be + the present participle (ending in -ing) will 
always create an active verb. (For example — She was eating breakfast  vs. Breakfast 

was eaten by her.) 

To solve Grammar Puzzle 17, go to 
https://GrammarPuzzles.Online

www.grammatext.org
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As far as the four sentence patterns are concerned — that’s it. Remember, we’re looking 
at dominant sentence patterns. Occasionally, writers may fashion perfectly good 
“uncomplemented” sentences that depend for their meaning on context. For example: 

      In September of 2007, the Cubs were doing something a little different. They were winning. 

There are times when the position of the subject and complement in a non-passive 
sentence may be reversed (or transformed, if you like), as in the first line of the famous 
Scottish folk song: 

 Black is the color of my true love’s hair… 

The position of the subject and complement may also be reversed when you are asking a 
question: 

      Which TV shows do you watch? 

And there are statements (e.g., Please pass the salt.) in which the subject (“you”) is not 
stated, but simply “understood” (“you understood”; see 7.3.5). I’m sure you can think of 
other examples. For now, don’t worry about the small stuff. Take time to become familiar 
with the four dominant sentence patterns. You may have forgotten them already. For most 
people, writing techniques are hard to learn and easy to forget.  
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2.3  Making Connections: 4 Phrases

 The moss was like velvet, and as I ran under the arches of yellow and red leaves, 
I sang for joy.… – Louisa May Alcott 

As we have seen, underlying the sentences written by most professional writers and 
editors is a basic pattern: the subject-verb relationship. Another pattern that we need to 
consider is the pattern of the connecting phrases. I suggested earlier that (figuratively 
speaking) the four dominant sentence patterns are the addition, subtraction, multiplication, and 
division of writing. In a similar sense, understanding how the four connecting phrases operate is 
no more complicated than understanding four other fundamental operations: finding the 
perimeter of a square, the perimeter of a rectangle, the area of a square, and 
the area of a rectangle . 

We have also seen that certain words called prepositions can introduce connecting phrases, 
and that these phrases can complete a subject-verb relationship. 

to      in      for      over      under      at      through      like      by      with      from     like

  He ran       (to the bus stop.) 

       Last summer, I traveled         
( through southern France.) 

  Your umbrella is    (in the closet.) 

   The court adjourned        
(at 4:30 p.m.) 

The prepositional phrase is the most common connecting phrase in the English language. 

In Louisa May Alcott’s sentence at the top of the page, there are four of them. 

The moss was like velvet, and as I ran under the arches of yellow and red leaves, 
I sang for joy.…

          like velvet 

      under the arches 

 of yellow and red leaves

for joy
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2.3.1   Words You Can’t End A Sentence With? 

 In the morning, a knock on the door woke me up.  – Terry McMillan 

In 1.3.3, we saw that a phrase can complete the subject-verb relationship. A key word — 
the preposition (pp) — connects the subject-verb relationship to a different kind  
of complement, generally referred to as the object of the preposition (opp).

  pp  pp
 The governor responded ( to the crisis.) Your umbrella is ( in the closet.)

 opp opp

Prepositions are the most frequently used connectives in the English language. 

about
abroad
across
after
against
along
amid
among
amongst
around
at
before
behind
below
beneath
beside
besides

between
beyond
but (“except”)
by
concerning
considering
despite
down
during
except
for
from
in
inside
into
like
midst 

near
notwithstanding
of
off
on
onto
out
outside
over
past
pending
per
regarding
respecting
round
save
since

through
throughout
till (’til)
to
toward
under
underneath
until
unto
up
upon
via
with
within
without
as*
than*

The preposition may be a combination of words.

according to due to in consideration of
ahead of in back of on account of
apart from in front of owing to
as far as in place of with reference to
as near as in regard to with regard to
because of in spite of with respect to
by means of in respect to contrary to

*NOTE: Some prepositions play multiple roles. For example, but can act as a preposition
meaning except: All of the committee members but one voted in favor of the proposal.
Like before, after, since, and until, the subordinating conjunctions as and than (see
2.4.2) have come to act as prepositions. For example: She finished the race before

I did. – OR – She finished the race before me. He is smarter than I am. – OR – He is
smarter than me. And sometimes, words that we normally think of as prepositions can 
act as adverbs. ( .)  
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A – Prepositional Phrases as Adverbs

A prepositional phrase that completes a subject-verb relationship acts as an adverb. 
pp

  Next year, the company will move (to northern Colorado.) 
opp

The phrase to northern Colorado indicates where the company will move.
 pp

  The last train leaves (at midnight.) 
opp^ 

The phrase at midnight tells us when the train leaves. 

Writing clearly is a lot easier if you master fundamental language patterns. In working 
with the four dominant sentence patterns, it helps if you understand subject-verb 

relationships. The pattern for connecting phrases is introductory element plus object. 

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE =  PREPOSITION  +  OBJECT 

Using the Write Smart Blueprint, we can see how prepositional phrases work within 
the architecture of the sentence. Prepositional phrases may come before or after the verb.

pp 
(Under the bed,)  investigators found incriminating evidence. 

  opp 

pp     pp
         (After a violent explosion,) two exhausted firefighters emerged (from the burning house.) 

 opp opp 

NOTE: Phrasal verbs are idiomatic forms that combine a verb with a preposition (or an adverb; 
sometimes it's difficult to tell the difference). A phrasal verb normally conveys a meaning that 
differs from the original meaning of the verb in ways that are often difficult to predict — or 
explain. For example: 

turn ( past tense turned ) — generally refers to a change in direction (I turned right at the 
intersection. She turned the key in the lock.) 

But:

^ 

^ ^ 

turned down my marriage proposal — rejected

turned up the volume — increased 
turned in the report — submitted 
turned in for the night — went to bed

turned into a prince — became

Hunter College's RWC (Rockowitz Writing Center) has created an extensive list of common phrasal verbs. 
https://www.hunter.cuny.edu/rwc/repository/files/grammar-and-mechanics/verb-system/Using-Phrasal-Verbs.pdf

https://www.hunter.cuny.edu/rwc/repository/files/grammar-and-mechanics/verb-system/Using-Phrasal-Verbs.pdf
https://www.hunter.cuny.edu/rwc/repository/files/grammar-and-mechanics/verb-system/Using-Phrasal-Verbs.pdf
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B – Prepositional Phrases as Adjectives

A prepositional phrase that describes a noun or pronoun acts as an adjective. 

pp
  The store  (on the corner)  sells newspapers. 

   opp

The prepositional phrase on the corner acts as an adjective because the phrase describes 
the noun store. The preposition on connects the noun store with the noun corner — the 
object of the preposition. 

pp  pp 
The store  (on the corner) sells newspapers ( from several foreign countries.) 

opp   opp^ ^ 

The second prepositional phrase — from several foreign countries — describes the 

Adjective and adverb phrases often appear in the same sentence. 

 A tiny clown  (with a big red hat)  moved cheerfully  ( through the crowd. ) 
 

 (On Saturday, ) my sister played two sets (of tennis.) 

A prepositional phrase may refer to the object of another prepositional phrase. 

    You can leave the package ( at the apartment ) (on the third floor.) 
  

• How the Prepositonal Phrase Works: Professional Model (L.A. Times)  •

(In recent years,) fierce competition (in the beverage market) has led (to global consolidation.)

^ 

^ ^ 

^ ^ 

^ 

^ ^ ^ 

^ 

noun newspapers. The preposition from connects the noun newspapers with countries. 

NOTE: The English system has always permitted prepositions to act as postpositions 
— that is, to come at the end of a sentence. Virtually all of our great authors have written 
sentences that end in prepositions. But for several centuries, many scholars insisted 
that English must obey the Latin rule of “no preposition at the end.” Most good writers 
have ignored this nonsense (H. W. Fowler referred to it as a “cherished superstition”) 
and have allowed the words in a sentence to assume their natural order. 
Plain English: Where are you from?  Latinized English: From where are you? 
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 2.3.2    Verb Forms That Describe Nouns 

The traffic on U.S. 80 had gone to I-20, and the two-lane carried only farm trucks 
and tractors pulling big canisters of liquid fertility.  – William Least Heat Moon 

Good writers look for opportunities to use strong verbs that keep things moving. In 2.2.1J, 
we encountered a verbal form that can act as an adjective: the participle. Participles 
(taken from the Latin particeps, meaning one who partakes or shares) literally share the 
characteristics of a verb and an adjective. So you might find it easier to think of participles 
as part adjective and part verb. As we saw earlier, all present participles end in -ing; 
regular past participles end in -ed. You will find irregular past participles on pgs. 159–62. 

 pt 

  Present Participle: A driving rain ruined the picnic. 
 ̂  

 pt 
   Past Participle: The frightened children locked the door. 

 ̂  
 pt 

 The report described a lost puppy. 
 ̂  

pt pt 
  Growing children need nourishing food. 

     ^                                   ̂  

Each of the above sentences contains an example of the participle before the noun. The 
participle often comes after the noun or pronoun. 

 Several of the skiers competing in the cross-country race were Canadians. 
 ̂  

  The committee rejected the amendment proposed by Senator Gaddisen. 
^ 

The participle may come at the beginning of a sentence. 

pt 
Irritated, I responded with a few angry words. 

 ̂  

 Undaunted, Churchill mapped a new strategy. 
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A prepositional phrase may follow the participle. 

pt          pp 

  Irritated ( by the remark, ) I responded with a few angry words. 

    Undaunted by defeat, Churchill mapped a new strategy. 

Like prepositions, participles can act as connecting words and introduce phrases. 

pp 

Prepositional Phrase: This morning, I saw my neighbor (with his dog.)
opp ̂  

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE  =  PREPOSITION  +  OBJECT

The participial phrase follows the pattern established by the prepositional phrase: 
introductory element + object. 

PARTICIPIAL PHRASE = PARTICIPLE  +  OBJECT 

 pt  

Participial Phrase: This morning, I saw my neighbor (walking his dog.)
                          opt

The participial phrase follows the introductory element plus object pattern. Here, walking 
refers to the noun neighbor and takes the object dog (opt) — the object of the participle. 

Because the participle is a verbal form, you can modify it with an adverb. 

 adv   pt 

 Suddenly  ( sensing danger,) the chipmunk looked nervously in all directions.
          opt

^ ^ 

^ 

^ ^
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Participles vs. Prepositions 

The participle and the preposition are often interchangeable. 

 In response to the 911 call, rescue workers arrived at the scene of the accident in minutes. 

 Responding to the 911 call, rescue workers arrived at the scene of the accident in minutes. 

The participle generally produces a livelier, more interesting phrase 
than the preposition. Since walking is derived from an action verb, the 
participle adds energy to the sentence. Which sentence creates a livelier 
picture in the mind of the reader? 

  I saw my neighbor with his dog. 
 - or - 

  I saw my neighbor walking his dog. 

Most writers who develop an engaging style (even those who sometimes 
prefer not to express ideas in complete sentences) look for opportunities 
to use participles. 

Tide pouring up from London as bright as bottled ale. Full of bubbles 
and every bubble flashing its own electric torch. Mist breaking into 
round fat shapes.…  – Joyce Cary 

• How the Participial Phrase Works: Professional Model  •

 The traffic on U.S. 80 had gone to I-20, and the two-lane carried only farm trucks 
          pt 

 and tractors (pulling big cannisters) (of liquid fertility.) 
         opt^

To solve Grammar Puzzle 18, go to 
https://GrammarPuzzles.Online

www.grammatext.org
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 2.3.3    Verb Forms That Are Nouns 

All good writing is swimming under water and holding your breath.
– F. Scott Fitzgerald

 Gr       LV n
 Gerund: Running is good exercise. 

Running is something. Running in this example acts as the subject of the sentence. 

N pt 
 Participle: The buses (running along North Capitol Street) go to Union Station. 

 ̂  

Now, running describes something — buses — and acts as an adjective. 

Like the participle, the gerund adds energy to your sentence. A gerund (gr) can do anything 
a noun can do. This -ing form can act as a subject, complement, or object of a phrase. 
For example: 

 Gr 
    Subject: Running is good exercise. 

PN      AV          gr 
    Complement (after an AV): He enjoys cooking. 

N    LV          gr 
  Complement (after an LV): Her favorite sport is swimming. 

 pp               gr 

 Object of a Preposition: There is no law  (against thinking.) 
opp 

Gerunds keep things moving. Remember the Zora Neale Hurston quotation in 2.2.2?

  PN LV      gr gr 
Research is formalized curiosity. It is poking and prying with a purpose. 

The present participle can also act as a verbal noun, called a  (taken from the Latin 
root , which refers to  or ). The present participle 
acting as an adjective will describe something; the gerund is about doing something. 
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Like the preposition and the participle, the gerund can act as a connecting word and 
introduce its own phrase. The pattern for the gerund phrase is introductory element plus 
object (i.e., gerund plus object). 

GERUND PHRASE  =  GERUND  +  OBJECT

   Gr             n          LV           n 
 ( Winning the race  ) was the most important thing. 

ogr 

Winning the race — the entire phrase — is the subject of the sentence. 

    Gr n AV      n 
 (Brushing your teeth ) can prevent tooth decay. 

 ogr 

Since it is part noun and part verb, the gerund can take either an adjective or an adverb 
as modifier. Generally, a modifier before the gerund will be an adjective; after the gerund, 
an adverb. 

 Adjective: There is no law against serious thinking. 
 ̂  

 Adverb: There is no law against thinking seriously. 
 ̂  

A gerund phrase can be a complement. 

 PN     AV             gr 

I dreaded (taking final exams.) 
 ogr

  N     LV         gr 
 My worst habit is  (wasting time.) 

  ogr 

A gerund phrase can be the object of a preposition. 

 pp          gr 
 (After (leaving her office,)) Dr. Watson drove to the bank. 

 ogr 
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 Gerunds vs. Nominalizations 

Gerunds are more interesting and easier to read than cumbersome 
nominalizations — usually, words ending in -tion, -sion, or -ment. 
(See “Lively Language,” 4.1.3.) 

Dead, Boring:  The project manager will determine the appropriate methods 
for the implementation, integration, and modification of the new procedures. 

Lively, Engaging:  The project manager will determine the appropriate methods 
for implementing, integrating, and modifying the new procedures. 

Dead, Boring:  The recent announcement by the Department of Education 
was an indication of plans for a reassessment of the utilization criteria in 
the evaluation of academic programs. 

Lively, Engaging: The Department of Education recently announced  plans 
to reassess the criteria used for evaluating academic programs. 

• How the Gerund Phrase Works: Professional Model  •

All good writing is swimming under water and holding your breath.

Gr      LV         gr  pp        gr 

 All good writing is  swimming (under water) and (holding your breath.) 
 opp ogr 

To solve Grammar Puzzle 19, go to 
https://GrammarPuzzles.Online

www.grammatext.org
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2.3.4    Verb Forms That Do It All 

I must be willing to repeat an idea, concept, or term as many times as needed 
for the student to understand it.  – Jaime Escalante 

 A – Infinitives: to plus the verb 

The infinitive — to + the verb stem (to go, to think, to be, etc.) — is the strongest and most  
flexible form in the English language. Think of the infinitive (in) — a verbal form that can  
act as a noun, adjective, or adverb — as a “do-everything” workhorse. 

   Infinitive as Noun  

      IN      LV   n 
 Subject: To fly was once a human dream. 

PN  AV      in 
   Verb Complement (after an AV):  I love to travel. 

 N         LV    in 
   Subject Complement (after an LV):  Her objective is to succeed. 

N pt 

Object of a Participle:  Students (planning to attend) must apply by March 1. 
 opt

 ̂  
G            in

 Object of a Gerund: (Learning to swim) requires patience. 
 og

   Infinitive as Adjective  

   Under the circumstances, I needed time to think. 
 ̂  

    The right to vote is inherent in the American system.
 ̂  

 Infinitive as Adverb  

    Champions play to win. A new employee is usually eager to please. 
 ̂  ^ 
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The the infinitive phrase follows the pattern of the other three connecting phrases:
introductory element + object.

INFINITIVE PHRASE  =  INFINITIVE  +  OBJECT 

Infinitive phrases may act as nouns, adjectives, or adverbs.

      IN  AV 
Subject:  (To fly a kite) requires patience and skill. 

    oin 

PN  AV        in 
Verb Complement:  I want (to buy a house.) 

oin

N   LV       in 
 Subject Complement:  The company’s short-term goal is (to increase productivity.) 

 oin 

in 
Adjective:  The research team found a way (to solve the problem.) 

 oin ̂  

in
Adverb:  Randolph was waiting ( to receive an important phone call.) 

oin
 ̂  

 pt   in 
Object of a Participle:  (Determined (to make a good impression,)) my brother 

oin ^ 
bought a new suit  before his job interview. 

The combined phrase — Determined to make a good impression — describes 
the subject brother. 

         g   in
       Object of a Gerund: We became impatient after six months  (of trying  (to find a solution.)) 

 NOTE: Arguments over the “split infinitive,” which should have been put to rest centuries 
ago, continue to rage — for all the wrong reasons. The simplistic Latin-based arguments, 
pro and con, miss the point (see 4.3.4A).
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B – Flexibility of the Infinitive 

Infinitive with “to” expressed: An electronic device helped the police to locate the stolen car.
- or -

Infinitive with “to” understood: An electronic device helped the police locate the stolen car.

Do you remember the concept of “you understood”? Just as you can sometimes be  
understood as the subject of a sentence (Close the door = [You] close the door), so  
the to before an infinitive is often understood. As we saw in 2.2.1G, this type of infinitive is  
called the plain form of  the infinitive (sometimes referred to as the “bare” infinitive).

Usage dictates keeping the to before an infinitive associated with certain verbs; after other  
verbs, however, the to is generally understood. 

 With: We encouraged Billy to climb the tree. 

 Without: We watched Billy climb the tree. 

In Latin and Old English, the infinitive was treated as the verb of a clause functioning as a 
noun. But over time, the English infinitive has taken on new roles, which include introducing 
a connecting phrase and acting as a modifier. As you might  expect, a complex verbal 
element in a Germanic language heavily influenced by Greek, Latin, and French may 
function in ways that do not always lend themselves to simplistic analysis. For example: 

To improve his vocabulary, Charles enrolled in an online class. 

 Charles is looking for an online class to improve his vocabulary. 

To improve his vocabulary in the first sentence acts as an adverb, indicating why Charles 
enrolled. But in the second sentence, to improve his vocabulary refers to the class and  
acts as an adjective. 

    The new employee is easy to please.           The new employee is eager to please. 

The structure of these sentences may appear to be the same, but the meaning of to 
please is not. The new employee is easy to please means that The new employee is 
easily pleased — reflecting an intrinsic trait of the employee. It’s like saying that the  
employee is tall or short or smart or quiet. (See 2.2.2-NOTE.) But does The new employee 
is eager to please mean the same thing as The new employee is eagerly pleased?  
Obviously not. The sense of to please now signifies overt behavior that is directed  
toward others. As is often the case in English, the meaning of the sentence relies on an  
“understood” element: The new employee is eager to please the boss (or the customers…  
or the other employees). 
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Here’s another example demonstrating the complex nature of the infinitive. We can say 
that the equation 5x = 10 is easy to solve (i.e., easily solved ). But can we say that the  
equation is eager to solve? That would be a logical absurdity. Whether examples like  
these are evidence of a “deep” structure, as some linguists began claiming in the  
1960s, is problematic. But they clearly demonstrate the infinitive’s status as the most 

flexible element in the English language. 

 “To be or not to be . . . ” 

The infinitive is a strong form — one that will help you present  
your ideas clearly and directly. It is no accident that one of  
the most famous quotations in the English language, Hamlet’s  
soliloquy in Act III, depends almost entirely for its strength on  
the infinitive. 

To be or not to be, that is the question:  
Whether ‘tis nobler in the mind to suffer  
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune  
Or to take arms against a sea of troubles,  
And by opposing, end them. To die — to sleep  
No more; and by a sleep to say we end  
The heartache, and the thousand natural shocks  
That flesh is heir to. 'Tis a consummation  
Devoutly to be wished. To die — to sleep,  
To sleep — perchance to dream: aye, there’s the rub! 

Shakespeare was no fool. He knew what he was doing with 
the English language. If you want people to pay attention to 
what you are saying, look for opportunities to use the verbals: 
participles, gerunds, and infinitives. 

To solve Grammar Puzzle 20, go to 
https://GrammarPuzzles.Online

www.grammatext.org
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2.4   Making Connections: 4 Clauses 

To understand what a clause is — and how a clause differs from a sentence — we  
need to consider again the role of Latin in the development of the English language.  
Although Latin and English are structurally different in most respects, certain Latin  
concepts have had, and continue to have, a profound influence on America’s adopted 
language. As in other technical and scientific disciplines, many of the terms traditionally 
used to describe the components of the English system are borrowed from Latin. 

Sentence is derived from the Latin sentire, which means to go mentally  sentire is also 
the root of the English word sense. Making sense is just as important as developing a 
strong subject-verb relationship — no sense, no sentence. For example: 

  ’Twas brillig, and the slithy toves  Colorless green ideas sleep furiously. 
  Did gyre and gimble in the wabe: – Noam Chomsky

– Lewis Carroll

A clause — from the Latin clausa, meaning close — is generally defined as “a group of 
words containing a subject and a finite verb”* (Webster’s New World College Dictionary ). 
Unlike a sentence, a clause doesn’t have to make sense. For example, I could write: 

     that she would oppose higher taxes

- or -

 The governor said 

We are looking at two subject-verb relationships, but neither one makes sense all by 
itself. When we put them together, though, we have a sentence: 

  The governor said that she would oppose higher taxes. 

*NOTE: The definition of a clause includes the term “finite verb” to distinguish the verb in
clause (or a sentence) from the “infinitive,” the complex verbal form we looked at in 2.3.4.

Within the structure of Latin, some sentences use the infinitive form (a single word in that
language, not two words, as is commonly the case in English) in a way that can be
interpreted as acting like the verb in a clause. But as Professor William Harris has
pointed out in The Intelligent Person’s Guide to Latin, an infinitive is “a very poor excuse
for a verb!” To keep things as consistent and simple as possible, we will treat
infinitives — to be, to think, to write, to run, etc. — as elements associated with
phrases, not clauses.

;
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    Independent Clauses vs. Dependent Clauses  

Linguists of different persuasions have defined the sentence in many 
different ways.  Here, we will look at the sentence as a subject-verb 
relationship that expresses a complete thought — or, if you prefer, a 
subject-verb relationship that makes sense. 

A clause also has a subject-verb relationship. But unlike a sentence, a 
clause doesn’t have to express a complete thought. 

after he moved to California

 whose dog barks constantly 

    dark clouds covered the sky 

As you can see, each example has a subject and a verb, but the first 
two clauses require additional information to express complete thoughts. 
They are fragments, not sentences. 

  [ After he moved to California, ] my brother started his own business. 

 I have a neighbor [ whose dog barks constantly. ] 

The third example expresses a complete thought. 

 dark clouds covered the sky 
 ̂  

This is an independent clause (sometimes referred to as a main clause) 
because it makes complete sense and can stand alone. If  you add a 
capital at the beginning and a period at the end, you have a sentence.  

 Dark clouds covered the sky. 
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In English, we have four clauses: one that can stand alone — the independent clause 
(main clause) — and three dependent clauses, which convey meaning through their 
relationship with another clause. Understanding how the four clauses operate is 
no more complicated than understanding fractions, converting fractions to decimals, 
converting decimals to percents, or solving simple algebraic equations (2 x = 12; x = 6).

Most of the sentences you see in a book, a magazine article, or other professionally 
edited publications are combinations of two or more clauses. You probably learned at 
a relatively early age that you can often create a smoother sentence by using the 
conjunction and to connect two independent clauses (referred to in many textbooks 
as “sentence combining”).

Choppy: Dark clouds covered the sky. A fierce wind swept across the plains.

             Connected: Dark clouds covered the sky, and a fierce wind swept across the plains. 

Here’s the lead sentence from an Associated Press article that appeared on the Internet 
in 2003.

        Nigerian oil workers suspended a walkout after union leaders reported progress in talks

        with the government to end a general strike over rising fuel prices. 

Do you see that one clause is independent — that it could stand alone as a separate 
sentence? 

  Nigerian oil workers suspended a walkout. 

The second clause in the sentence has a subject and a verb, but it cannot stand alone.

 after union leaders reported progress in talks with the government to end a general

  strike over rising fuel prices. 

The meaning of the second clause depends on its association with the independent 
clause. Logic dictates that the independent clause (main clause) is a subject-verb 
relationship that drives the other elements in the sentence, while the dependent clause 
provides supporting information.

 Nigerian oil workers suspended a walkout after union leaders reported progress in talks 

       with the government to end a general strike over rising fuel prices. 
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 2.4.1    Clauses That Can Stand Alone 

No human being can really understand another, and no one can arrange 
another’s happiness.  – Graham Green

 A – Coordinating Conjunctions 

As we have seen, the independent clause can express a complete thought. Independent 
clauses can stand alone as separate sentences. 

In English, we rely on certain key words to connect clauses and tie ideas together. The 
word most commonly used to connect independent clauses is the conjunction and. 

cc
   Connected Clauses: Dark clouds covered the sky, and a fierce wind swept across the plains. 

We refer to and as a coordinating conjunction (cc) because it cconnects two clauses 
and ccoordinates the flow of information from one subject-verb relationship to the next: 
clouds covered…and…wind swept. Making this kind of connection creates a sequence 
that is more interesting and easier to follow than writing two short, choppy sentences. 

Coordinating conjunctions are the key words most commonly used to connect two 
independent clauses. 

 and     but     for     or      nor     yet     so 

In the example above, the conjunction and acts as a connective that coordinates the flow
of information from one clause to the next. Observe that and coordinates two clauses, 
i.e., two subject-verb relationships: clouds covered. . .wind swept.

Separate Sentences: We arrived at the airport early. Violent thunderstorms caused  
a two-hour delay. 

cc 
Connected Clauses: We arrived at the airport early, but violent thunderstorms caused        
a two-hour delay. 

Separate Sentences: You must submit your application immediately. The bank will reject 
your loan. 

cc 
Connected Clauses: You must submit your application immediately, or the bank will reject 
your loan. 

 Separate Sentences: Dark clouds covered the sky. A fierce wind swept across the plains. 
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  B – Conjunctive Adverbs 

Certain adverbs can act as conjunctions: 

Like the coordinating conjunctions, these conjunctive adverbs (cja) can connect 
independent clauses. 

  cc

  Coordinating Conjunction: The computer network’s design  was excellent, but 
   the cost was too high. 

 cja 

   Conjunctive Adverb: The computer network’s design  was excellent; however, 
   the cost was too high. 

    cc
   Coordinating Conjunction: The computer network’s cost was too high, so
   we rejected the contractor’s proposal. 

 cja 

   Conjunctive Adverb: The computer network’s cost was too high; therefore, 
  we rejected the contractor’s proposal. 

Many conjunctive adverbs may also function as transitional words (see 3.4.2). 

  Overuse of and — and Conjunctive Adverbs 

 Connecting a  lot of clauses with  and  will  produce a  tedious, 
 meandering style. Attempting to vary your style by adding an 
 occasional conjunctive adverb  — however, therefore, moreover, 
 nevertheless, etc. — will make matters worse. Avoid the tendency 
 to string together a loose collection of clauses that follow a 
 monotonous pattern: Blah, blah,  blah  and.  .  . blah,  blah,  blah 
 however. . . blah, blah, blah therefore. . .blah, blah, blah and . . . 
 blah, blah,  blah  moreover.  .  .  blah,  blah,  blah  and. . . blah, 
 blah, blah nevertheless. . . Writers who get stuck in this rut end up 
 bludgeoning the reader with one independent clause after another.

however consequently likewise then 
therefore accordingly otherwise still 
moreover furthermore also thus 
nevertheless notwithstanding besides instead 
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Independent clauses connected by coordinating conjunctions or conjunctive adverbs may 
be written as separate sentences. 

 Connected Clauses: The governor has consistently supported highway
construction projects, but he has vetoed several recent legislative proposals.

 Separate Sentences: The governor has consistently supported highway
  construction projects. But he has vetoed several recent legislative proposals. 

Ending the first clause with a period and capitalizing the connecting word makes the
statement of the second clause more forceful. This technique, judiciously employed, 
enables the writer to emphasize the conclusion of two or more related ideas. 

Connected Clauses: You might get lucky and make money in stock speculation; 
however, you would be taking a big risk.

Separate Sentences: You might get lucky and make money in stock speculation. 
However, you would be taking a big risk. 

 Can You Begin a Sentence with And or But or However ? 

Through the centuries, virtually all of our great writers have 
occasionally begun sentences with coordinating conjunctions or  
conjunctive adverbs. For example: 

But the most common and durable source of factions has been the
various and unequal distribution of property.  – James Madison (1787) 

However, I am not about to entertain you with ignorant disquisitions 
about the law.  – William Makepeace Thackeray (1839) 

And then, suddenly, came a face that he could not relate to other faces. 
– Edith Wharton (1920)
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2.4.2    Clauses That Add a Condition 

When the eagles are silent, the parrots begin to jabber.  – Winston Churchill 

 A – Subordinating Conjunctions 

We refer to and, but, or, etc., as coordinating conjunctions because they connect clauses that 
can stand alone. But another set of key words (key players) connects clauses by establishing 
a condition. These players make one clause dependent on — or subordinate to — another 
clause. A connecting word that plays this role is generally referred to as a subordinating 

conjunction (sbc), but if you want to, you can call it a conditional word (cw).

 Time, Place, Extent Purpose or Result 

when  as after that so that  in order that
whenever  as long as  before
where  as soon as since  Comparison, Contrast, Contingency

wherever  as far as until 
while  so far as till although if

 insofar as (’til) though as
as though as if

Cause or Reason even though  even if
provided  while

because whereas provided that unless
as in that as…as than
since inasmuch as so…as so…that

Because the subordinating conjunction will generally establish a condition that influences
the verb in another clause, many texts refer to these clauses as adverb clauses.

  sbc 

 Many cattle ranchers will suffer huge losses if the drought continues for another week. 

^ 

The independent clause expresses the main idea: Many cattle ranchers will suffer huge 
losses. The adverb clause establishes a condition; under what condition will they suffer? 
The adverb clause states the condition: if the drought continues for another week. 

The subordinating conjunction if establishes the condition: will suffer . . . if the drought 
continues for another week. The sense of the conditional clause depends on — or is 
subordinate to — the independent clause (main clause). 

NOTE: Some subordinating conjunctions also act as prepositions (e.g., after, before, 
since, until ). 
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A conditional clause (adverb clause) may come before or after an independent clause. 

 sbc 
[ If the drought continues for another week, ] many cattle ranchers will suffer huge losses. 

^ 

  sbc

  Many cattle ranchers will suffer huge losses [ if the drought continues for another week.] 

 sbc 
[When Napoleon and his army marched into Moscow, ] they found a deserted city. 

 ̂  
 sbc

              Napoleon and his army found a deserted city [ when they marched into Moscow. ]

 sbc 
  [Because the drought has destroyed their corn crop, ] some farmers have applied for

   ^ 

 government assistance. 

 sbc
 Some farmers have applied for government assistance[because the drought has destroyed

             ̂  
  their corn crop.] 

Because at the Beginning of a Sentence? 

Because is a subordinating conjunction. There is no rule — 
and there has never been a rule — that you can’t start a 
sentence with because. Consider these lines written by the
19th-century American poet Emily Dickinson: 

Because I could not stop for Death — 
He kindly stopped for me — 
The Carriage held but just Ourselves — 
And Immortality. 

But you have to be careful. Because the drought has destroyed 
their corn crop is a dependent clause — a sentence fragment, 
not a sentence. To create a sentence, you need to make sure that 
the dependent clause is connected to an independent clause: 
Because the drought has destroyed their corn crop, some 
farmers have applied for government assistance. 
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A clause acting as an adverb may also refer to an adjective or adverb. 
 PN   LV   adj        sbc 

She is sure [ that she will get the job.]
 ̂ 

The clause that she will get the job refers to the adjective sure. 

PN   AV     sbc      adv            sbc 

He talks so foolishly [ that nobody pays any attention to him. ]
 ̂  

The clause so . . . that nobody pays any attention to him refers to the adverb foolishly. 

 B – Abridged Clauses 

Some clauses of this type may be abridged. An abridged clause (or elliptical clause) is 
one in which the subject, verb, or both are simply understood. 

sbc 
dverb  Clause :   When you are in Rome, do as the Romans do.

    Abridged Clause:  When in Rome, do as the Romans do. 

(you are understood) 

                    sbc
 dverb  Clause:  While I was living in Hawaii, I witnessed a volcanic eruption.

 Abridged Clause:  While living in Hawaii, I witnessed a volcanic eruption. 
(I was understood) 

dverb  Clause:  We spend our summers in Vermont whenever it is possible.

 Abridged Clause:  We spend our summers in Vermont whenever possible. 

(it is understood) 

NOTE: Instead of referring to a specific verb, some conditional clauses (adverb 
clauses) may refer to the independent clause as a whole. 

 When the chemist Antoine Lavoisier identified oxygen in 1778, he was a tax collector. 
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C – Subordinating Conjunctions Add Direction 

In the original edition of The Elements of Style, William Strunk Jr. warned 
that “and is the least specific of connectives . . . it indicates only that a 
relation exists . . . without defining that relation.” * 

But because and is the first word we learn in school for “sentence 
combining,” many writers work and to death. Look at what happens 
if we combine the first two clauses in the Associated Press article 
with and.

      Nigerian oil workers suspended a walkout and union leaders reported progress 
      in talks with the government to end a general strike over rising fuel prices. 

When you are tying clauses together, do what the pros do. Look for 
opportunities to use subordinating conjunctions — such as after — to 
add direction and define relationships.

 Nigerian oil workers suspended a walkout after union leaders reported progress 
 in talks with the government to end a general strike over rising fuel prices. 

We will look at more examples of how we can use subordinating 
conjunctions to tie ideas together at 4.2.2. 

*NOTE: See http://www.bartleby.com/141/strunk.html#4.

To solve Grammar Puzzle 21, go to 
https://GrammarPuzzles.Online

http://www.bartleby.com/141/strunk.html#4
www.grammatext.org
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2.4.3    Clauses That Are Like Your Cousin 

America was discovered by a great seaman who was looking for something else …
– Samuel Eliot Morrison

 A – Relative Pronouns 

 Another type of dependent clause is introduced by one of the five main relative pronouns. 

 who       whom     whose     which     that

A relative pronoun (rp) relates to (or connects to) a noun or pronoun in another clause. 

N AV n RP       AV n 
 Inspectors condemned all the buildings [ that violated the municipal fire laws.] 

   ̂  

The relative pronoun that relates to the noun buildings and acts as the subject of its own 
clause — a relative clause.* The relative clause acts as an adjective. Here, that violated 
the municipal fire laws describes (or modifies) the noun buildings. 

 N    RP      AV  LV
  William Shakespeare, [who lived from 1564 to 1616, ] is the world’s most

famous playwright.

The rrelative pronoun always plays a specific rrole within its own clause. In the above 
example, the relative pronoun who acts as a subject: who lived from 1564 to 1616. 
Generally, the relative pronoun will act as subject, complement, or object of a phrase. 

Subject: Everyone [ who completes the training program ] will receive a certificate. 
^ 

Complement: An author [ whom you would like ] is Chinua Achebe. 
 ̂  

The word that the relative pronoun refers to (Everyone who . . . author whom) is called 
the antecedent, a term derived from Latin meaning word that comes before (see 2.2.1C). 

*NOTE: Because the relative clause describes a noun or pronoun, some grammar books
refer to relative clauses as adjective clauses. Use the term that works for you.

^ 
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Learning how the relative clause works will help you create smoother sentences that are 
easier for the reader to follow.

In some cases, the relative pronoun may be understood. 

Relative Pronoun: She lives in a house [ that her grandfather built more than 100 years ago.] 

No Relative Pronoun: She lives in a house [ her grandfather built more than 100 years ago.] 

B – Multiple Roles 

The words that act as relative pronouns may play other roles as well (see 2.4.4A). 
The relative pronoun must relate to something that comes before — an antecedent.

     Relative Pronoun: Captain Brown, [ who can handle a sailboat in rough weather, ] has
 ̂  

          been exploring the waters of Georgian Bay for more than 40 years. 

Who can also act as the subject of an independent clause (interrogative pronoun — 
no antecedent) when introducing a direct question. 

 Interrogative Pronoun: Who can handle a sailboat in rough weather? 

Like conditional clauses (adverb clauses), relative clauses (adjective clauses) may 
sometimes refer to the sentence as a whole.

  Six inches of snow fell overnight, which meant a day off from school for Grant County students. 

 William Shakespeare is the world’s most famous playwright. He lived from 
1564 to 1616.

: William Shakespeare is the world’s most famous playwright,  
he lived from 1564 to 1616.

: William Shakespeare,  lived from 1564 to 1616, is the world’s 
most famous playwright.
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    C – Other Words That May Act as Relative Pronouns 

 The possessive form of who — that is, whose — will relate to 
 an antecedent and to a noun in the relative clause.

 n  rp       N 
    Possessive: I have a neighbor [ whose dog barks constantly. ] 

 ^ ^

Three other words occasionally act as relative pronouns.

 when     where     as 

For the most part, when and where will refer to verbs that act 
as subordinating conjunctions. 

  sbc

 [ When Napoleon and his army marched into Moscow,] they found
 ^ 

         a deserted city. 

But when and where sometimes refer to nouns that indicate 
time or place.

  n          r p 

The 1960s was a time [ when great changes occurred throughout the world.] 
^ 

 n           rp 
 Waikiki Beach is a place [ where the sun shines almost every day.] 

 ̂  

The use of as meaning that or who — common in centuries 
past — is now rare. 

“I want the particulars . . . and such other information as will give me a correct 
understanding of affairs.”  –  Abraham Lincoln 
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2.4.4   Clauses That Are, Like, a Noun 

 I now think that the metaphor of blackness, of darkness, is a good one for starting afresh.
– Amy Tan

that* who          whoever         whichever 
whom       whomever      whatever 

Indefinite Relative Adjectives

which         whichever       whose 
what           whatever 

Indefinite Relative Adverbs 

how      as     where     wherever       whether 
why      if       when      whenever 

Usually, the subject or complement of a sentence will be a noun or pronoun. 

Last week, the governor announced her opposition to a tax increase. 

Here, the noun opposition is the complement of the governor announced. . . . But we could 
express this idea with a clause acting as the complement.

 i r 
 Last week, the governor announced [ that she would oppose a tax increase. ] 

Now, the complement is the noun clause that she would oppose a tax increase. The 
noun clause tells us what the governor announced. We saw earlier that a phrase can 
complete a subject-verb relationship. So can a clause.

(*NOTE — that introduces more noun clauses than all other indefinite relatives combined.)

Indefinite Relatives 

The fourth and final clause available to us in English is the noun clause — a dependent 
clause that assumes the role of a single-word noun. The noun clause (or substantive

clause) usually acts as a complement, but may also act as a subject or the object of a 
phrase. The key connecting words that introduce noun clauses are referred to in the 
Write Smart Program as indefinite relatives (ir), a term of convenience for three 
separate classes of connectives. 

 Indefinite Relative Pronouns 

user1
Highlight
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The noun clause introduced by that usually acts as a complement after verbs like 
say (announce, state, report, claim, allege,  etc.) or think (know, believe, 
understand, feel, decide,  etc.). 

 i r 

 The governor said [ that she would veto the tax bill.  ] 

    i r 
The governor’s supporters believe [ that she will run for a second term. ] 

The relative introducing a noun clause is called indefinite because it has no antecedent. 

 IR 
  Noun Clause: I know [ who can solve this problem.] 

The noun clause who can solve this problem acts as the complement of I know; the 
subject of the noun clause is the indefinite relative who.

 B – Distinguishing between Relative Pronouns and Indefinite Relatives 

When acting as a rrelative pronoun, who relates to a ddefinite point of reference — 
a word (or clause) acting as an aantecedent. 

     Relative Clause 

RP 

  Antecedent  =  Relative Pronoun: I know the person [ who can solve this problem.] 
 ̂  

In this example, person is the complement of I know and the antecedent of who. Now, who 
refers definitely to the antecedent person and acts as a relative pronoun — subject of a 
relative clause. 

 Noun Clause

  IR 

  No Antecedent  =  Indefinite Relative:  I know [ who can solve this problem. ] 

NOTE: Many traditional grammar texts will identify the organization of the sentences above 
as examples of independent clauses introducing noun clauses. But the term independent 
doesn't apply to any of the examples on this page because none of them can stand alone. 
In the first example (The governor said that she would veto the tax bill.), the introductory 
clause is The governor said… We have a subject-verb relationship, but can this clause stand 
alone? Clearly, this clause is not independent. The same is true of the other introductory 
clauses (The governor's supporters believe … I know … I know the person …). I hope you can 
see that the British preference for the term main clause makes sense here.  

user1
Highlight
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The noun clause can act as a subject, complement, or object of a phrase. For example: 

Noun/Subject: The mayor’s decision will be supported by the committee. 

ir 
   Noun Clause /Subject: [ Whatever the mayor decides ]  will be supported by the committee. 

Whatever the mayor decides — a noun clause — replaces the single-word noun decision. 

 LV       ir 
  Noun Clause/Subject Complement: His biggest problem is [ that he never listens to anybody.] 

The noun clause can also act as the object of a phrase. 

   Ann’s Bar & Grill will give a free steak dinner (to [whoever picks the lucky number.] ) 

When acting as an indefinite relative, that has no grammatical function other than to 
introduce the noun clause. You may sometimes omit that (that “understood”).* 

With: Senator Gaddisen said  [that he would support the tax bill. ] 

Without: Senator Gaddisen said  [he would support the tax bill. ] 

With: We hope that you will consider the proposal carefully. 

Without: We hope you will consider the proposal carefully. 

*NOTE: “When in doubt, include that. Omission can hurt. Inclusion never does.”
– The Associated Press Stylebook

To solve Grammar Puzzle 22, go to 
https://GrammarPuzzles.Online

www.grammatext.org
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     ComplementAction Verbb  

      Linking Verberb Complement 

   Action or Linking Verber   Phrase

 Passive Verb 

     

b     

   

The Write Smart 12-Step Blueprint:
The Architecture of 21st Century English 

Becoming familiar with how these 12 fundamental patterns work 
together — the architecture (or GrammaTecture) of English — 
is the key to understanding how the language operates as a 
unique visual communication system. 

4  SENTENCE PATTERNS 

 4   CONNECTING PHRASES

 Prepositional Phrase
   Participial Phrase 
     Gerund Phrase 

4  CLAUSES

  Independent Clause (Main Clause)  
Conditional Clause (Adverb Clause) 
Relative Clause (Adjective Clause) 
Noun Clause (Substantive Clause)
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Giving Clear Directions:
Perfect Punctuation

Punctuation comes from the Latin punctus, meaning point. If you 
think of commas, periods, and other punctuation elements as signs 
that point the way (or give directions!) to help the reader see 
what you are trying to say, you will greatly improve your chances 
of being understood — and appreciated.

In English, punctuation provides the signs that keep readers 
moving in the right direction. Using your understanding of the 
Write Smart 12-Step Blueprint will help you see how specific 
punctuation principles apply to the four clauses, four phrases, and 
related structural elements. 

At the same time, we need to recognize that punctuation is not strictly 
bound by the rules that govern the architecture of the language. 
Although literate people will agree that “American blue the and is flag 
red white” violates fundamental rules of English syntax, they may 
disagree about whether it is better to write, “The American flag is 
red, white, and blue” or “The American flag is red, white and blue.”*

As we move from language patterns to language practices, we 
will be dealing with a new level of complexity and playing a more 
challenging kind of game: The Game of GrammaText.

NOTE: It became fashionable during the 20th century to leave out 
commas not deemed absolutely necessary (“if in doubt, leave it out”). 
But comprehension problems experienced by many Internet readers 
suggest that a close relationship between grammatical structures and 
punctuation generally produces sentences that are easier to follow.

3.
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3.1    Punctuation: Guiding or Guessing? 

Although the word punctuation may have been derived from punctus, the influence of Latin
on this aspect of English expression has been zero. That’s because the writers of classical 
Latin didn’t use any of the common marks of punctuation that we are familiar with today. 
They didn’t even put spaces between words or use lowercase letters. 

They didn’t need to. It may seem difficult for us to grasp now, but the complex system 
of inflections (that is, word endings) — along with the use of certain key words that 
often indicated the beginning of a new sentence — were sufficient to convey meaning 
to readers during the centuries of Roman dominance. So to Roman eyes, “I came, I saw, 
I conquered” looked like this: 

Because ancient manuscripts were generally read aloud, there were occasional indications 
above the words to signal vocal interpretation — louder, softer, pause, etc. The relatively 
primitive punctus of classical Latin is in no way comparable to the complex punctuation 
we use today, which is primarily intended as an aid to silent reading. 

Fortunately, we have the structure of the language to help us decide which signs to use 
and where to use them. As David Crystal noted in The Cambridge Encyclopedia of the 
English Language, the “primary purpose” of punctuation is to help readers understand 
“stretches of written language . . . by displaying their grammatical structure.” For the most 
part, virtually all of America’s publishing companies rely on the structure of the language to 
ensure consistent punctuation practices. 

But since the late 1960s, the academic community — from grade school through graduate 
school — has succeeded in removing the study of English as a language from the 
curriculum. As a result, many publishers have had to institute remedial writing training for 
their young writers and aspiring editors. In the 15th edition of The Chicago Manual of Style, 
regarded as one of the most respected style books in the American publishing industry 
since the early 1900s, the editors found it necessary to include 50 pages of traditional 
grammatical instruction before introducing the chapter on punctuation. The implicit 
message? If you don’t have a solid grammatical foundation to build on, subjective 
decisions about punctuation (e.g., “put a comma where you hear a pause” . . . “if in doubt, 
leave it out” . . . “listen to your inner voice”) amount to little more than guesswork. 
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3.1.1    Punctuation Practices, Not Punctuation Rules 

After the introduction of advanced printing methods in the 15th century, the development of 
English punctuation practices, as opposed to linguistically prescribed punctuation “rules,” 
came under the control of the people responsible for producing the final product —  
originally printers, now more commonly referred to as publishers. Then as now, publishers 
knew that most readers wouldn’t buy books or periodicals that they couldn’t understand. 
So by the 18th century, publishers had adopted a simple set of punctuation practices, 
which were designed to break up long sentences and make it easy for the reader to 
follow the writer’s train of thought. 

3.1.2     Connections and Commas 

Most of these punctuation practices, in one form or another, are still with us. Consider 
some typical sentences from A History of Tom Jones, Henry Fielding’s runaway 
bestseller published in London in the middle of the 18th century. (In 1963, a movie 
version of Tom Jones won the Academy Award for best picture.) 

• Fielding and other writers used a comma before and (by far the most common connective
in English) to indicate the beginning of a new clause.

A flood of tears now gushed from the eyes of Jones, and every faculty of speech 
and motion seemed to have deserted him. 

• Until the 20th century, a clause was generally regarded as any construction bringing into
play a new verb (though not necessarily a new subject).

 He then snatched her hand, and eagerly kissed it . . . 

• The use of commas to indicate separate elements also applied when and separated
three or more items (words or phrases) in a series.

Her eyebrows were full, even, and arched beyond the power of art to imitate. 

• Generally, no commas were used when and joined only two elements.

 The captain and his lady were man and wife. 

NOTE: In the examples above, there is a comma before and in a series of three or 

more items, but not between pairs of words (the captain and his lady or man and wife). 
For more about the comma — or no comma — before and, see 11.1.
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3.1.3     Clarity and Variety 

Of course, 18th century writers used commas to set off clauses introduced by words 
besides and. 

He then snatched her hand, and eagerly kissed it, which was the first 
time his lips had ever touched her. 

But Fielding didn’t need a comma to set off a clause that kept things moving in the 
same direction.

 Her heart was irretrievably lost before she suspected it was in danger. 

A parenthetic expression — extra information inserted in the midst of a sentence and 
set off with a comma before and a comma after — could be anything from a single word 
to a clause. 

 He feigned, therefore, some excuse of business for his departure . . .

It has been observed by wise men or women, I forget which  that all persons are 
doomed to be in love once in their lives.

 In plain English, when you have made your fortune by the good offices of a 
friend,  you are advised to discard him as soon as you can. 

Longer sentences were rendered intelligible through the frequent use of semicolons. 

When the Squire had finished his half-hour’s nap, he summoned his daughter to her harpsichord;  
but she begged to be excused that evening, on account of a violent headache. 

Most editors today would frown upon this punctuation as excessive, but few would deny 
that breaking up a sentence into manageable bundles of information eases the burden on 
the reader. 

3.1.4    Practices Then and Now 

A century later — and an ocean apart — the printer’s practices had hardly changed at all. 
Here is the first paragraph from Chapter 30 of Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick: 

When Stubb had departed, Ahab stood for a while leaning over the bulwarks; and then, as 
had been usual with him of late, calling a sailor to the watch, he sent him below for his 
ivory stool, and also his pipe. Lighting the pipe at the side of the deck, he sat and smoked.
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Just as the printing press had created a growing reading public — which demanded 
new standards for English grammar, spelling, and punctuation — so the widespread use of 
the telegraph in the middle and latter parts of the 19th century created a need for 
instant information. It is no accident that the man who brought the telegraph to America, 
Samuel F. B. Morse, was the brother of a newspaper publisher. For the first time, editors
were able to get stories (and print them!) literally overnight. 

A natural consequence of telegraphic communication was the general trend toward a more  
concise writing style. By the early part of the 20th century, authors such as W. H. Fowler  
were outspoken in their condemnation of affected prose and excessive punctuation  
http://www.bartleby.com/116/402.html/. Here are two examples: 

Shakespeare, it is true, had, as I have said, as respects England, the privilege
which only first-comers en oy.  – Lowell.

 The reason why the world lacks unity, is, because man is disunited with himself.  – Emerson 

As is often the case with reformers, Fowler became the champion of many who either 
misunderstood or willfully distorted his ideas. Though he regarded ornamental excesses 
with contempt, he also condemned the stringing together of short, choppy sentences, 
referring to this writing style as “the spot-plague — the tendency to make full-stops 
[periods] do all the work.”  The solution to needless punctuation, Fowler demonstrated, 
often lay in the challenging prospect of recasting the sentence, not in the simplistic notion 
of getting rid of commas. 

 Thus, their work, however imperfect and faulty, judged by modern lights, it may have been, 
brought them face to face with . . .  – Huxley 

Reordering the sentence elements would do more than eliminate commas; it would make 
life much easier for the reader. Fowler suggested “putting it may have been before judged 
by modern lights.” 

Their work, however imperfect and faulty it may have been, judged by modern lights, 
brought them face to face with . . . 

Fast forward from 1906 to the 21st century. Here’s how a good editor might structure 
the same sentence today: 

However imperfect and faulty their work may have been, judged by modern lights,
it brought them face to face with . . . 

As writers, we make life easy for the reader by basing punctuation decisions on the logic 
of the language. You can use punctuation to shape your messages by paying attention to 
three underlying principles: grammatical structure, direction, and emphasis. 

http://www.bartleby.com/116/402.html/
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 3.2    Punctuating Clauses 

The personal statement for law school is a document that law school Admissions Committees 
read with great interest.… The essay is a writing sample. As such, it must be free of grammar and 
punctuation errors.  – Princeton University Program in Law and Public Affairs

 3.2.1    Coordination: and, but, therefore, however . . . 

 I seldom think about my limitations, and they never make me sad.
– Helen Keller

By definition, an independent clause can stand alone as a separate sentence. An 
independent clause that stands alone as a separate sentence generally ends with a 
period (sometimes called a full stop). 

  I seldom think about my limitations. They never make me sad. 

 A – Commas and Independent Clauses 

Instead of expressing these clauses as short, choppy sentences, you can keep things 
moving by connecting the two clauses with one of the coordinating conjunctions. 

 and       but       or       nor       for       yet       so 

When you connect independent clauses with a coordinating conjunction, put a comma 

before the conjunction.

I seldom think about my limitations, and they never make me sad. 

The comma signals to the reader that you are finishing oone part of an idea, and you are 
moving on to — that is, connecting with — another clause.

 The fire raged for hours, and authorities estimate the damage at $10 million. 

  We arrived at the airport early, but violent thunderstorms caused a two-hour delay. 

 The company rejected my request for a raise, so I decided to look for a new job. 

NOTE: Be careful to avoid two common problems: using the wrong punctuation (I seldom 
think about my limitations, they never make me sad.), often referred to as a ccomma splice; 
or no punctuation (I seldom think about my limitations they never make me sad.), referred 
to as a rrun-on sentence. 
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Some texts encourage the writer to leave out the comma before a conjunction if the 
clauses are short. 

 Dark clouds covered the sky and a fierce wind swept across the plains. 

 Dark clouds covered the sky, and a fierce wind s ept across the plains. 

Both examples are acceptable, but what is the point of learning an unnecessary exception 
to a fundamental punctuation principle? Careful, consistent punctuation helps the reader 
follow your train of thought. Stumbling along the thorny path of “rules and exceptions” 
will simply confuse matters.  The 19th century philosopher Ralph Waldo Emerson famously 
observed: “A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds …”  The emphasis is on 
foolish, not consistency.

 He’s my client, and he’s counting on me.  –  John Grisham 

Generally, you need to have a separate clause — that is, a separate idea — after the 
conjunction to justify the comma. In the following sentences, one subject governs the verbs 
on both sides of the conjunction. No comma is necessary. 

 The fire raged for hours and caused an estimated $10 million in damages. 

 The dinner smelled good but tasted even better. 

Because the word but changes the direction of the sentence, it is a more complex element 
than and. The comma says that you are moving on to a new idea; it isn’t simply a matter of 
adding a new subject. And remember — these are punctuation practices, not rules. 

  You can practice any virtue erratically, but nothing consistently without courage. 
– Maya Angelou

Remember that the comma comes before the conjunction, not after it. 

 Dark clouds covered the sky and, a fierce wind swept across the plains. 

 Dark clouds covered the sky, and a fierce wind wept across the plains.

 Meets  professional standards  =

     Does not meet professional standards  = 

 Informal usage that many readers will find unacceptable  =    ?
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At times, you may need to join independent clauses with pairs of words, commonly called 
correlative conjunctions. 

   both . . . and        either . . . or         neither . . . nor      not only . . . but also 

  You must either improve your performance, or I will not recommend you for promotion. 

  B – Independent Clauses (Main Clauses) and Semicolons 

We saw in 2.4.1B that conjunctive adverbs may sometimes connect independent 
clauses. For example:

 however       therefore      otherwise 

Use a semicolon — not a comma — before the conjunctive adverb connecting two 
independent clauses. 

 The design of the computer network was excellent, but the cost was too high.

The design of the computer network was excellent, however the cost was too high. 

 The design of the computer network was excellent; however, the cost was too high.

The conjunctive adverb indicates a break in the thought process or the opposite of what 
has come before. Use a comma after the conjunctive adverb. 

Erica received a lot of encouragement from her family; otherwise, she might have quit 
college after the first semester. 

Work on the project was behind schedule; therefore, we decided to cancel the contract. 

You can use semicolons effectively between closely related clauses. 

Only two members of the city council are opposed to the smoking ban; all of the others 
have voiced strong support for the measure. 

NOTE: Remember that if you use words like however and therefore a lot, your writing will 
come across as dull and legalistic. Many conjunctive adverbs also act as transitional 
words (see 3.4.2). 
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3.1.2     Conditions: when, where, because, if . . . 

             When you can afford to pay an editor, if that time ever comes, you must get one.
– George Eliot

We have seen that certain key connectives — called ssubordinating conjunctions — 
introduce clauses that state a condition. 

 if the drought continues for another week 

This is an example of a dependent clause — a subject-verb relationship that depends on 
another clause (usually an independent clause) to make sense. Generally, this kind of 
clause states a condition under which the verb of another clause operates. 

      If the drought continues for another week, many cattle ranchers will suffer huge losses. 

If — the subordinating conjunction that introduces the clause — indicates the condition 

under which the cattle ranchers will suffer . . . . Below is a list of the ssubordinating 
conjunctions that we looked at in 2.4.2. Do you remember them? 

 Time, Place, Extent Purpose or Result 

Conditional clauses (referred to as adverb clauses in most traditional grammar books) may 
be introductory or concluding elements. 

 Introductory: If the drought continues for another week, many cattle ranchers will suffer huge losses.

 Concluding: Many cattle ranchers will suffer huge losses if the drought continues for another week. 

when  as  after  that      so that     in order that 
whenever  as long as  before 
where  as soon as  since Comparison, Contrast, Contingency 

wherever  as far as  until 
while  so far as  till although if

 insofar as  (’til) though as 
as though as if 

Cause or Reason even though even if 
provided while 

because   whereas provided that unless 
as   in that as . . . as than 
since   inasmuch as so . . . as so . . . that
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 A – Position of the  Conditional Clause (Adverb Clause) 

The position of the conditional clause (or adverb clause) generally determines the choice 
of punctuation. The standard professional practice is to set off an introductory clause 
with a comma. If the clause is a concluding element and part of the flow of the sentence, 
leave it alone — no comma. 

Introductory: If the drought continues for another week, many cattle ranchers will suffer 
 huge losses. 

 Concluding: Many cattle ranchers will suffer huge losses if the drought continues 
 for another week.

Introductory:  After the city council approved special tax incentives, several high-tech 
companies moved to Denver.

Concluding: Several high-tech companies moved to Denver after the city council approved 
special tax incentives. 

  Introductory: When he invaded Russia in 1812, Napoleon made a big mistake. 

 Concluding: Napoleon made a big mistake when he invaded Russia in 1812. 

Even if the construction is short, you may confuse the reader by carelessly leaving out 

the comma after an introductory conditional clause (or adverb clause). 

    Careless: When she leaves Sam will become the new manager. 

   Clear: When she leaves, Sam will become the new manager. 

An adverb or noun/adverb (see 2.2.1K) may precede the introductory clause. 

n/adv     sbc 

Several hours after the game ended, we were still arguing about the coach’s decisions 
 in the final minutes. 
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  B – Conditional Clause: Opposite Direction 

Sometimes, the conditional clause (adverb clause) at the end of a sentence will be 
parenthetic. Instead of being part of the flow, the clause may check the flow or move 
in the opposite direction (e.g., contingency clauses in legal or financial documents.) Set
off clauses that move in the opposite direction, or include a contingency, with a comma. 

The real estate company has not returned my deposit, although it has promised to do so 
several times. 

You will receive compensation for your loss, provided that you have fulfilled all 
of the requirements. 

You will receive compensation for your loss, unless you have failed to fulfill all 
of the requirements. 

 C – Conditional Clause: Part of the Flow vs. Opposite Direction 

Although subordinating conjunctions look simple, their role in tying ideas together is 
complex. Some subordinating conjunctions assume different meanings in different 
contexts. The conjunctions while and because, for example, may move the action in the 
same direction in one sentence, but in the opposite direction in another. 

Same: Juanita read the Sunday Times while she waited at the airport 
 for the next flight to Denver. 

Opposite: Some insurance companies offer generous benefits, while others feature 
low-cost coverage.

  Same: Edmund Hilary climbed Mt. Everest because it was there. 

Opposite: Lee surrendered to Grant after the fall of Richmond, because to do otherwise 
would have subjected his starving and badly outnumbered troops to utter devastation. 

    To solve Grammar Puzzles 23 & 24, go to 

https://GrammarPuzzles.Online

www.grammatext.org
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3.2.3    Relatives: who, whom, which, that . . . 

The file most commonly used for photos is JPEG, which is a compressed format. 
... Other high-end cameras have a RAW file format, which yields the image 
data with no processing from the camera.… 

– Consumer Reports 2007 Buying Guide

Like the conditional clause, the relative clause is a dependent (or subordinate) clause. 

who completes the training program . . . 

The relative clause is introduced by key words called relative pronouns. There are 
five main relative pronouns. 

 who      whom      whose      which      that 

In English, the relative clause functions as an adjective and is sometimes referred to as an 
adjective clause. Like a single-word adjective, these clauses describe — or relate to — a 
noun or pronoun. The relative clause has a subject and a verb, but it depends on another 
clause to make sense. 

Everyone who completes the training program will receive a certificate

Relative clauses are of two types: clauses that identify and clauses that supplement. 

  A – Relative Clauses That Identify 

Some relative clauses (or adjective clauses) identify a particular noun or pronoun. Clauses 
that identify a noun or pronoun need no punctuation — no commas. 

Everyone who completes the training program will receive a certificate.

 It’s a good feeling to have friends whom you can trust. 

   I have a neighbor whose dog barks constantly. 
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Avoid the temptation to “hear” pauses and stick in unnecessary commas — what 
Marshall McLuhan would call “substituting an ear for an eye.” Leave clauses that 
identify a noun or pronoun alone. 

 Inspectors condemned all the buildings, that violated the municipal fire laws. 

 Inspectors condemned all the buildings that violated the municipal fire laws.

Because they identify a particular noun or pronoun, these relative clauses are often called 
restrictive (or essential) clauses; they restrict the meaning of a noun or pronoun to that 
particular word; they are essential to the meaning of a noun or pronoun. To leave out 
a restrictive (or essential) clause would alter the meaning of the sentence. 

 Inspectors condemned all the buildings. 

Inspectors condemned all the buildings that violated the municipal fire laws.

 Everyone will receive a certificate.

 Everyone who completes the training program will receive a certificate.

Sometimes, the relative pronoun is understood. 

 With Pronoun: Roberta Johnson is the candidate who we think will win. 

 Without: Roberta Johnson is the candidate we think will win. 

  With Pronoun: It’s a good feeling to have friends whom you can trust. 

Without: It’s a good feeling to have friends you can trust. 

With Pronoun: Jogging is an activity that I can do alone. 

 Without: Jogging is an activity I can do alone. 
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 B – Relative Clauses That Supplement 

Some relative clauses act as supplements. Instead of identifying a particular noun or 
pronoun, this type of clause provides extra information. Set off a supplemental clause 

in the midst of a sentence with a comma before and a comma after the clause.

 The price of crude oil, which rose dramatically during the 1970s, increased the cost
 of producing energy throughout the world.

William Shakespeare, who lived from 1564 to 1616, is the world’s most famous playwright. 

Generally, a relative clause that provides extra information could be expressed as a 
separate sentence. 

 The price of crude oil rose dramatically during the 1970s. That increased the cost 
 of producing energy throughout the world. 

The price of crude oil, which rose dramatically during the 1970s, increased the cost
of producing energy throughout the world. 

William Shakespeare is the world’s most famous playwright. He lived from 1564 to 1616.

William Shakespeare, who lived from 1564 to 1616, is the world’s most famous playwright. 

 I once met Marshall McLuhan at a computer convention in San Francisco. I had read 
his books in college. 

I once met Marshall McLuhan, whose books I had read in college, at a computer
 convention in San Francisco. 

NOTE: Remember, supplemental clauses are often referred to as nonrestrictive 

or nonessential, terms that many people find confusing. But if they work for you, 
use them. 
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Connecting clauses with a relative pronoun will generally produce a smoother, more 
interesting sentence than connecting clauses with and.

 ?    William Shakespeare is the world’s most famous playwright, and he lived from 1564 to 1616.

       William Shakespeare, who lived from 1564 to 1616, is the world’s most famous playwright. 

Applying a comma before and a comma after the supplemental relative clause is a 
fundamental punctuation technique used frequently by professional writers and editors to 
tie ideas together. 

 A report by Humboldt State University researchers, who have completed a study of the water 
along the California coast, presented new evidence of pollution in the Pacific Ocean. 

 The Senate version of the transportation bill, which includes provisions to contain 
 cost overruns, has received support from industry leaders and consumer groups. 

Writers who rely on “hearing a pause” make life difficult for readers. Failing to “hear” one 
of the commas will result in sentences that are harder to follow. 

A report by Humboldt State University researchers, who have completed a study of the water  
along the California coast presented new evidence of pollution in the Pacific Ocean. 

 The Senate version of the transportation bill which includes provisions to contain
 cost overruns, has received support from industry leaders and consumer groups. 

Set off a supplemental relative clause at the end of a sentence with a comma before and 
a period after the clause. 

 Most school children study the life of George Washington, who was the first president
 of the United States.

 One of America’s national holidays is the Fourth of July, which marks the date of the
signing of the Declaration of Independence.

When setting off a supplemental relative clause, remember that the comma comes before 

the relative pronoun, not after it. 

  Police arrested Julian Greldell who, lived in the house next door. 

  Police arrested Julian Greldell, who lived in the house next door. 
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 vs. 

For most of the 19th and 20th centuries, writers tended to use 
which to introduce a relative clause, regardless of whether the 
clause simply identified a noun (essential, restrictive) or provided 
supplemental information (nonessential, nonrestrictive). 

A few excellent writers continue to use which with both kinds of 
relative clauses, but most professionally edited publications now 
follow the practice of using that with restrictive clauses (clauses 
that identify, no punctuation) and which with nonrestrictive 
clauses (clauses that provide supplemental information in the 
midst of a sentence, comma before and after). 

The ENIAC computer, that was developed during the 1940s, weighed 
almost 30 tons. 

The ENIAC computer, which was developed during the 1940s, weighed 
 almost 30 tons. 

Don’t let your computer tell you what to do. It will steer you in 
the wrong direction about half the time when you are trying to 
decide between which and that. If that and which both seem to 
work, use that. 

? Inspectors condemned all the buildings which violated the municipal fire laws. 

Inspectors condemned all the buildings that violated the municipal fire laws.

NOTE: “Although which can be used restrictively, many careful 
writers preserve the distinction between restrictive that (no 
commas) and nonrestrictive which (commas).”

– The Chicago Manual of Style (2003)

?
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3.2.4    Indefinite Relatives: that (again!), why, how, whatever . . . 

MasterCard reports that gasoline purchases are off by more than 9 percent from a 
year ago.  – Chicago Tribune 

  A – The Noun Clause as Subject or Complement: No Punctuation 

The noun clause is a dependent (or subordinate) clause introduced by key words 

called indefinite relative pronouns, indefinite relative adjectives, and indefinite relative 
adverbs. For the sake of convenience, you may find it helpful to refer to these key words  
as indefinite relatives.

   Indefinite Relative Pronouns 

that          who           whoever           whichever 
whom        whomever        whatever

       Indefinite Relative Adjectives

 whichever
what         whatever

 Indefinite Relative Adverbs

how      as      where      wherever       whether 
why      if        when       whenever 

The noun clause can assume any of the roles played by a single-word noun. Usually, the 
noun clause will be a complement introduced by the indefinite relative that.

We refer to the key word introducing a noun clause as indefinite because, unlike the 
relative pronoun, it has no antecedent. In the example above, that does not relate to a 
word in the preceding clause. When the noun clause is a complement, treat it like a 
single-word complement. Leave it alone — no comma. 

    The governor announced, that she would veto the tax bill. 

The governor announced that she would veto the tax bill. 

 The governor announced her  to the tax bill.

 The governor announced that she would oppose the tax bill.

which whose
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Avoid breaking up the flow of the verb-complement relationship by “hearing” a pause and 
sticking in a comma.

  I  know who can solve this problem for us. 

The noun clause who can solve this problem for us acts as the complement of the action 
verb know. The indefinite relative who is the subject of the noun clause. 

Remember, sometimes you can omit the indefinite relative that (that “understood” — 
see page 71, 2.4.4).

 : Senator Gaddisen said that he would support the tax bill. 

 : Senator Gaddisen said he would support the tax bill.

   With: We hope that you will consider the proposal carefully. 

     Without: We hope you will consider the proposal carefully. 

Mrs. Dalloway said she would buy the flowers herself.  –  Virginia Woolf 

The same punctuation principle applies to the noun clause acting as a subject: no pauses, 
no commas — just leave it alone. 

  Single word: The mayor’s decision will be supported by the committee.

Noun clause: Whatever the mayor decides will be supported by the committee. 

NOTE: There is no punctuation “rule” that it is wrong to use a comma before and 
separating dependent clauses. Use the punctuation that clarifies the structure of you
sentence and helps the reader follow your train of thought. 

 The plaintiffs contend that segregated public schools are not “equal” and cannot be made 
“equal,” and that hence they are deprived of the equal protection of the laws. 

– U.S. Supreme Court (Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, 347 U.S. 483, 1954)

  I now wish to make the personal acknowledgment that you were right, and I was wrong.
– President Lincoln, in a letter to General Grant

To  solve Grammar Puzzles 25 & 26, go to 
https://GrammarPuzzles.Online

www.grammatext.org
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 3.3    Punctuating the 4 Connecting Phrases 

 3.3.1    Infinitive 

Old age is like everything else. To make a success of it, you’ve got to start young.
– Theodore Roosevelt

 As we saw in 2.3.4, the infinitive — to plus a verb — can act as an adverb, adjective, 
 or noun.

to be to encourage to vote 
to have to save to live

 The infinitive can introduce a phrase. 

To encourage greater productivity, the company developed a new profit-sharing plan. 

A – Infinitive Phrase: Introductory Element 

An infinitive or infinitive phrase acting as an introductory element follows the    
punctuation pattern of the conditional clause (adverb clause). Set off an introductory  
infinitive phrase with a comma. 

 To encourage greater productivity, the company developed a new profit-sharing plan.

  To save more money, my sister opened a special savings account. 

B – Infinitive Phrase: Concluding Element or Part of the Flow 

When the infinitive is a concluding element or part of the flow, just leave it alone. 

  The company developed a new profit-sharing plan to encourage greater productivity. 

 My sister opened a special savings account to save more money. 

The punctuation patterns that apply to the four clauses also apply to the 
four connecting phrases. 
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 C – Infinitive Phrase: Adjective 

The infinitive may act as an adjective. When it identifies the noun it relates to, the 
infinitive follows the pattern of the restrictive relative clause: no comma is necessary — 
leave it alone. 

  The right to vote is an integral part of the American system. 

 Do most people need a reason to live? 

  D – Infinitive Phrase: Subject 

Do not confuse an introductory element with a subject. Do not set off an infinitive acting 
as a subject at the beginning of a sentence — no comma. 

 Subject: To solve the problem is our primary objective. 

 Introductory: To solve the problem, you must first understand it. 

 E – Infinitive Phrase: Complement 

Do not set off an infinitive phrase acting as a complement after an action verb or a  
linking verb. Leave it alone.

  I decided to buy a house on Capitol Hill. 

  The purpose of the legislation is to reduce highway fatalities. 

(An infinitive or infinitive phrase may act as a parenthetic expression; see 3.4.1A.) 

Note: Remember — sometimes, the infinitive can be expressed without the to (see 
2.2.1G and 2.3.4B). For example, Harry heard something creak outside. 
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3.3.2    Verbal Phrases: Adjective 

The average Wyoming resident checked out nine books in 2005–06, compared 
with an average of fi e in California and two in Washington, DC. –  The Economist 

The participle is a verbal adjective, a verb form acting as an adjective. The present 

participle ends in -ing. 

laughing            living            crying 
giving seeing           hitting 

The past participle of a regular verb ends in -ed. 

laughed             lived             cried 

As we saw on page 30, some past participles are irregular.

given seen hit 

The  participial phrase — introduced by a present or past participle — includes an 
object and perhaps other words associated with or governed by the participle. 

Witnesses saw a man leaving the scene of the accident. 

All of the employees  special bonus incentives increased productivity by 25 percent.

The management team, using a recent Commerce Department study, developed a new 
 plan to increase exports. 

Participial Phrases are like Relative Clauses   

Like relative clauses, participial phrases are of two types: 

A participial phrase can identify a noun or pronoun (restrictive, essential) 
- or  -

provide supplemental information (nonrestrictive, nonessential).
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A – Participial Phrases That Identify 

A participial phrase that identifies or defines a particular noun or pronoun — 
often referred to as a restrictive or essential phrase — needs no punctuation. 

 Witnesses saw a man leaving the scene of the accident. 

 All of the employees offered special bonus incentives increased productivity by 25 percent. 

 A reporter covering the presidential campaign raised questions about Social Security. 

 The first oman elected governor of a state was Nellie Tayloe Ross of Wyoming. 

The participle may combine with a preposition. 

pt         pp 
Several athletes competing in the event were Canadians. 

pt    pp 
A museum in Ohio features pictures of early gliders flown by the Wright brothers. 

B – Participial Phrases That Provide Supplemental Information 

Like the relative clause, the participial phrase may assume a supplemental role. Instead 
of identifying a noun or pronoun, the supplemental phrase (nonrestrictive, nonessential) 
provides extra information. Phrases that provide supplemental information follow the 
punctuation pattern of the relative clause. Set off a supplemental phrase in the midst of  
a sentence with a comma before and a comma after the phrase. 

The management team, using a recent Commerce Department study, developed a plan
to increase exports. 

 The chipmunk, sensing danger, looked nervously in all directions. 

 Astronomers at the University of Hawaii, observing a series of unusual solar radiation 
patterns, published a report in a scientific journal. 

The Canadian ambassador, citing the long history of friendship with the United States, 
called for a new round of trade negotiations. 

 NOTE: Most traditional grammar books refer to supplemental phrases as nonrestrictive  
phrases or nonessential phrases. Use the terms that work for you. 
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The supplemental participle (nonrestrictive, nonessential) may combine with a preposition. 

The average Wyoming resident checked out nine books in 2005-06, compared with       
an average of five in California and two in Washington, D.C. 

The historic cathedral, completed in 1437, is still filled with worshippers every Sunday. 

The traffic safety commission , concerned about the rise in highway fatalities, 
announced a new plan to reduce automobile accidents. 

If  the participial phrase is an introductory element, set off the phrase with a comma. 

Sensing danger, the chipmunk looked nervously in all directions. 

Working tirelessly through the night, we finished the report just before dawn. 

Built in 1929, the old Ford was still on the road more than 80 years later.     

Using a recent Commerce Department study, the management team developed a plan
to increase exports. 

Separated from her family for the first time, Joline felt lonely and depressed. 

Set off a supplemental (nonrestrictive, nonessential) participial phrase at the end of a 
sentence with a comma before and a period after the phrase. 

  The actress stood calmly in the midst of the crowd, waving to the throng of people about her. 

  In walked Governor Gaddisen and his wife, talking with one of the senators from Colorado. 

The city’s traffic safety commission released a preliminary report last week, based on   
incomplete data from the U.S. Department of Transportation. 

Participles are useful forms that can make our sentences flow more smoothly, but 
they can also create problems (see 4.3.3). 

To solve Grammar Puzzles 27 & 28, go to 
https://GrammarPuzzles.Online

www.grammatext.org
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3.3.3    Verbal Phrases: Noun

[G]ood judging requires taking ingredients and procedures used successfully in
the past and adjusting them to the case at hand.  – Sandra Day O’Connor

A – Gerund Acting as Subject or Complement: No Punctuation 

As we saw on page 49, the present participle (ending in -ing) can act as a verbal noun: 

thinking acting seeing loving 
running losing driving worrying 

Like any noun, the gerund can be a subject, a complement, or the object of a phrase. 

Worrying can make a person nervous and depressed. 

I enjoy cooking. 

There is no law against thinking. 

Remember, the -ing form may describe something (generally referred to as a verbal 

adjective or simply a participle); or it may be something (that is, act as verbal noun or 

gerund). Because the two forms look alike, people can easily get mixed up about 

which is which.

 Participle: The buses running along North Capitol Street go to Union Station. 

Here, running acts as a participle because it describes the noun buses.

 Gerund: Running is good exercise. 

Running is something — it is a gerund acting as the subject of the sentence. 
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Using a gerund as the subject can get your sentence off  to a fast start. 

Worrying will make a person nervous and depressed. 

Like the participle, the gerund can introduce a phrase. But unlike the participle, the gerund 
normally requires no punctuation. Leave it alone.*

 Subject: Losing sleep will make a person nervous and depressed. 

 Subject: Brushing your teeth can prevent tooth decay. 

 Complement after an Action Verb: I enjoyed seeing the championship game.

Complement after a Linking Verb: My worst habit is wasting time. 

  Object of a Preposition: Beverly worked her way through law school by driving a taxi. 

  Object of an Infinitive: I didn’t have time to finish reading the book. 

*NOTE: Occasionally, the gerund may act as an appositive. (See 3.4.2.)

 B – Gerund Phrases are like Noun Clauses 

The gerund phrase follows the punctuation pattern of the noun 

clause. When the gerund acts as a subject, complement, or 
object of a phrase, leave it alone — no commas. Don’t 
make the mistake of “hearing” pauses. As an example, here’s a 
sentence we looked at earlier. 

“All good writing is swimming under water and holding your breath.”
– F. Scott Fitzgerald
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3.3.4    Prepositional Phrases 

In recent years, fierce competition in the beverage market has led to global consolidation.
– Los Angeles Times

 A – Introductory vs. Part of the Flow 

about between  near  through 
abroad beyond  notwithstanding throughout 
across but (“except”) of  till (’til) 
after by  off to
against concerning  on  toward 
along considering  onto under
amid despite  out underneath
among down  outside  until 
amongst during  over  unto 
around except  past  up 
at for  pending  upon 
before from  per  via 
behind in  regarding  with 
below inside  respecting within
beneath into  round  without 
beside like  save  as* 
besides midst  since  than*

The preposition may be a combination of words. 

according to due to  in consideration of 
ahead of  in back of  on account of 
apart from  in front of  owing to 
as far as  in place of  with reference to 
as near as  in regard to  with regard to 
because of  in spite of  with respect to 
by means of in respect to contrary to 

When punctuating prepositional phrases, follow the same general principles that 
apply  to infinitive and participial phrases. Normally, prepositional phrases need not 
be set off with punctuation if they are concluding elements or part of the flow.

 Investigators found the money (in an envelope) ( under the bed.) 

 NOTE: Some prepositions (e.g., before, after, since, until, as, than) can also act as 
 subordinating conjunctions. For example: She likes him as a friend. (The sense of  
 She likes him as he is a friend disappeared from English usage long ago.) 

As we saw on page 43, the most common connectives in English are the prepositions. 
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 A sentence may begin with two or three prepositional phrases in a row. When prepositional 
phrases act as introductory elements, follow the punctuation pattern of  the introductory  
participial and infinitive phrases. Set off the introductory phrase — or combination of   
phrases — with a comma.

 During the third week of the strike, management and union leaders worked out a
 satisfactory agreement. 

 The introductory prepositional phrase may contain a participle or a gerund.

   By providing vital information, an alert neighbor helped the police find the missing child.

B – If It’s Short, Do You Have to Use the Comma? 

To ensure clarity and consistency, use a comma to set off an introductory 
prepositional phrase.

   In our state parks with camping facilities are very popular during the summer. 

In our state, parks with camping facilities are very popular during the summer. 

In the 19th and 20th centuries, most publishing organizations did not insist on setting  
off a short introductory phrase with a comma. But in the 21st century, they have tended 
to follow the practice because it makes sentences easier to read. Here are two examples 
from the latest edition of the New York Times Manual of Style and Usage:

For clarity, the first sentence of a correction should characterize the correction . . . 

At many points, the manual tries to explain its choices . . . 

 C – Introductory Prepositional Phrase as Complement 

If the prepositional phrase at the beginning of a sentence comes before a verb, the 
phrase generally completes the action of the verb. This type of construction, sometimes 
referred to as a transposed complement, follows the complement-verb-subject pattern. 
Leave it alone — no comma.

X On the front porch, sat a toothless old dog. 

?
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If we reverse the order of the sentence, the subject-verb-phrase relationship is apparent: 

A toothless old dog sat on the front porch.

 Sticking in a comma would compromise the integrity of the subject-verb-complement  
relationship. 

 On the front porch sat a toothless old dog. 

X   Over the mantle, hung an enormous portrait of Sir Isaac Newton. 

   Over the mantle hung an enormous portrait of Sir Isaac Newton. 

 This type of construction was more common in centuries past.

In this primitive way is the commerce of the country carried on.
– Washington Irving (1829)

Into the valley of Death 
Rode the six hundred.
– Alfred Tennyson (1864)

Look at the back of a dollar bill.

  In God We Trust 

 To solve Grammar Puzzles 29 & 30, go to 
https://GrammarPuzzles.Online 

Introductory Prepositional Phrase as Complement

www.grammatext.org
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3.4   Parenthetic Expressions 

Enclose parenthetic expressions between commas….This rule is difficult to apply.* 
– Strunk and White

3.4.1    Parenthetic Clauses, Phrases, and Words 

 A – Pivotal Parenthetic Expressions 

Lately, even former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan, who once 
incited hero-worship among lawmakers, has been heaped with blame. 

– Los Angeles Times

A technique that professional writers and editors use frequently to tie ideas together is  
the parenthetic expression. A parenthetic expression interrupts the flow of a sentence,  
reverses the direction of thought, or provides extra information. 

A common form of the parenthetic expression is the supplemental relative clause in the 
midst of a sentence. 

The price of crude oil, which rose dramatically during the 1970s, increased the cost 
of producing energy throughout the world. 

 William Shakespeare, who lived from 1564 to 1616, is the world’s most famous playwright. 

Think of this type of parenthetic expression as a pivotal clause. The sentence literally 
“revolves around” the parenthetic clause. Set off this type of supplemental clause with 
commas — a comma before and a comma after. 

Another common type of pivotal parenthetic expression is the supplemental participial 

phrase. Set off this type of  phrase with commas (comma before, comma after).

Many farmers in our area, suffering through another season of drought, have applied 
to the government for assistance. 

*NOTE: Although I have great respect for Strunk and White’s Elements of Style, I avoid
using the term “rule,” particularly as it applies to punctuation. You will find it easier to make  
smart punctuation decisions by becoming familiar with common grammatical patterns and 
standard professional practices. 
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A conditional clause (adverb clause), an independent clause — even a noun clause — 
may sometimes act as a parenthetic expression in the midst of a sentence. 

 Independent Clause:  An old car, my grandfather used to say, is better than no car. 

Conditional (Adverb) Clause: The committee decided, as most observers 
had predicted, to delay action until September.

Noun Clause:  Please provide information about the bank robbery, whatever details 
you can remember, to the investigators. 

In addition to the participial phrase, the other three phrases can act as parenthetic 
expressions in the midst of a sentence. Good writers understand how to integrate a 
parenthetic expression into the subject-verb-complement relationship.

Prepositional:  Nations, like individuals, are punished for their transgressions. 
— Ulysses S. Grant

Infinitive:  The Labor Department insisted, to confuse matters even further, that 
companies with the most employees fill out several additional forms. 

The gerund phrase may act as an appositive (see 3.4.2). 

Pivotal Parenthetic Expressions 

The term “pivotal” refers to the parenthetic expression’s position in the 
sentence, not its importance. 

Very Important: The driver slowly realized, after freeing himself from the wreckage 
of the smoldering SUV, that he was lucky to be alive. 

Unimportant: She believed, in fact, that she had been cheated. 
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Remember that when you use a parenthetic expression in the midst of a sentence, you 
need to add a comma before and after the expression. 

 X          The company’s chief financial officer who had been the subject of an ongoing    
investigation, was indicted by a federal grand jury on Thursday. 

 The company’s chief financial officer, who had been the subject of an ongoing
investigation, was indicted by a federal grand jury on Thursday. 

 X Angela realized, after considering the matter carefully that she couldn’t afford a new car.

 Angela realized, after considering the matter carefully, that she couldn’t afford a new car.

 B – Parenthetic Clauses and Phrases: Introductory 

The introductory conditional clause (adverb clause) is another kind of parenthetic 
expression. 

After the city council approved special tax incentives, several high-tech companies 
moved to Denver. 

 If the drought continues for another week, many cattle ranchers will suffer huge losses. 

Introductory phrases (not acting as subjects or complements — see 3.3.1C and D) 

are parenthetic elements.  

Infinitive: To solve the problem, you must first understand it

 Participial: Sensing danger, the chipmunk looked nervously in all directions. 

 Preposition: Before the end of the month, I will submit a complete report. 

The introductory n/adv combination follows the pattern of introductory clauses 
and phrases. (See Nouns as Adverbs — top of  page 27.) 

 Next week, the governor will offer a new budget proposal. 

 Several years ago, my sister and I skied in the Swiss Alps. 
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C – Parenthetic Clauses and Phrases: Concluding 

Supplemental (nonrestrictive) relative clauses at the end of a sentence are parenthetic. 

Pivotal: The city of Sacramento, which became the capital of California in 1854, is located 
about 100 miles northeast of San Francisco.

End: The capital of California is Sacramento, which is located about 100 miles northeast
 of San Francisco. 

If a conditional clause (adverb clause) at the end of a sentence checks or reverses the 
flow of the sentence, treat the clause as a parenthetic expression. 

The real estate company has not returned my deposit, although it has promised to do so
 several times. 

 Some insurance companies offer generous benefits, while others feature low-cost coverage. 

Treat supplemental phrases at the end of a sentence as parenthetic elements. 

The city’s traffic safety commission released a preliminary report last week, based on
 incomplete data from the U.S. Department of Transportation. 

I could see an ambulance about 50 yards ahead of me, weaving in and out of rush hour traffic.

Some participles are commonly used as prepositions. 

The percentage of smokers in tobacco-growing states has declined dramatically, according
 to statistics from the Department of Health and Human Services. 

D – Parenthetic Words 

Introductory modifiers — adverbs or adjectives — may be parenthetic. 

Haltingly, the lone survivor of the plane crash recounted her ordeal.  

Bold and fierce, the tiger is feared throughout northern India. 
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Use a comma to set off the name of a person (or a term applying to persons) in 
a statement of  direct address. 

 Pamela, thanks for sending me the manual for the new software program. 

 Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, the prosecution’s evidence is circumstantial and contradictory. 

 Mr. Ambassador, we appreciate your taking the time to talk with us this morning. 

Set off an introductory yes or no or a mild interjection. 

 No, I haven’t seen the final draft of the report yet. 

 Well, I would like to see the final draft of the report by Friday. 

It is a long-standing convention that complete dates and addresses contain parenthetic 
elements (i.e., comma before and after the state or the year in the date). 

Her grandmother was born on July 4, 1876, on a farm in northern Louisiana. 

The Director’s June 30, 2006, memorandum included information about new procedures 
 for identifying and tracking fraudulent transactions. 

The business moved to a new facility at 1332 River Road, Attleboro, Mass., in 2008. 

Good writers sometimes combine a variety of parenthetic elements to express complex 
relationships clearly in a single sentence. 

Mr. Sweet died in the sixties, while I was a student at Sarah Lawrence College, in  
Westchester, New York, in an environment so different from the one in which he and 
my parents lived, and in which I had been brought up, that it might have existed on  
another planet. – Alice Walker 

In a letter, email, or most commercial communications, the ZIP code format is standard.
(See the U.S. Government Publishing Office Style Manual.)

The business is located ar 1332 River Road, Attleboro, MA 02703 

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/GPO-STYLEMANUAL-2016/pdf/GPO-STYLEMANUAL-2016-10.pdf
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3.4.2     Appositives 

 I have spent most of the day putting in a comma and the rest of the day taking it out. 
– Oscar Wilde

An appositive is a word (usually a noun) or group of words that defines or restates 
someone or something.

Serena Williams, the U.S. Open Champion in 1999, will face Martina Hingis in the finals. 

The appositive generally comes right after the noun it refers to — the antecedent. In the 
above example, U.S. Open Champion is an appositive referring to Serena Williams. Set off 
an appositive that restates — i.e., one that provides extra information — with commas 
(comma before, comma after).

       Serena Williams, the U.S. Open Champion in 1999, will face Martina Hingis in the finals. 

Many appositives are abbreviated forms of supplemental relative clauses.

Clause: Serena Williams, who was the U.S. Open Champion in 1999, will face Martina Hingis 
in the finals. 

Appositive: Serena Williams, the U.S. Open Champion in 1999, will face Martina Hingis 
in the finals. 

An appositive restates, or provides an expanded definition of, its antecedent. Because it 
is more concise than the relative clause, professional writers and editors tend to use the  
appositive a lot.

Everyone was surprised when Marvin Fraytonn, president of the company for 10 years, 
resigned suddenly without explanation. 

A gerund or gerund phrase may act as an appositive.

           His main concern, saving enough money for a new house, has become an obsession. 

The punctuation pattern for an appositive at the end of a sentence is comma before and 
period after. 

My neighbor bought an unusual secondhand car, a 1932 Cadillac. 
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 Not all appositives are parenthetic. 

The author Ralph Ellison delivered the commencement address at the College 
of William and Mary in 1972. 

 There are many authors, so the appositive Ralph Ellison merely identifies him as the  
 member of a group — no commas.

 Ralph Ellison, the author of Invisible Man, gave the commencement address at the 
 College of William and Mary in 1972. 

 Now, the appositive is providing extra information about Ralph Ellison as a particular 

 author — comma before, comma after. 

Identify (member of a group): 

 Extra Information (a particular boxer): 

 A –  Appositives and Colons 

Set off an appositive in the form of listed items at the end of a sentence with a colon. 

The company announced changes in three areas: overtime pay, medical coverage, 
and retirement benefits.

He had forgotten to pack several essentials: toothpaste, shaving cream, deodorant, and socks. 

The appositive at the end of a sentence may be a statement that includes clauses  
or phrases. 

  The weather was miserable last week: it rained almost every day.

Suddenly, I saw what I had been looking for: a tiny farmhouse almost hidden by a 
clump of enormous oaks.

I saw the famous boxer Muhammad Ali when I visited Memphis.

I saw Muhammad Ali, the famous boxer, when I visited Memphis. 
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3.4.3     Transitions 

 Certain transitional words and phrases can act as parenthetic elements. 

Transitional Words 

accordingly indeed yet 
again likewise first
also meanwhile second(ly) 
besides moreover third(ly) 
clearly naturally afterward 
consequently nevertheless finally
further still immediately 
furthermore otherwise later 
hence similarly last 
hence therefore next 
however thus soon 

 Transitional Phrases 

as a result for this reason in other words 
at any rate in addition in the long run 
at length in any event in short 
for example in conclusion in sum 
for this purpose in fact 

You can use a transitional word or phrase at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end  
of a sentence. 

 Finally, the long monsoon season came to an end. 

The board of directors has decided, however, to reject the merger offer. 

Abraham Lincoln, for example, managed to succeed with very little formal education. 

 First, you must make sure that there is a market for your product. 
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 When the word is an element in a verb combination, it becomes part of the flow of the 
 sentence. No punctuation is needed — leave it alone.

  Introductory Element:  First, you must decide how to market your product. 

   Verb Combination:  You must first decide how to market your product. 

The board of directors has decided, however, to reject the merger offer.

X  QZT Inc. made a bid to buy our company, however the board of directors 
 rejected the merger offer. 

X  QZT Inc. made a bid to buy our company, however, the board of directors 
 rejected the merger offer.

 QZT Inc. made a bid to buy our company; however, the board of directors
   rejected the merger offer. 

X Your performance on the job has been unsatisfactory, therefore I will not
   recommend you for promotion. 

X Your performance on the job has been unsatisfactory, therefore, I will not 
recommend you for promotion. 

 Your performance on the job has been unsatisfactory; therefore, I will not 
recommend you for promotion. 

 Some transitional words can also act as conjunctive adverbs. Confusing 
the two may result in faulty punctuation —  a comma splice. (See 2.4.1B, 
Conjuctive Adverbs at the top of page 60.)

The transitional word (comma before, comma after) comes in the midst 
of a single  clause. But the conjunctive adverb (semicolon before, 
comma after) comes between two clauses. 

 A – Transitional Words vs. Conjunctive Adverbs
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 3.4.4    Punctuation for Clarity or Definition 

 He didn’t move like a man, but like some prowling animal. 
– John Steinbeck

 A –  Contrast and Continuation 

 Certain key words will signal that you are moving in the opposite direction or providing 
 supplemental information. 

not just perhaps generally regardless  then 
even usually probably especially  indeed but 

 These key words suggest a reversal — or further development — in the direction of 
 thought. 

:  I go to the movies for entertainment, not for violence and blood.

  Everyone enjoyed the play, even the little children.

 Some medications initially produce positive results, then must be withdrawn because of side effects.                 

 The defense attorney said that she didn’t want a lengthy explanation, just the truth. 

 The university has consistently expelled students for cheating, regardless of the circumstances. 

 but vs. and 

Remember that the word but plays multiple roles. Although we tend to 
think of but as a coordinating conjunction — like and — but is a much 
stronger and more definite connective. A comma before the but helps the 
reader to follow the logic of your sentence, to see that you are moving in 
the opposite direction. 

To solve Grammar Puzzles 31 & 32, go to 
https://GrammarPuzzles.Online

www.grammatext.org
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 B – Dashes and Hyphens 

Use dashes for emphasis.

Martina Hingis will face Serena Williams — who beat her decisively at  the
U.S. Open last month — in the finals.

Hank Aaron’s ninth-inning home run — the 741st of his career — gave the Braves 
a 5-4 victory over the Dodgers. 

Sometimes, you may need to set off a parenthetic expression with dashes to avoid 
confusing the reader with comma clutter. 

 ?     The candidates have scheduled several debates before the November election, 
which, according to the latest polls, will be extremely close. 

The candidates have scheduled several debates before the November election,
which — according to the latest polls — will be extremely close. 

For emphasis, you may want to use a dash instead of a colon to set off an appositive or a
loosely related construction at the end of a sentence. 

The old house had a sloping front porch, peeling paint, and broken windows — 
 not exactly what you’d call a palace. 

The chief of police was arrested on charges of speeding, drunkenness, and
disorderly conduct — some chief. 

  Dash vs. Hyphen 

Do not confuse the dash with the hyphen, which is about half as long as 
the dash. The dash sets off sentence elements; the hyphen joins 

word elements, particularly adjective-noun or adjective-participle 

combinations that come before a noun. 

  My sister applied for a part-time job. 

  Congress voted to discontinue work on the half-completed project. 

 Some authorities (Chicago Manual of Style, GPO Style Manual) make a 
  distinction between different kinds of dashes (the m dash and the n dash). 
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     C – Parentheses and Brackets 

Use parentheses for elements that are grammatically independent. 

References are often set off with parentheses. 

A recent study funded by the National Institutes of Health (see Appendix D, page 422) 
suggests that a high-fiber diet may help to prevent heart disease. 

References in parentheses may be formal or informal.

Dr. Bhargava taught physics at the University of the District of Columbia (formerly 
Federal City College) between 1968 and 1980. 

For some reason, I couldn’t remember where I met Kirby (was that his name, or was 
it Carey?) and what we discussed. 

Don’t get parentheses mixed up with dashes.

                  Martina Hingis will face Serena Williams (who beat her decisively at the
    U.S. Open last year) in the finals.

 Martina Hingis will face Serena Williams — who beat her decisively at the 
U.S. Open last  year — in the finals. 

Avoid the tendency to add extraneous parentheses.

X I recently wrote a letter (concerning my interest in a summer intern 
program) to the Department of Justice.

       I recently wrote a letter concerning my interest in a summer intern 
program to the Department of Justice. 

Use brackets to indicate words inserted into a direct quotation. 

At the end of his speech, the school board president said that “we must continue [the] effort to 
improve our educational system.”

?
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4. Writing for the Reader:
Movable and Removable Parts

In addition to serving as the 16th president of the United States, Abraham Lincoln is  
widely regarded as one of the most influential writers this nation has ever produced. 
In a series of lectures delivered in 1858 and '59, he outlined some of the world’s  
most important inventions. Among these, he included the development of iron tools,  
the  wheel,  and  steam-powered  machines.  But  Lincoln  singled  out  writing  —  
specifically  “phonetic  writing”  —  as  the  greatest  of  all  inventions.  Lincoln  
understood that organizing the letters of the alphabet enables us to translate the  
sounds  of  our  language  into  a  visual  communication  system.  As  we  saw  on  
page 2,  he used the word  for what we would commonly refer to today as  

. 

In Writing: Theory and History of the Technology of Civilization, Barry B. Powell 
offers a painstakingly researched, 21st century perspective along similar lines: 
“Writing is an inherently difficult topic because discussion often takes place by 
means of the very medium being discussed. As fish who know nothing of water, 
scholars who spend their lives studying different traditions of literature, and of 
writing, rarely reflect on the actual technology that makes their study possible: how 
it works, where it came from, and what relation it bears to other formal systems of 
thought.” With the exception of “how to make fire,” Powell notes, "Writing is the 
most important technology in the history of the human species.…”

Marshal McLuhan, the great Canadian English teacher who became a tireless 
observer of American culture, saw the general indifference to the technology of 
alphabetic literacy as a clear and present danger:

“The United States is … the only country that was ever founded on the basis of 
phonetic literacy for all. All of its political and business institutions assume the 
ground plan of this literacy.”

Once you have mastered the architecture of English and the basic punctuation 
principles covered in the previous chapters, you are ready to deal with some of 
the more perplexing problems related to this remarkable technology.
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4.1 Making Every Word Count 

Although we generally need to add complements and descriptive elements — words, 
phrases, clauses — to support the subject-verb relationship, readers will have a hard  
time understanding our sentences if we get carried away and allow descriptive language 
to obscure that fundamental relationship. 

4.1.1     Clarity vs. Clutter 

Our musings pursue an erratic course, swerving continually into some new direction . . .

Nigerian oil workers suspended a walkout after union leaders reported progress in talks 
with the government to end a general strike over rising fuel prices. 

The unwary writer, intent upon impressing rather than expressing, may overwhelm the 
reader with deeply piled verbiage. 

There is evidence to suggest that considerable numbers of very frustrated and   
thoroughly demoralized workers in the petroleum industry in the West African country  
of Nigeria have arrived at what would appear to be a decision in favor of a suspension, 
at least for the time being of a previously announced walkout after definite indications  
on the part of union leaders of substantial progress in extensive negotiations with key   
government representatives. 

Writers who are inclined to display their superior intelligence and vast store of knowledge 
generally produce a self-important style that bores most readers to death. Don’t make 
the mistake of confusing quantity with quality.

Original:  The IT Department is currently involved in the process of preparing a 
training manual for the purpose of showing computer programmers how to develop 
the ability to write instructions that are both clear and concise. 

The problem is that the writer has turned what could have been a straightforward 
statement into a virtual landfill of verbiage

Edited:  The IT Department is preparing a training manual that will show computer 
programmers how to write clear, concise instructions. 

•   – William James

– William James

Skilled professional writers and editors learn how to communicate clearly by eliminating 
clutter. As noted earlier, the seasoned professional, either consciously or intuitively, will 
take pains to make sure that the subject-verb relationship drives the message, adding 
complements and appropriate descriptive language to support and clarify that relationship. 
Consider the sentence from the Associated Press article that we looked at on page 58.
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One of America’s most remarkable editors was a man named Gouverneur Morris (yes, 
Gouverneur was his first name). In 1787, Morris was chosen to revise the rough draft of 
the new United States Constitution. Mind you, he was dealing with a group of gifted and 
opinionated writers, James Madison and Alexander Hamilton among them, so he faced a  
formidable task. The original document began like this: 

Original:  “We the People of the States of New-Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode-Island  
and  Providence Plantations, Connecticut, New-York, New-Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, 
Maryland, Virginia, North-Carolina, South-Carolina, and Georgia.…” 

Even the noblest ideas will be obscured if it takes forever to get to the point. Morris’s  
revision resulted not only in a more concise statement, but also in a new national identity. 

       Edited: “We the People of the United States . . . .” 

Using too many words often takes the form of redundancy. Think of redundancy as  
unnecessary or unconscious repetition. Here’s a sentence from a letter written by a  
young Capitol Hill intern working for a member of Congress.

Original:  Although you and I may not agree on this issue, I respect your opinions and am 
glad that you decided to share them with me on this important issue. 

The redundant phrase on this important issue weakens the message.

Edited:  Although you and I may not agree on this issue, I respect your opinions and am 
glad that you decided to share them with me. 

Here are two typical examples, taken from government reports, of unconscious repetition: 

The Office of Human Resources has developed a process that enables the agency 
to process job applications expeditiously. 

We are committed to providing services that enhance the development of occupational 
skills and  provide financial  support services. 

When writing a first draft, most of us tend to include bits and pieces of extraneous  
information. Developing the editing skills to clear out the clutter and allow the strong core 
relationships to carry the message requires time and practice.  As Benjamin Franklin once 
remarked, in reference to a report he had written about one of his scientific experiments, 
“I have already made this paper too long, for which I must crave pardon, not having now 
time to make it shorter."       
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The words redundancy and its adjective form, redundant, are subject to frequent abuse.  
We often hear engineers and IT professionals refer to a redundant system, by which they  
mean a system that takes over if a primary system fails — in other words, a backup  
system. If NASA officials insist that a spacecraft needs a backup system in case something  
goes wrong, most of us would readily agree that safety must come first. But if they  
bemoan the lack of additional funding for a redundant system, we may be inclined to think  
that it sounds like a waste of money. 

Ironically, many linguists confuse redundancy with recurrence. In writing English  
sentences, we rely on a 26-letter alphabet to represent hundreds of thousands of words. It  
follows that we will need to repeat letters in many words. For example, in the word engine, 
the letters e and n appear twice; in the related word engineer, the letter e appears  
three times. This is repeating of necessity (recurrence), not repeating unnecessarily  

(redundancy). 

There are also times when we need to repeat for emphasis. Abraham Lincoln 
concluded his Gettysburg Address with the hope “that government of the people, by 
the people, for the people — shall not perish from the earth.” Lincoln used the 
deliberate, cadenced repetition of the word people to inspire a renewed sense of 
conviction in the future of American democracy. 

When Malcolm Baldrige served as Secretary of Commerce (1980–1987), he issued 
what The Washington Post called a “hit list” of common writing problems, which 
included the following redundancies: 

serious crisis new initiatives  important essentials
enclosed herewith end result personally reviewed 

Let the strong sentence core carry your message.

Original:  After the stock market crash of 1929, there was a serious crisis of 
confidence in the U. S. economy. 

If it’s not , it’s not a .

Edited:  After the stock market crash of 1929, there was a crisis of confidence 
in the U.S. economy. 

Trying to impress the reader with important-sounding language will result in a long-winded, 
pretentious style.
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Be careful to avoid the habit of substituting jargon —  which refers to the inappropriate 

use of technical language — for plain English. There are times when we need technical 
language to express technical realities. For example, it wouldn’t be a good idea to 
have a car repaired by an automobile mechanic who doesn’t understand the difference 
between an ignition system and an exhaust system. But falling into the habit of relying on 
jargon can make a mess of your message.

Jargon:  An extended seasonal deficiency in precipitation caused the subject biota 
to experience a mortality rate of 100 percent. 

Plain English:  A long summer drought killed all the plants. 

In earlier chapters, we saw the key role played by conjunctions and prepositions. When it 
comes to making connections, most professional writers and editors understand that 
smart = simple. Here are some examples: 

Long-winded Simple 

with respect to about, respecting 
with regard to about, regarding 
prior to before 
subsequent to after 
by means of by 
by reason of because of 
for the purpose of to, for 
for the reason that because 
the reason is because because 
because of the fact that because 
owing to the fact that because 
in conjunction with with, along with 
in order to to 
with reference to about 
in relation to about, related to 
inasmuch as because, since, that 
in the event that if 
despite the fact that although 
in many cases often, usually 
the question as to whether whether, if 
until such time as until 
at this point in time now 

In his , Lincoln said, “Now we are engaged in a great Civil War….” — 
not  “At this point in time. . . .” 
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4.1.2     Specific Language

Once precision is abandoned as a linguistic or literary virtue, vague generalization is
one of the two remaining possibilities, gibberish being the second.  –  Wendell Berry 

Specific language conveys meaning. Vague language creates confusion

? The pollution control equipment currently added to older automobiles is often 
not suited to improve emission performance. 

The pollution control equipment currently added to older automobiles often
 fails to improve emission performance. 

    ? At this time, we plan to hire only a very limited number of applicants. 

At this time, we plan to hire only three applicants.

    ?       Please note that quarterly reports should be submitted by April 30. 

The deadline for all quarterly reports is 2:30 p.m. on Friday, April 30. 

Here’s a government document, written during World War II, describing the procedures 
that construction crews were supposed to follow in the event of a nighttime air raid: 

Such preparation shall be made as will completely obscure all Federal buildings occupied 
by the Federal Government during an air raid for any period of time from visibility by 
reason of internal or external illumination. Such obscuration may be obtained by means of 
blackout construction or by termination of illumination. This will, of course, require that 
in building areas in which work must continue during the blackout, construction must be 
provided so that internal illumination will continue. Other areas may be obscured by 
termination of illumination. 

When President Roosevelt saw the document, he changed the wording, instructing 
workers to either “put something over the windows” or “turn out the lights.” 

For more about finding the right word, see 10.1, “Words That Will Fail You.” 
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 4.1.3     Lively Language 

The main trouble with smothered verbs is this: any time you change a working verb to 
a noun, you must add another verb to complete the sentence.  – Jefferson Bates 

Avoid the tendency to use nominalizations — a pejorative term for nouns ending in -tion, 
-sion, -ment, -ance, and -ization. These are nouns formed from verbs, what some
editors refer to as smothered verbs. For example, implement is a lively, hard-working
verb; the smothered form of the verb — implementation — is a bloated, comatose noun.
Look for opportunities to use verbs and verbals: infinitives, gerunds, and participles.

 Nominalization: Our scheduled date for implementation of the program is June 30. 

Does “Our scheduled date for implementation” convey a sense that something is 
happening? Nominalizations often create the impression that not much is going on — 
that well before June 30 comes around, the people developing the program will be 
making excuses about why they can’t meet that date.

 Infinitive: We plan to implement the program on June 30. 

Will they meet the deadline? Who knows? But at least it sounds like they’re trying.

 Nominalization: Use these new procedures for the elimination of wasteful practices.

 Infinitive: Use these new procedures to eliminate wasteful practices.

Nominalization: The project manager will determine the appropriate methods for the 
installation, integration, and modification of the new units.

 Gerund: The project manager will determine the appropriate methods for installing, 
integrating, and modifying the new units. 

Participles and infinitives can also act as connecting words to tie ideas together.

Disconnected: Leaders of the French government met today in an emergency session 
 to adopt new pricing policies for the country’s farm products. The government was 
 facing its second agricultural crisis in less than a month.

Connected: Leaders of the French government, facing the second agricultural crisis  
in less than a month, met today in an emergency session to adopt new pricing policies 
for the country’s farm products. 
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4.1.4    Clichés

 Old threadbare phrases . . . are nauseous to rational hearers, and will seldom 
 express your meaning as well as your own natural words.  – Jonathan Swift 

Avoid the tendency to begin a letter, report, or email with a cliché. Look for opportunities 
to use fresh, original language. Many people who lack confidence in their writing skills 
fall into the habit of beginning sentences with introductory fluff — empty phrases that 
simply take up space. Here are some of the most common: 

As you know 
As you may know 

I am writing to inform you 
Needless to say 
The purpose of this  Please be advised that 
(The purpose of this  . . . The purpose of this memo . . .) 

Cliché: I am writing to inform you of two significant travel-related changes that will 
take effect on January 1, 2012. 

You may find yourself  resorting to clichés in your first draft. Most writers have a hard time 
figuring out how to get started. I certainly do. But when you edit your draft, you need to 
take out the fluff so that you can get to the point and deliver a lean, clean message. 

Edited: Two significant travel-related changes will take effect on January 1, 2012.

Cliché: The purpose of this email is to inform you that the SAT prep class 
originally  scheduled for February 4 will meet on February 11. 

The reader knows it is an email, and the purpose is self-evident.

 Edited: The SAT prep class originally scheduled for February 4 will meet on February 11.

  Cliché: Needless to say, the new guidelines will help us to reduce waste and improve efficiency.

  Cliché: As you know, Section 104 requires each Department to submit an annual financial report. 

If it is needless to say, why say it? If I already know about Section 104, why tell me?

 Edited: The new guidelines will help us to reduce waste and improve efficiency.

    Edited: Section 104 requires each Department to submit an annual financial report. 
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When thoughts desert us, we resort to clichés. Here are a few others you should avoid 
like the plague. 

foregone conclusion  
ahead of the curve  
behind the curve  
behind the eight ball  
the limits of human endurance  
putting the cart before the horse 
the fact of the matter is  
I share your concern  
add insult to injury  
last but not least  
won’t happen overnight  
at the end of the day  
in the final analysis 
in the long run  
difficult to swallow
not to be taken lightly  
easier said than done  
when all is said and done 
when push comes to shove  
break the ice  
tip of the iceberg  
taken into consideration  
a word to the wise  
lend a helping hand  
never in short supply  
water under the bridge  
hook, line, and sinker  
piece of cake
tip of the iceberg 

You can probably think of dozens of others — if you give yourself half a chance. 
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 4.2    Persuasive Paragraphs 

You can use the Write Smart structural and punctuation techniques — based on your 
understanding of sentence patterns, clauses, phrases, and parenthetic expressions 
— to develop persuasive paragraphs. Even if some of your sentences are passive, 
you can make life easy for the reader by looking for opportunities to apply 
structural and punctuation techniques that will create variety and keep your message 
moving. 
 4.2.1    Same Old 

Avoid stringing together a lot of independent clauses loosely connected by conjunctive 

adverbs — however, therefore, moreover, nevertheless, notwithstanding, etc. Boring! 
Look for opportunities to use subordinating conjunctions and parenthetic expressions. 

?    Senator Kastin’s bill is an effort to assist the domestic automobile industry. Moreover, 
it would direct foreign automobile companies to produce a larger portion of  their cars in 
the U.S. Therefore, all foreign automobile companies with production figures of more 
than 200,000 cars for sale in the U.S. would be required to meet minimum domestic 
content requirements. I am in agreement that some kind of equitable trade policy needs 
to be worked out between the U.S. and other nations. However, I cannot give unqualified
support to Senator Kastin’s proposal.

Senator Kastin’s bill, an effort to assist the domestic auto industry, would
direct foreign automobile companies to produce a larger portion of their cars in the U.S. 
This legislation would require all foreign automakers producing more than 200,000 cars 
for sale in the U.S. to meet minimum domestic content requirements. Although I agree 
that the U.S. and other nations need to work out equitable trade agreements, I cannot 
give unqualified support to Senator Kastin’s proposal. 

 4.2.2    Logical Development vs. Adding On 

Simply adding new information (and, also, in addition, additionally ) will rarely produce a 
persuasive paragraph. Whenever possible, use connecting words that establish cause- 

and-effect or conditional relationships (because, if, when, while, before, after).

?   Investigators found that construction materials listed in the contractor’s invoice were 
not purchased as claimed, and had Midwest Regional officials conducted proper project 
oversight, the payments in question would not have been made. Additionally, the apparent 
tacit approval of the contractor’s actions by the Midwest Regional Office resulted in 
this case being declined for criminal prosecution.

       Investigators found that construction materials listed in the contractor’s invoice were
not purchased as claimed. If Midwest Regional officials had conducted proper project 
oversight, the payments in question would not have been made. Because of the apparent 
tacit approval of the contractor ’s actions by the Midwest Regional Office, this case was 
declined for criminal prosecution.
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4.2.3    Meandering Sentences 

Some people fall into the habit of writing long-winded sentences that wander all over the page. 

?    A plan has been announced by the California Land Development Agency that would  
result in the excavation of a once-popular beach with bulldozers, according to officials,  
f or the removal of an estimated 25 million gallons of oil that has been seeping underground 
 since the 1950s into a coastal area located just 190 miles northwest of Los Angeles that is 
 home to at least a dozen endangered species. 

The announcement came one week after a panel of experts that had been appointed to 
study the problem could offer no other solution, and Jason Pectton, who is the director 
of the agency’s natural resources division, said the proposal has received support from both 
the oil industry and conservation groups. 

The contamination of virtually all of the 4,000-acre site is the result of seepage from oil 
wells that were drilled over a 45-year period, and work on the project will begin next month. 

       California Land Development Agency officials have approved a plan to dig up a
once-popular beach with bulldozers to remove an estimated 25 million gallons of oil, 
which has been seeping underground since the 1950s. The coastal area, located just 
190 miles north of Los Angeles, is home to at least a dozen endangered species. 

 The announcement came one week after a panel of experts appointed to study the 
problem could offer no other solution. Jason Pectton, director of the agency’s natural 
resources division, said the proposal has received support from both the oil industry and 
conservation groups. 

The seepage — from oil wells that were drilled over a 45-year period — has contaminated 
virtually  all of the 4,000-acre site. Work on the project will begin next month. 

4.2.4    Choppy Sentences 

 Don’t make the mistake of thinking that you can sustain reader interest with a collection of 
 short, choppy sentences. Choppy sentences are almost as boring and difficult to follow as
 sentences that wander all over the page. 

?    The text is divided into 20 study units. Each study unit contains two or more lessons 
and exercises. Turn to the first page of Study Unit 1. On this page, you will find a brief 
introduction. The introduction presents a summary of the topics covered. There is 
also a series of learning objectives.

      The text is divided into 20 study units, each containing two or more lessons and exercises. 
When you turn to the first page of Study Unit 1, you will find a brief introduction, which 
presents a summary of the topics covered — plus a series of learning objectives. 
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4.3  Shaky Syntax 

To express ideas clearly and hold the reader’s interest, pay careful attention to the order of 
words, phrases, and clauses in your sentences. Make sure that pronouns and modifiers 
refer clearly to the words they are supposed to refer to. 

4.3.1    Clear Reference: Pronouns 

There should not be two parties justifying even a moment’s doubt 
about which the pronoun represents.  – H. W. Fowler

If you put a pronoun in the wrong place, you may confuse the reader. 

 X The library’s staff was instructed to remove the books from the shelves and dust them.

Does them refer to books or shelves? Here, the reference is ambiguous because the 
words are in the wrong place. 

 The library’s staff was instructed to dust the books after removing them from the shelves.

Avoid the tendency to use certain pronouns — especially it, this, and that — to refer to a 
general idea rather than a specific word.

X Four members of the city council announced their opposition to the mayor’s plan to ban
         smoking in restaurants. It made many voters angry. 

We don’t know whether the opposition or the mayor’s plan made the voters angry. Was it 
the plan? 

Many voters were angered by the mayor’s plan to ban smoking in restaurants, and four
members of the city council announced their opposition to it. 

Or was it the opposition? 

Many voters were angered when four members of the city council announced their
 opposition to the mayor’s plan to ban smoking in restaurants. 
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As you can see from the previous examples, the careless use of pronouns can result in 
ambiguity. Although pronouns are little words, they can create big problems. 

 X When the linebacker tackled Wilson on the one-yard line, he injured his right knee. 

       Wilson injured his right knee when the linebacker tackled him on the one-yard line. 

As we saw on page 115, you want to avoid needless repetition. For the sake of clarity, 
though, you may need to repeat the noun.

 X Wilson overcame his knee injury and was back in the starting lineup for the playoffs,
             even though the doctors had said this would bring his playing days to an end. 

Wilson overcame his knee injury and was back in the starting lineup for the playoffs,
 even though the doctors had said the injury would bring his playing days to an end. 

 X  When I bumped the car in front of me after my truck skidded on the icy road, 
it received only minor damage. 

 When I bumped the car in front of me after my truck skidded on the icy road,
the car received only minor damage. 

Relative pronouns can help us make smooth connections, but they can also be tricky. 
Try to keep relative pronouns as close as possible to their antecedents. 

 X A 19th century farmhouse was shown to us by a local real estate company that had no
            indoor plumbing and no locks on the doors. 

       A local real estate company showed us a 19th century farmhouse that had no indoor
plumbing and no locks on the doors.

 X Several observers noted that Senator Giggstad’s amendment was the subject of vigorous
debate in the committee, which could increase the gasoline tax by as much as 10 percent.

   Several observers noted that Senator Giggstad’s amendment, which could increase the
    gasoline tax by as much as 10 percent, was the subject of vigorous debate in the committee. 
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4.3.2    Clear Reference: Modifiers 

English  . . . tends toward obscurity and ambiguity in any but the 
most careful writing.  – Robert Graves. 

Make sure that modifiers refer clearly to the words they describe. Whenever possible, 
place a word, phrase, or clause acting as an adjective close to the word it describes. 

X     The Winter Club plans to charter special buses for cross-country skiers running from
Boston to Vermont.

This sentence says that the skiers are running from Boston to Vermont. 

The Winter Club plans to charter special buses running from Boston to Vermont
 for cross-country skiers.

X Proponents of the new law say it would help to offset growing concerns about the
 problem of air pollution in the minds of many senators. 

In the minds of many senators, proponents say, the new law would help to offset
             growing concerns about the problem of air pollution.

 X Last week, you inquired about buying a vacation home during a telephone
conversation with our sales rep located on a remote island in the South Pacific. 

During a telephone conversation with our sales rep last week, you inquired
  about buying a vacation home located on a remote island in the South Pacific. 

 X  A huge oak tree about 100 yards from the historic mansion swaying in the wind
 suddenly came crashing to the ground. 

About 100 yards from the historic mansion, a huge oak tree swaying in the wind
suddenly came crashing to the ground. 

We have seen that verbal forms keep the message moving. 

  The management team, using a recent Commerce Department study, 
developed a plan to increase exports. 

When used correctly, an introductory participle can get your sentence off to a fast start.

Using a recent Commerce Department study, the management team
 developed a plan to increase exports. 
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4.3.3    Dangling Modifiers 

The participial phrase at the beginning of a sentence must refer to the 
grammatical subject. – Strunk and White 

As we saw on page 126, a verbal phrase that works in the midst of a sentence — or 
at the end — may also work at the beginning.

 Using a recent Commerce Department study, the management team developed
 a plan to increase exports. 

But verbal elements can be tricky. 

I saw two children climbing a tree.

X  Climbing a tree, I saw two children. 

Who was climbing the tree? The first sentence says that the children were climbing the 
tree; the second says that I was climbing the tree. You need to be aware that when the 
modifier at the beginning of a sentence is a participle (or a phrase whose object is a 
gerund), it will automatically refer to the subject.

X              Driving along the winding mountain road, a bear was seen in the distance.

Driving, the introductory modifier, refers to bear, the subject of the sentence. This sentence 

says that the bear was driving. The result is a logical absurdity: a dangling participle.

Driving along the winding mountain road, I saw a bear in the distance.

The introductory participle now refers to I — the subject of the sentence. 

 X After working tirelessly through the night, her report was finished just before dawn.

This sentence says the report was working tirelessly through the night — another logical 
absurdity. Who was working tirelessly through the night? Obviously, it was she.

      After working tirelessly through the night, she finished the report just before dawn. 

The introductory phrase now refers to she, the subject of the sentence. 
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The most frequently “dangled” modifier is the past participle based. People who want to 
sound important seem to think that saying Based on this . . . or Based on that . . . adds a 
note of authority to their messages.

 ?        Based on 25 years of experience in the advertising business, I have written a book that 
            provides the novice with a step-by-step approach to getting started on Madison Avenue. 

Based on 25 years of experience is supposed to refer to the book, not to I.

Based on 25 years of experience in the advertising business, my book provides the
novice with a step-by-step approach to getting started on Madison Avenue. 

I once read a paragraph in the draft of a major government report that began with 
something like this:

?       Based  upon the annual assessments provided by my senior program managers, I can 
provide reasonable assurance that the Department’s management controls and financial 
systems substantially comply with government-wide standards and requirements. 

This sentence says that I am Based upon the annual assessments . . . . Based turns this 
idea into a logical absurdity, but another introductory verbal would work perfectly. 

After reviewing the annual assessments provided by my senior program managers, I can
provide reasonable assurance that the Department’s management controls and financial 
systems substantially comply with government-wide standards and requirements. 

Based… 

Based is the kind of word that some writers fall in love with, and they will 
work it to death. In 2006, a Fortune 500 company promoted a report that 
“focused on performance-based pay and concluded that, based on an 
examination of years of research, organizations benefit when they 
recognize and reward employee and group performance.” 

Reaching this conclusion about “performance-based pay…based on 
an examination of years of research…” sounds like a pretentious way of 
saying that most employees will work harder and smarter if they think they 
might get a raise or a promotion. Duh! 
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 A – Other Dangling Modifiers 

 X   Across the street, the tiny café faces a row of lovely 19th century townhouses.

The tiny café faces a row of lovely 19th century townhouses across the street.

Across the street from the tiny café is a row of lovely 19th century townhouses.

X  As residents of this quiet, tightly knit community for more than 15 years, the two
 pit bulls constantly barking and running around in our new neighbor’s backyard 

             prompted us to file a complaint with the police department. 

As residents of this quiet, tightly knit community for more than 15 years, we have
decided to file a complaint with the police department because of the two pit bulls  
constantly barking and running around in our new neighbor’s backyard. 

? To accomplish your goals, a carefully developed plan is needed. 

To accomplish your goals, you need a carefully developed plan. 

    B – Adverbs Are Different 

 Although adjectives generally need to be close to the words they modify, adverbs do not. 

College graduates with degrees in engineering will usually receive several job offers.

Usually, college graduates with degrees in engineering will receive several job offers.

 Placing an adverb close to a verb will often result in an awkward construction. 

? Researchers at Purdue University will next week release the results of their study. 

 Adverbs often work better at a distance from the verbs they modify. 

Next week, researchers at Purdue University will release the results of their study.

Researchers at Purdue University will release the results of their study next week.
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4.3.4    From Clarity to Emphasis 

We have seen that putting sentence elements in the right place will bring clarity and 
coherence to your sentences.

X     Before carefully considering all the evidence presented, the judge instructed the jury
 not to return a verdict in the case. 

The judge instructed the jury not to return a verdict before carefully considering all the
evidence presented in the case. 

The next step is to apply your understanding of the structure of the language to achieving 
another critical objective of the skilled professional writer: emphasis. 

In The Elements of Style, Strunk and White advise, “Put the emphatic words of a sentence 
at the end.” This does not mean that you should wait until the end of the sentence to 
get to the point. But because many students of writing have misunderstood this concept, 
you may want to think of it in a slightly different way: “Build your sentence to a strong 
conclusion.” 

A strong subject-verb relationship up front may get your sentence off to a good start, but 
the reader needs to know where you are going with that relationship. Avoid the tendency 
to  bury emphatic words or important information in the middle.

?  Prices on the New York Stock Exchange fell yesterday after news that the 
Federal Reserve plans to raise interest rates appeared in several reports.

Prices on the New York Stock Exchange fell yesterday after reports that the
Federal Reserve plans to raise interest rates.

?            In a letter to the president of the university, the head of the biology department 
announced  his decision to resign last week.

In a letter last week to the president of the university, the head of the biology
department  announced his decision to resign.

     ?  People who get regular exercise usually sleep better and live longer, regardless of 
whether they live in urban or rural environments.

       Regardless of whether they live in urban or rural environments, people who get
regular exercise usually sleep better and live longer. 
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A –  Split Infinitives and Passives 

For centuries, professional writers and editors have understood that, because the infinitive 
in English consists of two words (e.g., to think, to write, to notify, to double), you may 
occasionally need to use a modifier between the to and the stem of the verb. The  
Latin rule about not splitting the infinitive made sense in that language because the  
Latin infinitive (like the Anglo-Saxon and other Germanic infinitives) is only one word — 
so you can’t split it. 

Our concern here is 21st century English, not classical Latin or 9th-century Anglo-Saxon.  
The important question about the split infinitive is not one of “correctness” — that was  
settled long ago, despite the continued sniping of obtuse elements within the language- 
police community — but one of coherence and emphasis. The infinitive is a strong form.  
In most cases, splitting the infinitive will weaken your sentence. But the stylebooks used   
by America’s most respected publishers include examples of acceptable split infinitives  
similar to this one: 

In 2001, the company was able to more than double its profit.

Readers would be put off by a sentence if the modifying combination (more than) were 
to come before or after the infinitive (to double ).

X In 2001, the company was able more than to double its profit. 

X In 2001, the company was able to double more than its profit. 

But most split infinitives will weaken your sentence.

?  Under the terms of our agreement, you are required to immediately pay the 
outstanding balance.

 Under the terms of our agreement, you are required to pay the outstanding
balance immediately. 

Sometimes, the passive voice will result in a stronger ending. For example, consider 
conclusion of the first sentence in Lincoln's Gettysburg Address.

… a new nation, conceived in liberty, and dedicated to the proposition
that all men are created equal. 

Lincoln — paraphrasing Jefferson’s famous clause in the Declaration of Independence — 
clearly understood the principle of bringing the sentence to a strong conclusion by putting 
“the emphatic words . . . at the end.”
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4.4      Coherent Sentences 

4.4.1    Wasting Words 

If you want to get to the point, don’t waste words. Avoid the tendency to burden your 
readers with a lot of qualifying modifiers (e.g., very, little, pretty, really, just, rather,  
quite) that will weaken your sentence. 

?       George Washington and Ulysses S. Grant were very great generals. 

George Washington and Ulysses S. Grant were great generals.

     ?       Jane Austen played a rather unique role in the history of English literature.

 Jane Austen played a unique role in the history of English literature.

Sometimes, you can replace a clause with a word or phrase. 

?          From the roof of our house near Cape Canaveral, we watched the launch of the 
spaceship Enterprise, which was quite dramatic.

      From the roof of our house near Cape Canaveral, we watched the dramatic launch
of the spaceship Enterprise.

?       Several bridges that were built by the Romans more than 2,000 years ago are still 
 standing today. 

Several bridges built by the Romans more than 2,000 years ago are still standing today.

? Dr. Martin’s book focuses primarily on environmental issues that are of regional 
and national concern. 

Dr. Martin’s book focuses primarily on regional and national environmental issues.

While editing a first draft, you will discover lots of opportunities to express your ideas more 
concisely and directly. 

?          This legislation would establish spending limits on presidential libraries presently 
 in place for our former presidents. 

This legislation would establish spending limits for existing presidential libraries.
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4.4.2     Verbs and Verbals 

Look for opportunities to use verbs and verbals: infinitives, participles, and gerunds. As we  
saw in 4.1.3, you need to be careful not to burden the reader with too many nouns,  
especially those ending in -tion, -sion, and -ment. These are nominalizations: cumbersome 
nouns formed from strong action verbs. 

? Implementation of the new safety guidelines will take approximately 90 days. 

Implementing the new safety guidelines will take approximately 90 days.

As a class, nominalizations are the most boring words in the English language. Verbals 
help to keep things moving and sustain the reader’s interest. 

 ?     We will begin an evaluation of the new guidelines after Labor Day. 

We will begin evaluating the new guidelines after Labor Day.

 ?  During its investigation into the conditions at the airport on the day of the accident, 
 the FAA found several irregularities. 

While investigating the conditions at the airport on the day of the accident, the FAA
found several irregularities. 

? The report outlined a series of changes for the elimination of wasteful practices. 

The report outlined a series of changes to eliminate wasteful practices.

Another way to destroy the dramatic impact of your writing is to wear the reader out 
with a lot of short, choppy sentences. You can usually correct this problem by tying 
ideas together with verbals or appositives. 

?         The governor said that unemployment would not increase in 2012. She was citing 
figures from a recent Labor Department report. 

Citing figures from a recent Labor Department report, the governor suggested that
unemployment would not increase in 2012. 
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?     A survey of 1,500 people indicated a strong interest in fuel efficiency and safety. 
All of the people in the survey were planning to buy new cars. 

A survey of 1,500 people planning to buy new cars indicated a strong interest in
 fuel efficiency and safety.

? Leaders of the French government met today in an emergency session to adopt new 
pricing policies for the country’s farm products. The government was facing its 
second agricultural crisis in less than a month.

Leaders of the French government, facing the second agricultural crisis in less than
 a month, met today in an emergency session to adopt new pricing policies for the 
 country’s farm products.

    ?  Maintenance workers accidentally flushed toxic chemicals into the Colorado River. 
The workers were cleaning the boiler in a nearby office building.

Maintenance workers cleaning the boiler in a nearby office building 
accidentally flushed toxic chemicals into the Colorado River. 

    ? The committee’s staff director is Dr. Adele Sera. Dr. Sera was formerly an associate 
professor of biology at Carson University.  Before that, she was a program officer 
at the Department of Energy. 

The committee’s staff director, Dr. Adele Sera, was formerly an associate professor
  of biology at Carson University and a program officer at the Department of Energy. 

4.4.3    Omission 

Carelessly omitting a word or phrase may alter the meaning of your sentence — 
sometimes dramatically — and your spell-checker won’t catch the error. 

X My seven-year-old cousin tried to toast a marshmallow, but instead caught fire.

 My seven-year-old cousin tried to toast a marshmallow, but instead it caught fire.
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4.4.4    Parallel Construction 

Express related items in a series or list in the same grammatical form. 

 ? In the winter, I like to skate and going skiing. 

The above items are related, but the grammatical forms are mixed.

In the winter, I like skating and skiing. 

 In the winter, I like to skate and ski. 

When you express related items in the same grammatical form, you are employing a 
technique called parallel construction. (For punctuation practices related to items in a 
series — comma or no comma before the and — see 11.1.1 through 11.1.4.) 

    ? I volunteered to bring the knives, forks, and the spoons. 

I volunteered to bring the knives, forks, and spoons.

    ?     The JetBlue crew ate breakfast in Boston, lunch in Denver, and ate dinner in Seattle. 

The JetBlue crew ate breakfast in Boston, lunch in Denver, and dinner in Seattle.

    ?     Work is something many people do only for money, not to gain pleasure. 

Work is something many people do only for money, not for pleasure.

    ?     Last year, our sales were down in all geographic regions. The Northeast recorded 
a 10 percent decrease, off 12 percent in the South and downturns of 15 percent in
the Midwest and West. 

Last year, our sales were down in all geographic regions, dropping 10 percent in
the Northeast, 12 percent in the South, and 15 percent in the Midwest and West. 

 To solve Grammar Puzzles 33 & 34, go to 
https://GrammarPuzzles.Online

www.grammatext.org
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21st Century Standard Usage 

Because of general confusion in the English-speaking world about the 
grammar of our language — the distinction between syntax and 
structure, the distinction between structure and usage — there is a 
tendency for people to restrict the use of the term “grammatical errors” to 
refer to aspects of English that have nothing to do with the fundamental 
organizing patterns of the language. 

Those patterns, which constitute the architecture of the language, have 
endured for more than 300 years with remarkably few changes. But 
English usage — the generally accepted forms and meanings of the 
words that fit into the established patterns — has changed dramatically, 
and it continues to change 

For example, the English settlers who came over on the Mayflower in 1620 
and established a community at Plymouth (which they called “Plimoth”) 
agreed to “frame shuch just & equall lawes…as shall be thought most meete 
& conuenient for ye generall good of ye colonie. . . .” You might wonder, 
“What’s with ‘most meete’ and ‘ye colonie’?” 

For many centuries, “meete” (or “meet”) as an adjective meant “fitting” or 
“appropriate.” And “ye” was an abbreviation for the article “the.” The older 
English had a form that  combined “th” (þ) with e (þe = the). But with the 
introduction of new printing methods, a standardized alphabet emerged that 
dispensed with many of the old forms, and “þe” became “ ye.” Over time, 
the popular usage has changed — writers eventually dropped “ye” as a 
substitute for “the” — but the grammatical structure of the language has 
remained the same. 

So in 21st century English, the sentence in question would go like this: to 
“frame just and equal laws . . . considered appropriate and convenient for 
the general good of the colony. . . .” 
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In the pages that follow, we will work our way through the usages that are regarded as 
“correct” for our time, but that may not be in the years to come. Here are some examples 
of usages that would have been considered “proper English” in their time, but that would 
be unacceptable in formal writing today. 

And certainly there be not two more fortunate properties, then to have a litle of the foole, 
and not to much of the honest . . .  – Sir Francis Bacon (1597)

But tho’ I confin’d my Family, I could not prevail upon my unsatisfy’d Curiosity to stay
within entirely my self . . .  – Daniel Defoe (1722) 

 You, my dear Sophia, was always my Superior in every thing . . .  – Henry Fielding (1749) 

 Every body likes to go their own way — to chuse their own time and manner of devotion.
– Jane Austen (1813)

 Your’s, very sincerely, . . .  – Jane Austen (1813) 

 .  . . to gossip with mine hostess . . .  – Washington Irving (1829)

 Beside the highway were fields of grain, prest to the ground with snow . . .
– Willian Cullen Bryant (1850)

The Hutchinson Family, celebrated vocalists — fellow-passengers — came to my rude
forecastle deck, and sung their sweetest songs . . .  – Frederick Douglass (1855) 

[W]e took a cab, and went to the two Houses of Parliament — the most impressive buildings, 
methinks, that ever was built . . .  – Nathaniel Hawthorne (1860)

             Every one has friends who were killed in the war.  – Virginia Woolf (1925) 

Standard professional usage refers to the accepted practices of top professional writers 
and editors in the North American publishing industry (both print and electronic), not to  
prescriptive “rules.” Because usage changes in ways that are often neither logical nor 
predictable, mastering the intricacies of standard English — the meaning, application, 
and spelling of a bewildering variety of words — can seem overwhelming. We would say, 
“I walk to work in the morning; I walked to work yesterday; I have walked to work every 
day this month.” All we have to do is add --ed. But if we try to express the same information 
with the verb go, we would need to say, “I go to work in the morning; I went to work 
yesterday; I have gone to work every day this month.” Do you see any logic in that? 
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Despite the vast differences between English and Latin, 
the writers of English textbooks in centuries past adopted 
the Latin method of categorizing nouns in terms  of 
number, person, gender, and case. 

5.1  The Number of a noun is either one (singular) or 
more than one (plural). 

5.1.1    Plural Nouns:  Form the plural of most nouns by adding s. 

Singular Plural
game games
routine routines
brother brothers
result results

Form the plural of a noun ending in y following a vowel (-ey, -ay, or -oy) by adding s. 

Singular Plural
key keys
valley valleys
chimney chimneys
essay essays

5.1.2    Plural Nouns: Form the plural of nouns ending in y (following a consonant or
qu-) by changing the y to i and adding -es. 

Singular Plural

cry cries
lady ladies
academy academies
army armies
ally allies
baby babies
soliloquy soliloquies
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 5.1.4   Plural Nouns: Form the plural of most nouns ending in o (following a consonant)  
by adding -es. 

 Singular Plural 

hero heroes
echo echoes
tomato tomatoes
potato potatoes
innuendo innuendoes
mosquito mosquitoes
veto vetoes
volcano volcanoes
embargo embargoes

 Form the plural of most nouns ending in o (following a vowel) by adding s. 

Singular Plural

radio radios
studio studios
rodeo rodeos

 Form the plural of musical or literary terms derived from Italian by simply adding s. 

Singular Plural

solo solos
piano pianos
soprano sopranos
alto altos
canto cantos
folio folios

5.1.3    Plural Nouns:  Form the plural of singular nouns with s, x, z, -ch, -sh
endings by adding -es. 

Singular Plural

boss bosses
kiss kisses
box boxes
fox foxes
quiz quizzes
lunch lunches
blush blushes

(Note: double the ) 
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It is now acceptable to form some plural nouns derived from Italian with either an -os 
or -oes ending. 

Singular Plural 
halo halos – haloes 
ghetto ghettos – ghettoes 
grotto grottos – grottoes 

5.1.5    Plural Nouns: Form the plural of most nouns ending in  or  by adding 
plain . 

Singular Plural
chief chiefs
cliff cliffs
roof roofs
fife fifes

Some nouns follow the older form of changing the f to v and adding -es. 

Singular Plural

wife wives
half halves
life lives
leaf leaves
wolf wolves
shelf shelves

5.1.6    Irregular Plurals 

A number of plural forms (often hyphenated) are irregular. Compound words in which a 
noun is the first part add s to that noun, not at the end. 

Singular Plural

mother-in-law mothers-in-law
attorney general attorneys general
editor-in-chief editors-in-chief
passerby passersby

 Nouns that are hyphenated adjective-noun or verb-adverb forms end in s. 

Singular

five-year-old 
carry-out

Plural

five-year-olds 
carry-outs
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A few nouns retain the old -en ending. 

Singular Plural

child children
ox oxen

Others undergo a vowel change.

Singular Plural

man men
woman women
goose geese
tooth teeth
foot feet

Certain nouns adopted from classical Greek and Latin retain the plural forms of those 

languages. 

Singular 
alumnus 
alumna 
basis 
analysis 
thesis 
parenthesis
datum 
phenomenon 

Plural  
alumni  
alumnae  
bases  
analyses  
theses  
parentheses 
data  
phenomena 

The singular and plural forms of a few nouns are the same. 

Singular Plural

Japanese Japanese
Chinese Chinese
means means
species species
salmon salmon
sheep sheep

Numbered items, when treated as a unit, take a singular verb. 

 Five dollars is all I need. 

 To most people, 20 years seems like a long time. 
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 5.1.7    Irregular Singular Nouns: ending in s. 

mathematics politics news 
economics physics kudos 

 5.1.8    Nouns with Two Plurals 

 Some nouns have two plurals with different meanings. 

Singular Plural 

memorandum memorandums 
(informal reports containing items) 

memoranda 
(items written down) 

fish fish (as a group) 

fishes  (as individuals) 

antenna antennae 
(pair of sensory feelers on the head of 
creatures such as insects and lobsters) 

antennas 
(metal devices for sending or receiving 
electronic signals) 

heathen heathen (as a group) 

heathens (as individuals) 

brother 

die

brothers (as members of a family) 

brethren (as members of a church)

dice (numbered cubes)

dies (tools for shaping metal) 
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 NOTE: Plural of Numbers and Letters 

There is some division of thought about forming the plural of numbers and letters. 
Virtually all of the most respected style manuals recommend adding plain s, 
not apostrophe s. 

 During the 1930s, the unemployment rate in the United States was almost 30 percent. 

 Do children still learn their ABCs in school? 

In the 21st century, very few publications use an apostrophe before the s. 

 During the 1930’s, the unemployment rate in the United States was almost 30 percent. 

 Do children still learn their ABC’s in school? 

The apostrophe is normally the sign of contractions or possessives (see 
2.2.1-I). Using the apostrophe to indicate plurals as well frequently leads to 
problems. 

 Many changes occurred during the 1960s. 

 Many changes occurred during the 1960’s. 

If you use the apostrophe to express the plural, you will have to use a double 

apostrophe with the contraction. 

 Awkward: Many changes occurred during the ’60’s. 

   Logical: Many changes occurred during the ’60s. 
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5.2  The Person of a noun rarely creates difficulties because a 
noun is almost always a third person word: boy = he, girl = she, 
tree = it in the singular; boys, girls, and trees = they in the plural.

             Third Person Singular: My sister loves music. 

  Third Person Plural: My sisters leave for school at 7:30 a.m. 

A noun is not in the third person only on those rare occasions 

when it is accompanied by a first or second person pronoun (I or 
you in the singular, we or you in the plural), or when the noun is a 
form of direct address (you understood).

  First Person: I, Jason Richards, formally resign from Acton Products Inc. 

 Second Person: Amy, please pass the salt.  (. . . you please pass the salt.) 

 5.3  The Gender of an English noun is inherent in the word: boy 
 is a masculine noun; girl, a feminine noun; rock, a neuter noun. 

To solve Grammar Puzzles 35 & 36, go to 
https://GrammarPuzzles.Online 

www.grammatext.org
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5.4  The Case of a noun refers to its role in the sentence. Regardless of whether it 
is a subject, complement, or object of a phrase, the form of the noun remains the same. 

 The defendant hired a lawyer. 

    A lawyer represented the defendant. 

 A noun changes in only one case: the possessive. 

5.4.1    Possessive Nouns: Singular 

Add apostrophe s (‘s ) to form the possessive singular of most nouns. 

Singular Possessive

lawyer  lawyer’s
city city’s
 planet planet’s 

 The lawyer’s cross-examination lasted for more than an hour. 

 The city’s financial problems are complex. 

Astronomers tracked the planet’s course. 

This principle applies to all compound nouns. 

attorney general attorney general’s

eight-year-old eight-year-old’s

The attorney general’s prosecution of several organized crime figures won approval 
 throughout the state. 

  The Jacksons were delighted by their eight-year-old’s progress in her new school. 
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5.4.2    Shared Possession is indicated by adding apostrophe s (‘s) to the 
last noun. 

 John and Martha’s assistance was invaluable. 

Individual possession on the part of two or more parties requires an apostrophe s (‘s) 
after each noun. 

 John’s and Martha’s political views are completely different. 

 Treat the name of an organization, which may contain two or more related words, as a 
 singular noun. Add apostrophe s (‘s) to the last word. 

Singular Plural

Department of Labor Department of Labor’s
Procter & Gamble Procter & Gamble’s 

I disagree with the Department of Labor’s assessment of economic trends. 

 Have you tried Procter & Gamble’s new laundry detergent? 

 Possessive Nouns: Singular Ending in s 

The correct form of a possessive singular ending in s is often awkward. 

      Dickens’s novels (not Dickens’ novels ) 

Texas’s capital (not Texas’ capital)

 A simple solution is to use a prepositional phrase to express the  
possessive singular of a noun ending in s. 

 The novels of Dickens are filled with interesting characters.

The capital of Texas is Austin. 
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5.4.3    Possessive Nouns: Plural 

The possessive plural of most nouns is formed by adding an apostrophe after the s (s’). 

Plural  Possessive 

students students’ 
athletes athletes’ 
birds birds’ 

The college responded to the students’ complaints. 

 Our athletes’ performances improved as a result of the new training program. 

The birds’ morning songs woke me before dawn. 

5.4.5    Irregular Possessive Nouns: Plural 

Form the possessive of a plural noun not ending in s by adding apostrophe s (’s). 

Plural Possessive

women women’s 
men men’s 
children children’s 

   The children’s toys were scattered about the room. 

5.4.6    Possessive Nouns before a Gerund

The preferred form of a noun before a gerund is the possessive.

      ?    Governor Green resented the reporter making inaccurate statements. 

         Governor Green resented the reporter’s making inaccurate statements.

 To solve Grammar Puzzles 37 & 38, go to 
https://GrammarPuzzles.Online

www.grammatext.org
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Pronouns6.

Pronouns, like nouns, are categorized in terms of 
number, person, gender, and case. 

 1 - Number indicates either that the pronoun is one — singular; 
 or more than one — plural. 

2 - Person indicates whether reference is to the person writing 
(I, we: first person); persons or persons written to (you: second 

person); person(s) or thing(s) written about (he, she, it, they: third 

person). 

3 - Gender indicates whether a pronoun is masculine (he, him, 
his); feminine (she, her, hers); or neuter (it, its). 

4 - Case indicates the pronoun’s grammatical function within its 
own clause. 

The case of a pronoun: subject, object, possessive. In most 
respects, pronouns are more complex than nouns. The noun 
boy as a subject is the same as the noun boy as an object, but 
the personal pronoun he changes  to him as an  object. The 
possessive of boy is formed with the apostrophe s (boy’s), but 
the possessive of he is his (with no apostrophe). 

The possessive case of most singular nouns is expressed simply 
by adding apostrophe s — girl becomes girl’s — but the subject 
(or nominative) case of the personal pronoun I changes radically 
to my (or mine) in the possessive. 
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6.1   Declension of Pronouns 

The organization of pronouns is called declension (from the Latin declinare, meaning to 
move down or change). We decline a pronoun by presenting it in terms of number, 
person, gender, and case. 

 Declension of Personal Pronouns 

     Case – Subject (Nominative) 

Singular Plural

1st Person - I 1st Person - we
2nd Person - you 2nd Person - you
3rd Person - he, she, it 3rd Person - they

In the third person singular, the personal pronoun is further declined by gender. 

3rd Person Masculine - he 
3rd Person Feminine - she 
3rd Person Neuter - it 

 Case – Object (Objective) 

Singular Plural

1st Person - me 1st Person - us
2nd Person - you 2nd Person - you
3rd Person - him, her, it 3rd Person - them 

Again, in the third person singular, the personal pronoun is further declined by gender. 

3rd Person Masculine - him 
3rd Person Feminine - her 
3rd Person Neuter - it 

 Case – Possessive 

 Singular Plural 

1st Person - my (mine) 1st Person - our (ours)
2nd Person - your (yours) 2nd Person - your (yours)
3rd Person - his 3rd Person - their (theirs)

her (hers)
its 

 Third Person Singular Declension 

3rd Person Masculine   his
3rd Person Feminine    her (hers)
3rd Person Neuter        its 
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6.2   Pronoun-Antecedent Relationship 

Third person pronouns (he, she, it, they), possessive pronouns, relative pronouns, and 
demonstrative pronouns (see 2.2.1C) will generally refer to an antecedent. 

 Doris saved the day. She found the key. 

The personal pronoun She refers to, and takes the place of, the noun Doris — the 
antecedent. The relationship between a pronoun and its antecedent is called agreement. 
A personal pronoun agrees with its antecedent in number, person, and gender. 

 Doris saved the day. She found the key. 

The pronoun She agrees with the antecedent Doris in number (both singular), person 
(both third person), and gender (both feminine). 

Make sure the pronoun agrees with the antecedent in number and gender. Good 
editors generally discourage using the plural their to refer to a single noun (or the 
masculine pronoun his unless the antecedent is clearly a male). 

If a witness before the committee prepares their statement in advance, the service 
department can produce extra copies.

If a witness before the committee prepares his statement in advance, the service 
department can produce extra copies. 

What if the witness is a woman? Most editors now advise writers to avoid gender bias by 
using plural nouns or by omitting the pronoun. 

If witnesses before the committee prepare their statements in advance, the service
department can produce extra copies.

 If witnesses before the committee prepare statements in advance, the service
 department can produce extra copies. 

NOTE: Using the plural pronoun they to refer to a singular noun is common in spoken English, 
and as we have seen, it was an accepted practice among highly respected writers in centuries 
past. Many prominent American publishing organizations now approve of the "singular"   
( ) in 
sentences with a gender-neutral antecedent. The online  says that 
the usage is "now widely accepted both in speech and in writing." 

?

?
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6.3  Pronoun Case: How Does It Function within Its Own Clause? 

 Phyllis Young was also at the convention, but Maureen didn’t see her. 

The pronoun her agrees with the antecedent Phyllis Young in number (singular), person 
(third person), and gender (feminine). Phyllis Young is a subject (nominative or subject 
case) in the first clause; her is the object of the verb see (vo — objective case) in the 
second clause. The case of her (objective) depends on the pronoun’s function within 

its own clause. 

When using a double subject, be careful not to put the pronoun in the objective case. 
For example: 

 Carla and me will be opening a new boutique in January. 

- OR  -

 Me and Carla will be opening a new boutique in January. 

Remember to use the nominative case (subjective case) when the pronoun acts as a 
subject. (Although it’s not a “rule,” you should generally put the other person before I.) 

 Carla and I will be opening a new boutique in January.

 Jerry and him took a bicycle trip from Boston to Montreal. 

 Jerry and he took a bicycle trip from Boston to Montreal.

Sometimes, the pronoun will precede the noun to which it refers. 

 Us educators must continue to develop our skills. 

 We educators must continue to develop our skills.

One way to make sure that you are using the correct pronoun case is to try the pronoun 

by itself. 

   Me will be opening a new boutique in January. 

     I will be opening a new boutique in January. 
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 Him took a bicycle trip from Boston to Montreal. 

He took a bicycle trip from Boston to Montreal.

Us must continue to develop our skills. 

We must continue to develop our skills. 

  Correct English? 

 The subjective (nominative) case is preferred for subject complements.

? This is her. 

     This is she.

 But some “correct” forms seem unnatural and need editing. (Remember, 
this is English, not Latin.) 

? The right person for the job is she. 

Just because a particular usage may be “correct” doesn’t mean that it’s
the best way to express something. 

You  can usually  check  for the correct case of a subject complement 
(when the verb is am, are, is, was, were) by reversing the order of 

the sentence. 

  Her is the right person for the job.

   She is the right person for the job. 

NOTE: The French say C’est moi (It’s me). This usage is generally 
accepted in spoken English, but not in formal writing. 
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Use the objective case for all objects.

Object of a Verb: The committee nominated her for the annual award.

Intermediate Object: The company offered him a position in Alaska.

 Object of a Preposition: That was an exciting moment for me.

 Object of a Participle: Reminding us of the school system’s urgent needs,
 the superintendent pleaded for increased funding. 

 Object of a Gerund: Finding her in the midst of that huge crowd was impossible.

      Object of an Infinitive:  The firefighters were able to rescue them  from the burning house. 

Be careful when you have more than one object. 

 The club gave a special prize to Ellen Tucker and she. 

The club gave a special prize to Ellen Tucker and her.

   The boss asked Harris and I to attend the meeting. 

 The boss asked Harris and me to attend the meeting.

To make sure that you are using the right case, try the pronoun by itself. 

     The club gave a special prize to she. 

     The club gave a special prize to her. 

   The boss asked I to attend the meeting. 

 The boss asked me to attend the meeting.
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Avoid using a subject (or nominative) pronoun after the preposition between. 

 Just between you and I, the company is planning to cut 200 jobs in June.

     Just between you and me, the company is planning to cut 200 jobs in June.

Use the objective case of a pronoun before an infinitive. (In the sentence below, him is 
an intermediate object.) 

 Gladys wanted him to understand the situation. 

Use the possessive case to show possession or ownership. 

 That is my book.

 It will soon be your responsibility.

The responsibility will soon be yours.

That book is mine. 

6.4   Personal Pronoun in the Possessive Case: Normally Refers 

to an Antecedent. 

Make sure that a possessive pronoun agrees with the antecedent in number, person, 
and gender. 

Uncle Fred lost his watch. 

The possessive pronoun his — like the antecedent Uncle Fred — is singular, third person,
and masculine. 

Last year, Linda spent Christmas with her relatives in Georgia. 

 The kitten happily chased its tail.   (not it’s) 

I completed my report on recent changes in suburban voting patterns. 
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Although other possessive pronouns that follow a linking verb (yours, hers, ours, theirs, 
etc.) end in s, the first person singular possessive (mine) following a linking verb does not. 

 This book is mines. 

 This book is mine. 

Use the possessive case, not the objective case, before a gerund (see 5.4.6). 

 I heard about him getting a raise. 

I heard about his getting a raise. 

 Do you mind me asking you a few questions? 

 Do you mind my asking you a few questions? 

Use the objective case before a participle. 

I saw him walking his dog.

 6.4.1  Pronoun Case: who or whom 

 The form of some pronouns is not affected by the number, person, or gender of an 
 antecedent, but only by the case of the pronoun within its own clause. For instance, who 
 (or whoever ) is a pronoun that acts as a subject; whom (or whomever ) is a pronoun that 
 acts as an object. 

?

?

 To solve Grammar Puzzles 39 & 40, go to 
https://GrammarPuzzlesv.Online

www.grammatext.org
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There is a simple method you can use to decide whether who (whoever ) or whom 
(whomever ) is the right choice. First, though, we need to look at the grammatical principle 
that underlies the method. 

     I know whom will win the race. 

   I know who will win the race.

The subject (or nominative) form who is the right choice because who is the subject of the 
clause who will win the race.   

 I know who will win the race.

Remember postpositional phrases? They don’t just come at the end of a sentence. 

   The woman who I sat next to on the plane was the sister of an old friend. 

 The woman whom I sat next to on the plane was the sister of an old friend.

Here, the pronoun I  is the subject of the relative clause whom I sat next to on the plane. 
The relative pronoun whom is the object of the preposition (actually, postposition) to. 

One simple method for making sure you choose the right form is to substitute a subject 

(or nominative) pronoun (he, she, they) for who or an object pronoun (him, her, them) 
for whom. 

 . . . him will win the race. 

 . . . he will win the race.

If he works, the right choice is who. 

 I know who will win the race. 

Sometimes, you may need to invert the order of a clause to get the relationships right: 
I sat next to whom on the plane.

 I sat next to she on the plane.

  I sat next to her on the plane.

If her works, the right choice is whom. 

The woman whom I sat next to on the plane was the sister of an old friend. 
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The general principle that applies to who and whom also applies to whoever and 
whomever. Substitute the subject pronouns (he, she, they) for whoever and the object 
pronouns (him, her, them) for whomever. 

  The police offered a reward to whomever provided information. 

    The police offered a reward to whoever provided information. 

If he or she works, the right choice is whoever.

      . . . him provided information      . . . her provided information 

      . . . he provided information         . . . she provided information

 The police offered a reward to whoever provided information. 

The right choice is whoever because whoever is the subject of a clause (whoever provided 
information). The eentire clause (not just whoever) acts as the object of the preposition to. 

6.5  Possessive Pronouns That Follow Noun Patterns 

Form the possessive case of an indefinite pronoun by adding apostrophe s (’s). 

 The future of the country is everybody’s problem.

 One must use one’s resources wisely. 

Is it “correct” to use the possessive form of a pronoun before a gerund? 

Governor Green resented his making inaccurate statements. 

Although the above example is arguably correct, it is awkward. Whenever possible, use 
either the possessive pronoun or the gerund, not both. 

?

   Governor Green resented his inaccurate statements.

 To solve Grammar Puzzles 41 & 42, go to 
https://GrammarPuzzles.Online

www.grammatext.org
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7. Verbs
As we saw in 2.2.1F, all verb forms spring from the infinitive 

and the verb’s four principal parts:

• present

• present participle

• past

• past participle

7.1  Regular Verbs 

The present of a regular verb comes from the plain form of the infinitive — the infinitive 
without the to. The present of the verb to help, for example, is help. The present participle 
is formed by adding -ing (helping); the past and past participle, by adding -ed (helped). 

The changes of a verb in its principal parts are referred to as the inflection of the verb.

 Inflection of (to) help 

Present Past

Present Participle Past Participle

(have, has, had)

 help(s) helping helped       helped

Regular verbs ending in e simply add d to form the past and past participle.

 Inflection of (to) live 

Present Past

Present Participle Past Participle

(have, has, had)

 live(s)  living lived          lived 

 NOTE: The present participle of all verbs in English, regular or irregular, is regular —   

add -ing to the plain form of the infinitive (sometimes referred to as the bare infinitive). 
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7.2    Irregular Verbs 

The present of irregular verbs (except the verb to be) is also taken from the plain form 
of the infinitive, and the present participle is formed by adding -ing. But the past and  
past participle undergo changes other than the regular d, -ed endings. 

  Inflection of (to) give 

Present Past

Present Participle Past Participle

(have, has, had)

 give(s) giving              gave          given 

 In some cases, there are no changes at all from present to past to past participle. 

  Inflection of (to) hit

Present Past

Present Participle Past Participle

(have, has, had)
hit(s)  hitting hit hit 

  The 101 Most Commonly Used Irregular Verbs 

Past

Present Past Participle

(have, has, had)

beat(s) beat beaten 
become(s) became become 
begin(s) began begun 
bend(s) bent bent

(bended)
bet(s) bet bet 
bind(s) bound bound 
bite(s) bit bitten 
bleed(s) bled bled 
blow(s) blew blown 
break(s) broke broken 
bring(s) brought brought 
build(s) built built 
buy(s) bought bought 
catch(es) caught caught 
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choose(s) chose chosen
come(s) came come
cost(s) cost cost
cut(s) cut cut
deal(s) dealt dealt
dig(s) dug dug
dive(s) dived dived

(dove)
do(es) did done
draw(s) drew drawn
drink(s) drank drunk

(drunken)
drive(s) drove driven
fall(s) fell fallen
feed(s) fed fed
feel(s) felt felt
fight(s fought fought
find(s found found
fly(ies fle flow
forget(s) forgot forgotten
get(s) got gotten

(got)
give(s) gave given
go(es) went gone
grow (s) grew grown
hang(s) hung hung

(hanged) (hanged)
have (has) had had
hear(s) heard heard
hide(s) hid hidden
hit(s) hit hit
hold(s) held held
hurt(s) hurt hurt
keep(s) kept kept
know(s) knew known
lay(s) laid laid
lead(s) led led
leave(s) left left
lend(s) lent lent
let(s) let let
lie(s) lay lain
lose(s) lost lost
make(s) made made
mean(s) meant meant
meet(s) met met
pay(s) paid paid
plead(s) pleaded pleaded

(pled) (pled)
read(s) read read
ride(s) rode ridden
ring(s) rang rung
rise(s) rose risen
run(s) ran run
say(s) said said
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see(s) saw seen 
sell(s) sold sold 
send(s) sent sent 
set(s) set set 
shake(s) shook shaken 
shoot(s) shot shot 
show(s) showed shown

(showed)
shrink(s) shrank shrunk

(shrunken)
shut(s) shut shut 
sing(s) sang sung 
sink(s) sank sunk 
sit(s) sat sat 
slide(s) slid slid 
speak(s) spoke spoken 
speed(s) sped sped 
spend(s) spent spent 
spring(s) sprang sprung 
stand(s) stood stood 
steal(s) stole stolen 
stick(s) stuck stuck 
sting(s) stung stung 
strike(s) struck struck

(stricken)
swear(s) swore sworn 
sweep(s) swept swept 
swim(s) swam swum 
swing(s) swung swung 
take(s) took taken 
teach(es) taught taught 
tear(s) tore torn 
tell(s) told told 
think(s) thought thought 
throw(s) threw thrown 
wake(s) woke woken

(waked) (waked)
wear(s) wore worn 
win(s) won won 
wind(s) wound wound 
withdraw(s) withdrew withdrawn 
write(s) wrote written 

The most irregular and most troublesome verb in English — number 101 — is to be. 

    Inflection of (to) be

Present Past

Present Participle Past Participle

(have, has, had)

am, are, is being was, were        been
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Here are some other common irregular verbs:

Past

Present Past Participle

(have, has, had)

abide(s) abode abode
(abided) (abided)

arise(s) arose arisen
awake(s) awoke awoke

(awakened) (awakened)
bear(s) bore born

(borne)
beget(s) begot begotten

(begot)
behold(s) beheld
beseech(es) besought

beheld 
besought
(beseeched)

breed(s)
burst(s)
cast(s)
cling(s)
creep(s)
fit(s)

(beseeched) 
bred
burst
cast
clung
crept
fit

bred 
burst 
cast 
clung 
crept 
fit

flee(s)
fling(s)
forsake(s)
grind(s)
rid(s)
shine(s)

(fitted) 
fled
flung 
forsook 
ground 
rid 
shined

(fitted) 
fled
flung 
forsaken 
ground 
rid 
shined

(shone) (shone)
sow(s) sowed sown

(sowed)
split(s) split split
spread(s) spread spread
stride(s) strode stridden
string(s) strung strung
strive(s) strove striven

(strived) (strived)
thrive(s) thrived thrived

(throve) (thriven)
thrust(s) thrust thrust
weave(s) wove woven
weep(s) wept wept
wring(s) wrung wrung
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Voice — As we have seen, the active voice expresses a direct relationship between 
the subject and the verb. 

If the subject acts and the verb expresses the action, the verb is active. 

 Hank Aaron hit a home run. 

The source of the action in this sentence is Hank Aaron, the subject. If the subject acts 
and the verb expresses the action of the subject (Hank Aaron hit . . .), the verb is in the 
active voice. 

 Active Voice: Hank Aaron hit a home run. 

The active voice generally reflects reality, in the sense that it expresses information in the 
order that it actually occurred. 

But sometimes instead of initiating an action, the subject may receive the action. 

 Passive Voice: A home run was hit by Hank Aaron. 

Mode (Mood) — from the Latin modus meaning manner — expresses the nature of 
the thinking, feeling, or intent behind the verb. (The commonly used term “mood” is  
misleading. Mode has nothing to do with being “moody” or temperamental.) In English, we 
have three verb modes to express the intent of the writer: indicative (making a statement 
or asking a question); imperative (giving a command); and subjunctive (expressing 
doubt, irony, or the opposite of what is true). 

7.3.1    Indicative Mode (Mood) 

About 95 percent of everything that we speak or write in English is in the indicative mode. 

 Her cousin works for the Department of Justice. 

 Duke Ellington was a great musician. 

 Do you play tennis? 

The above examples contain verbs in the active voice and the indicative mode (mood). 
Verbs are also classified in terms of tense, number, and person. 
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7.3.2  The Conjugation of a Verb (from the Latin coniugare meaning join together ) 
refers to the organization of a verb in terms of mode, voice, tense, number, and person.

 Inflection of (to) give

Present Past

Present Past Participle Participle

give (s) gave giving given

 Conjugation of (to) give 

Active Voice - Indicative Mode (Mood)

Singular Plural

Present Tense 
1st Person - I give  1st Person - we give 
2nd Person - you give  2nd Person - you give 
3rd Person - he, she, it gives 3rd Person - they give 

Past Tense 

1st Person - I gave  1st Person - we gave 
2nd Person - you gave  2nd Person - you gave 
3rd Person - he, she, it gave 3rd Person - they gave

Future Tense
  (will or shall + plain infinitive) 

1st Person - I will give  1st Person - we will give 
2nd Person - you will give  2nd Person - you will give 
3rd Person - he, she, it will give 3rd Person - they will give 

     Present Progressive Tense
 (present of to be + present participle) 

1st Person - I am giving  1st Person - we are giving 
2nd Person - you are giving  2nd Person - you are giving 
3rd Person - he, she, it is giving 3rd Person - they are giving

     Past Progressive Tense
 (past of to be + present participle) 

1st Person - I was giving  1st Person - we were giving 
2nd Person - you were giving  2nd Person - you were giving 
3rd Person - he, she, it was giving 3rd Person - they were giving 

 Future Progressive Tense 
 (will or shall + be + present participle) 

1st Person - I will be giving 1st Person - we will be giving 
2nd Person - you will be giving  2nd Person - you will be giving 
3rd Person - he, she, it will be giving 3rd Person - they will be giving 
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     Present Perfect Tense
     (present of to have + past participle) 

1st Person - I have given 1st Person - we have given 
2nd Person - you have given  2nd Person - you have given 
3rd Person - he,  she, it has given 3rd Person - they have given

     Past Perfect Tense
 (past of to have + past participle)

1st Person - I had given 1st Person - we had given 
2nd Person - you had given  2nd Person - you had given 
3rd Person - he, she, it had given 3rd Person - they had given 

     Future Perfect Tense
      (will or shall + have + past participle) 

1st Person - I will have given 1st Person - we will have given 
2nd Person - you will have given 2nd Person - you will have given 
3rd Person - he,  she, it  will have given 3rd Person - they will have given 

Other tenses are the present perfect progressive (I have been giving), past perfect 

progressive (I had been giving), and future perfect progressive (I will have been  
giving). In addition, there are verb forms that employ a variety of auxiliaries: would,  
could, should, might, may, must, do, does, did. The forms of to do are commonly used with  
not (or n’t ) to express the negative: does not (doesn’t ) give, did not (didn’t ) give, etc. 

• Deciding between will and shall  •

In the 19th and 20th centuries, most grammar books perpetuated the fiction that shall was 
the “correct” form for the first person singular and plural: I shall, you will, he (she, it) will; 
we shall, you will, they will. Equally baseless has been the presumptuous use of shall to 
express a command or to create a sense of future certainty. (All regional managers shall 
submit funding requests by September 30.) 

If  there is a distinction between shall and will, it is that shall is the more tentative form, a  
first cousin of should. Shall We Dance? — made famous by Fred Astaire and Ginger  
Rogers in the 1937 film by the same name — implies Should We Dance? (as in “would  
you like to?”). 

Clearly, will is a more definite way of expressing the future than shall; that’s why we write a  
“Will” and not a “Shall.” But if you want to eliminate the possibility of a misunderstanding, 
neither verb form works particularly well. Use must. 

 All regional managers must submit funding requests by June 30. 
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 We use forms of the verb to be more than any other verb. Two other commonly used verbs  
are to have and to do. All three may serve as either main verbs or auxiliaries. 

Inflection of (to) be 

Present Past

Present Past Participle Participle

am, are, is was, were being been

A major problem with the verb to be is that the form be by itself, used frequently by writers 
in centuries past, is seldom used today in written communication. The present tense of all  
other verbs develops logically from the infinitive (to give becomes give and gives), but the 
present of to be (am, are, is) has no logical connection to the infinitive. 

A second problem is that the past of to be is not one word, as with all other verbs, but 
two: was and were. Use was in the first person singular (I was) and the third person 
singular (he, she, it was); use were in all other persons (you were, we were, they were). 

 Conjugation of (to) be 

Active Voice – Indicative Mode (Mood)

 Singular       Plural 

  Present Tense 

1st Person - I am  1st Person - we are 
2nd Person - you are  2nd Person - you are 
3rd Person - he, she, it is 3rd Person - they are 

  Past Tense 

1st Person - I was  1st Person - we were 
2nd Person - you were  2nd Person - you were 
3rd Person - he, she, it was 3rd Person - they were 

Except for the present and past, the verb to be follows the patterns of other verbs. 

Future Tense

(will or shall + plain infinitive)

1st Person - I will be  1st Person - we will be 
2nd Person - you will be  2nd Person - you will be 
3rd Person - he, she, it will be 3rd Person - they will be
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Present Progressive Tense

(present of to be + present participle)

1st Person - I am being 1st Person - we are being 
2nd Person - you are being 2nd Person - you are being 
3rd Person - he, she, it is being 3rd Person - they are being

  Past Progressive Tense

 (past of to be + present participle)

 1st Person - I was being  1st Person - we were being
 2nd Person - you were being  2nd Person - you were being
 3rd Person - he, she, it was being 3rd Person - they were being

   Present Perfect Tense

 (past of to have + present participle)

 1st Person - I have been  1st Person - we have been
 2nd Person - you have been  2nd Person - you have been
 3rd Person - he, she, it has been 3rd Person - they have been

 Past Perfect Tense

 (past of to have + past participle)

 1st Person - I had been  1st Person - we had been
 2nd Person - you had been  2nd Person - you had been
 3rd Person - he, she, it had been 3rd Person - they had been

 Future Perfect Tense

 (will or shall + present of to have + past participle)

 1st Person - I will have been  1st Person - we will have been
 2nd Person - you will have been  2nd Person - you will have been
 3rd Person - he, she, it will have been 3rd Person - they will have been
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 7.3.3    Verb Tense 

 Choosing the right tense is not always easy. We can express the present, for instance, by  
 using either the present tense or the present progressive tense. 

 Present: She lives in Virginia. 

  Present Progressive: She is living in Virginia. 

 The present progressive suggests a recent or temporary situation. 

 Both the past tense and the past progressive tense express past action that has 
 been completed. 

 Past: She lived in Virginia for two years. 

 Future action may be expressed by either the future or the future progressive tense. 

 Future: She will live in Virginia. 

 Future Progressive: She will be living in Virginia. 

Past action that continues into the present may be expressed by either the present 

perfect or present perfect progressive. 

Present Perfect: She has lived in Virginia for two years. 

 Present Perfect Progressive: She has been living in Virginia for two years. 

Popular usage permits the verb going before an infinitive to express the future and 
used before an infinitive to express the past. 

She is going to live in Virginia. 

She used to live in Virginia. 

Past Progressive: She became interested in the works of Thomas Jefferson 
while she was living in Virginia. 
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We can express action to be completed by a certain time by using either the future perfect 

or the future perfect progressive. 

Future Perfect: On November 8, she will have lived in Virginia for two years. 

Future Perfect Progressive: On November 8, she will have been living in Virginia for two years. 

The negative of the verb to do is often expressed as a contraction. 

 Present: She doesn't like her job. 

 Past: I didn't save enough money. 

Although does (doesn’t), do (don’t), and did (didn’t ) work effectively as auxiliaries, the 
past participle (done) does not. 

 Did you finish the job on time

I done finished the job on time.

7.3.4    Tense Shift: Most writers experience occasional lapses of concentration and 
unconsciously shift from one verb tense to another. 

 Sherlock Holmes returns to the scene of the crime and found a key piece of evidence. 

This example contains an awkward shift from the present to the past tense. 

 Sherlock Holmes returns to the scene of the crime and finds a key piece of evidence. 

               Sherlock Holmes returned to the scene of the crime and found a key piece of evidence.

Sometimes, the shift is from the past to the present tense.

  When Juliet awoke and discovered Romeo dead by her side, she stabs herself.

        When Juliet awoke and discovered Romeo dead by her side, she stabbed herself.

  When Juliet awakes and discovers Romeo dead by her side, she stabs herself.
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Indicative Singular Subjunctive Singular 

1st Person - I was  1st Person - I were 

2nd Person - you were  2nd Person - you were 
3rd Person - he, she, it was 3rd Person - he, she, it were 

In the subjunctive, were replaces was after the first person pronoun (I ) and after the third 

person pronouns (he, she, it ). Many clauses introduced by if take a subjunctive verb. 

 If I was you, I'd look for a new job. 

If I were you, I’d look for a new job.

Since the clause If I were you expresses a purely hypothetical situation, the subjunctive 
form were is the preferred choice. 

NOTE: The subjunctive is one of those borrowed forms — from Latin, of course — that has  
been artificially imposed upon English. As such, the subjunctive has generally been more  
of an impediment than a benefit to clear communication, and its place in the realm of  
“correct” usage is problematic. 

?

7.3.5    The Imperative Mode (Mood) 

Use the imperative mode (mood) to express a direct order, a mild command, or an 
exclamation. 

Submit your report by noon tomorrow. 

Please bring me a glass of water. 

Help! 

All of these are examples of the familiar you understood construction, in which you — the 
second person pronoun — is not stated but is “understood” as the subject of the verb. 

7.3.6    The Subjunctive Mode (Mood) 

The subjunctive mode (mood) may express doubt, a condition, an imagined situation, or 
the opposite of what is true. In English, the subjunctive now occurs almost exclusively in 
the past tense of the verb to be, first person and third person singular.
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The subjunctive mode (mood) may state a condition. 

? If Thelma was a little older, she could qualify for Social Security.

If Thelma were a little older, she could qualify for Social Security.

In this example, the subjunctive presents a temporary situation or condition. After a 
certain number of years have passed, that condition will change, and Thelma will qualify 
for Social Security. 

The subjunctive may come before an infinitive. 

                          If  I was to quit this job, I might not find another. 

      If  I were to quit this job, I might not find another.

The subjunctive mode (mood) in this example suggests uncertainty. 

The subjunctive form were may introduce a sentence (no if required). 

 Were I to quit this job, I might not find another. 

Subordinating conjunctions other than if may take the subjunctive mode (mood). 
Unless and as though may also take a subjunctive verb to express an imagined situation, 
uncertainty, condition, etc. 

           ? I wouldn’t have told him unless he was a close friend.

      I wouldn’t have told him unless he were a close friend.

The condition of being a close friend makes the subjunctive were the right choice. 

? He behaved as though he was guilty.

 He behaved as though he were guilty. 

?
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For the most part, contemporary usage encourages the use of the indicative with verbs 
other than to be. 

Present of (to) fit – Subjunctive Mode (Mood)

  Singular Plural

1st Person - I fit 
2nd Person - you fit  
3rd Person - he, she, it fit 

1st Person - we fit   
2nd Person - you fit  
3rd Person - they fit 

?           If the shoe fit, wear it.

        If the shoe fits, wear it.

 Present  of (to) be*

Indicative Subjunctive 
Singular Singular 

1st Person - I am  1st Person - I be 
2nd Person - you are  2nd Person - you be 
3rd Person - he, she, it is 3rd Person - he, she, it be 

Plural Plural 

we, you, they are we, you, they be 

The subjunctive commonly occurs in noun clauses (introduced by that ) following verbs 
such as ask and suggest. 

ask demand suggest  insist propose 
request command recommend advise urge 

The counselor suggested that Magdelena consider her options before quitting school. 

Both candidates demanded that taxes be reduced. 

Lawyers for the defendant requested that they be given more time to prepare their case. 

*NOTE: There is no rule — and there has never been a rule — that when be is the
main verb of a clause, it must be supported by an auxiliary.
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 It is. .  .  clauses are often followed by noun clauses with a subjunctive verb. 

 It is necessary that the punishment fit the crime. 

At times, an introductory if may be understood.

 If clause: If he were more industrious, he could become president of the company. 

No if:  Were he more industrious, he could become president of the company. 

Should at the beginning of a sentence also suggests doubt, condition, etc. 

 If clause: If you need additional information, please call or email me. 

No if: Should you need additional information, please call or email me. 

Although the subjunctive is still correct, the indicative is now generally accepted. 

 If it be the opinion of the court, we must accept it.

 If it is the opinion of the court, we must accept it.

With many verbs, the indicative mode (mood) is now preferred in constructions that 
indicate doubt, condition, etc. 

 If she has helped you, you should show your gratitude. 

Don’t feel unappreciated if he forgets your name. 

Edwina acts as though she has known us for years. 

To solve Grammar Puzzles 43 & 44, go to 

https://GrammarPuzzles.Online 

www.grammatext.org
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7.4     Classification of Verbs: Voice 

Verbs in the active voice express the action of  the subject. 

 Active Voice: The investigators found evidence of unauthorized expenditures. 

In a sentence with a passive verb, the subject receives the action.

    Passive Voice: Evidence was found of unauthorized expenditures by the investigators. 

The subject, instead of acting, is acted upon by the verb. The passive combines a form of  
the auxiliary verb be (am, are, is, was, were, be, being, been) with a past participle. 

7.4.1    Conjugation: Passive Voice

 Conjugation of (to) give – Passive Voice

 Present Tense

Singular  Plural

1st Person - I am given   1st Person - we are given 
2nd Person - you are given  2nd Person - you are given 
3rd Person - he, she, it is given  3rd Person - they are given

Past Tense

Singular  Plural

1st Person - I was given    1st Person - we were given 
2nd Person - you were given  2nd Person - you were given 
3rd Person - he, she, it was given  3rd Person - they were given

Passive Verb Examples 

 Sometimes, a passive verb expresses the idea perfectly. 

Each of the contestants was given 30 seconds to answer the question. 
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But remember that the be verbs act as auxiliary verbs, not “helping” verbs. Combining 
a form of the verb to be with the past participle generally produces a longer, more 
artificial-sounding sentence. 

 Passive

 Present: Every year, a special bonus is given to all employees by the company

Past: I was given a tennis racket for Christmas by my sister. 

 Active

      Present: Every year, the company gives a special bonus to all employees. 

 Past: My sister gave me a tennis racket for Christmas. 

     7.4.2    Not Passive ! 

The passive is a combination of a form of the verb to be and the past participle. 
Combining am, are, is, was, were, be, being, or been with the present participle 
creates the progressive form of the verb. Progressive verbs are active. 

 The company is giving a large donation to the Red Cross. 

And remember that the past participle may act as an adjective. 

 Both players in the finals at Wimbledon were prepared for a long and challenging match. 

Here, prepared is an adjective meaning ready. The sentence follows a subject- 
linking verb-complement pattern, with the past participle prepared acting as a 
subject complement. (For writing techniques that will help you solve problems 
associated with the passive voice, see 2.2.4.) 

To solve Grammar Puzzles 45 & 46, go to 
https://GrammarPuzzles.Online

www.grammatext.org
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7.5    Agreement 

Make sure that the verb of a clause agrees with its subject in number and person. 

7.5.1   Third Person: Singular vs. Plural — Watch Your “s ”! 

In the present tense, a third person singular noun or pronoun will take a singular verb (s ending).

 The boy likes ice cream.

 My friend is very helpful.

 The key was locked in the car.

 One student has completed the assignment. 

In the present tense, a third person plural noun or pronoun will take a plural verb (no s ending).

 The boys like ice cream.

 My friends are very helpful.

 The keys were locked in the car.

 Several students have completed the assignment. 

An s ending means one thing when attached to a noun, and the opposite when attached to  
a verb. An s at the end of a noun generally indicates plural; an s at the end of a verb  
indicates third person singular. 

 Singular Verb: The boy likes ice cream.

 Plural Verb: The boys like ice cream.

   Singular Noun: My friend is very helpful. 

   Plural Noun: My friends are very helpful. 
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A third person singular noun will be a he, a she, or an it. That is, every singular noun may 
be replaced by a third person singular pronoun (see 6.1, “Declension of Pronouns”). 

The boy likes ice cream.        He likes ice cream.

My friend is very helpful.        She is very helpful.

The key was locked in the car.        It was locked in the car. 

Singular nouns and third person singular pronouns take the third person singular verb 
form (s ending). Plural nouns and the third person plural pronoun (they) take a plural  

verb form (no s ending). 

 They like ice cream.

 They are very helpful.

 They were locked in the car. 

Use the third person singular verb form (s ending) with the singular form of indefinite
pronouns, demonstrative pronouns, interrogative pronouns, and relative pronouns.

 Indefinite Pronoun: Somebody was listening.

 Demonstrative Pronoun: That tastes good.

 Interrogative Pronoun: Who is interested?

Relative Pronoun: Canaan Valley, which is about 160 miles south of  Pittsburgh, 
averages 150 inches of snow a year. 

The plural form of the verb (no s ending) follows plural pronouns.

Demonstrative Pronoun: Those taste good.

Relative Pronoun: Two West Virginia ski resorts, which are about 160 miles south 
of  Pittsburgh, average 150 inches of snow a year. 
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You may express the negative form of a verb by adding the adverb not  (or n't) to the 
stem of the verb (do not or don’t ). In the third person singular, the negative form of 
the verb (does not or doesn’t) has an s ending. 

7.5.2  Third Person Singular: Negative 

The boy don't like ice cream.      The boy doesn't like ice cream.

  That don't taste good.      That doesn't taste good. 

          Polo is the only sport that don't interest me. 

     Polo is the only sport that doesn't interest me. 

 The Negative Verb Form Ain’t 

The verb form ain’t, common in spoken communication for centuries, is 
generally not accepted as standard English. Still, we need to recognize 
that ain’t deserves recognition as a form that simplifies many of the 
more complicated forms of verbal expression. In the 1980s, an 
American president — at that time, President Reagan — said in an 
address before the U.S. Congress: “You ain’t seen nothin’ yet.” 

Although ain’t has a special place in the long history of the English 
language, the form creates problems for those who use it as a matter of 
habit. The negative form ain’t usually takes the place of the standard 
negative contractions for am not, is not, are not, has not, have not, 
do not, does not, did not. 

I’m not interested in that book.     I ain’t interested in that book. 

I haven’t seen that movie yet.     I ain’t seen that movie yet. 
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7.5.3    Agreement Problems with Prepositional Phrases 

A prepositional phrase that comes between the subject and verb may cause 
confusion. The verb agrees with the subject, not with the object of a preposition. 

 In recent years, the quality of some government services have declined. 

In recent years, the quality of some government services has declined.

The third person singular verb was agrees with the subject, the singular noun quality — 
not with the plural services, which acts as the object of a preposition. Be careful not to let 
your computer make these decisions for you. 

Your computer does not understand English. It may be capable of managing routine spell-  
check problems, if the humans designing the software entered all the possible alternatives.   
But it is not HAL, the computer in the movie 2001: A Space Odyssey that was able to  
decipher the meaning of human conversations by reading lips. The software running your  
computer is an idiot savant. Often, it will “see” the word before the verb and identify that  
word as the subject, regardless of the role the word actually plays in the sentence. 

 An investigation into the reasons behind the program's many failures are scheduled 
 for next month. 

An investigation into the reasons behind the program's many failures is scheduled
for next month. 

The third person singular verb is agrees with its subject —  investigation — a singular 
noun. The nouns reasons and failures are objects of prepositions. 

Do not allow a phrase or clause between the subject and verb — or a plural subject 
complement after the verb — to obscure the subject-verb agreement. 

 One of the factors that influenced the politics of the 1930s were the bitter conflicts 
        between labor and management. 

One of the factors that influenced the politics of the 1930s was the bitter conflicts 
between labor and management. 

One is the subject of the sentence. If the “correct” subject-verb agreement seems 
awkward, you might want to edit the sentence so that conflicts becomes the subject. 

Among the factors that influenced the politics of the 1930s were the bitter conflicts
between labor and management. 
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7.5.4   Agreement Problems with Relative Clauses 

When the subject of a clause is a relative pronoun, the number of the verb depends on the  
number of the antecedent, not the subject of the main clause. 

            She is one of those women who has succeeded in business despite the odds.

The subject who must agree with the antecedent women, which is plural. The plural have 
is the right choice. 

She is one of those women who have succeeded in business despite the odds.

7.5.5    Agreement Problems: Special Cases 

There and here are never subjects. In a sentence introduced by there or here, the 
subject will follow the verb. 

 There is a lot of people without health insurance.

     There are a lot of people without health insurance.

 Here is the latest news bulletins from Washington.

       Here are the latest news bulletins from Washington. 

 Singular Nouns Ending in s 

A few singular nouns that end in s — e.g., news, mathematics, 
physics, politics, economics, kudos — take a singular verb. 

Politics is the art of the possible.

The best news is no news. 

?
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In American English, a collective noun — a noun representing a group — is normally  
treated as a unit and takes a singular verb. In British English, a collective noun is treated  
as a  plural form.

     American English:  The family is enjoying a weekend at the beach.

     British English:  The family are enjoying a weekend at the beach.

 American English:  General Motors has announced plans to offer substantial rebates.

British English:  General Motors have announced plans to offer substantial rebates. 

American English allows a collective noun representing persons acting individually to take 
a plural verb. 

 The committee were all talking at the same time. 

To avoid confusion, you may want to add a word that indicates specifically the 
plural nature of a collective noun. 

The members of the committee were all talking at the same time. 

A numbered quantity, generally treated as a unit, takes a singular verb. 

A thousand dollars is a lot of money.

 To most people, 10 years seems like a long time. 

Individually numbered persons or items are plural. 

 The five starting players are back on the court. 

 BUT

 American English:  The starting team is back on the court. 
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Certain groups of words, such as a title or the name of an organization, are considered a 
single unit and take a singular verb. 

 Dun & Bradstreet is located in New Jersey.

The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes is a very popular book. 

Subjects connected by the conjunctions or and nor take a verb that agrees with the 
last subject. 

   Is history or geography your favorite subject?

  Neither the senate nor the president is interested in considering  a compromise.

    Neither the chairman nor the committee members were in the mood for further delays.

   Are the play’s director or the leading actors available for an interview? 

 A Few Indefinite Pronouns … 

A few indefinite pronouns — e.g.  all, any, either, neither, more, most, some, 
none — may take either a singular or plural verb, depending on whether  
the pronoun refers to a singular or plural noun. (None can mean not one  
or not any.* ) 

 Singular: Neither the defendant nor his lawyer appears confident.

  Plural: Neither the Pirates nor the Cubs are expected to win the pennant.

Singular: None of the money was missing.

 Plural: None of our problems were solved. 

*NOTE: “A plural verb is commonly used when none suggests more than one thing or
person.”         – The Elements of Style
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7.5.6   Singular Verbs after Certain Indefinite Pronouns 

each anything everybody somebody 
other anybody everyone  someone 
one anyone everything something 
no one another nobody

 Each of these problems are difficult. 

Each of these problems is difficult.

When following two or more nouns, each means apiece. 

 In the Bruins victory over Montreal, Bobby Orr and Phil Esposito scored two goals each. 

7.5.7   Plural Verbs after These Indefinite Pronouns 

 both       few       many       several 

    Many in the community are concerned.

 Few of my generation have pursued political careers. 

7.5.8   Some Auxiliary Verbs Are the Same in the Singular and Plural 

   will can might could
  shall may must would

 should

    Singular: He should work harder.

     Plural: They should work harder. 

To solve Grammar Puzzles 47 & 48, go to 
http://GrammarPuzzles.Online

www.grammatext.org
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Find details that are significant. . . . But make sure they are 
details that do useful work. – William Zinsser

 8.1    Adjective and Adverb Forms 

    She writes good. 

    She writes well. 

    If you want something bad enough, you can get it. 

    If you want something badly enough, you can get it. 

 People were driving careful because of the icy conditions. 

    People were driving carefully because of the icy conditions.

Don't confuse an adverb describing a condition with an adjective acting as a complement 

following a linking verb . 

   AV
  Adverb: The quarterback played badly in the fourth quarter. 

     ^ 
LV 

 Subject complement: The quarterback felt bad after he fumbled the ball in the end zone. 

 A few words may function as either adjectives or adverbs. 

 Adjective: The early bird gets the worm. 

 Adverb: The guests arrived early. 

 Adjective: Roberta Garcia won the race with a fast finish

 Adverb: Don’t drive fast in the rain. 

?

?

?

Modifiers enable us to add details to our subject-verb relationships. Adjectives will 
modify a noun or pronoun; adverbs will modify a verb, adjective, or other adverb. 

Modifiers8.
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The organization of modifiers — adjectives and adverbs — is called comparison. The  
three degrees of comparison are referred to as positive, comparative, and superlative. 

Positive 

Degree 

Comparative 

Degree  

Superlative 

Degree 

long longer longest 
short shorter shortest 
big bigger biggest 
ugly uglier ugliest 

Most of our modifiers will follow this pattern: the stem, followed by  for the comparative 
degree and  for the superlative degree. 

But some comparisons are irregular.

beautiful 
expensive 
easily 

more beautiful  
more expensive 
more easily  

most beautiful 
most expensive 
most easily 

much more most 
many more most 
good better best 
well better best 
bad worse worst 

Indicate negative comparison by adding less (comparative) and least (superlative). 

difficult
clearly 

less difficult
less clearly  

least difficult
least clearly 

The double superlative (most plus the superlative form) and double comparison (more plus the  
comparative form) were acceptable in Shakespeare’s time. 

This was the most unkindest cut of all.  –  Julius Caesar

My love’s more richer than my tongue.  –  King Lear 

The latter line is often revised to read, “My love’s more ponderous than my tongue.” 

Some modifiers will add the word  for the comparative and for the superlative. 
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Use the comparative degree to describe a difference between two persons or things. 

      Both candidates waged strong campaigns. No one was sure who would get the most votes.

  Both candidates waged strong campaigns. No one was sure who would get more votes.

Northwestern and Stanford are first-rate schools, but Stanford has the best athletic program. 

Northwestern and Stanford are first-rate school, but Stanford has a better athletic program.

Do not make a double comparison or double superlative by using more with an -er form or 
most with an -est form. (This is not 1600, and you are not Shakespeare.) 

 I am more smarter than Bobby. 

 I am smarter than Bobby. 

 She is the most fastest pitcher in the league. 

 She is the fastest pitcher in the league.

8.3    Double Negatives 

Using a negative modifier (the adjective form no, the adverb form not, or its contraction 
-n’t ) twice in a clause will produce a double negative. The -n’t comes at the end of an 
auxiliary verb: don’t = do not; doesn’t = does not; didn’t = did not; haven’t = have not; 
hasn’t = has not; aren’t = are not; weren’t = were not; wasn’t = was not, etc.

Unlike some other languages, standard English usage permits only one negative in a 
clause. Once you have used not or -n’t in a clause, do not add a no. 

 I don’t have no money. 

Often, the correct modifier following  — or n’t — is .

 I don’t have any money. 

?

?
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You can add any or take out don’t. 

I don’t have no time to waste. 

I don’t have any time to waste. 

I have no time to waste.

Replacing the no with any — a positive modifier — eliminates the double negative. In 
some sentences, you may want to use the article a or an instead of any. 

 He wasn’t given no chance. 

He wasn’t given a chance. 

She didn’t have no answer. 

She didn’t have an answer. 

Words other than no that often cause double negatives (or triple negatives) are nothing, 
nobody, no one, nowhere, and none. 

 I didn’t do nothing. 

I didn’t do anything. 

I didn’t see nobody. 

I didn’t see anybody.

We didn’t go nowhere. 

We didn’t go anywhere. 

 I don’t want none. 

I don’t want any. 
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Another negative that causes problems is never. 

 He never said nothing to me. 

 He never said anything to me. 

 He never said a thing to me. 

 I never said nothing to nobody. (Triple negative!) 

 I never said anything to anybody.

Most double negatives are overstatements. Getting rid of the double negative generally 
results in a clear, concise statement. 

I don’t have no money. 

I have no money.

 Avoid using not or n’t in a clause with hardly or scarcely. 

 I didn’t hardly have time to eat. 

I hardly had time to eat. 

 Ain’t plus the Double Negative 

 The double negative frequently includes the contraction ain’t.

I ain’t got no money. 

      I don’t have any money. 

     I have no money. 

     He ain’t never had no luck. 

      He hasn’t ever had any luck. 

      He has never had any luck.
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Use words to connect sentence elements — e.g., prepositions,
conjunctions,  relative  pronouns  —  that  denote  a  specific 
relationship.

9.1  Conjunctions are most effective when they connect words, phrases, and
clauses in specific ways.

Investors are interested in the proposed merger, and they are cautiously waiting for more data. 

Investors are interested in the proposed merger, but they are cautiously waiting for more data.

Other conjunctions also create problems. 

Be careful to use the right tense of a verb after a connective indicating time. For instance,  
after suggests completed past action (past tense); since suggests past action that is  
continuing into the present (present perfect tense).

Since graduating from law school, Rita Joyner worked for the Department of Justice. 

 Since graduating from law school, Rita Joyner has worked for the Department of Justice.

 After graduating from law school, Rita Joyner worked for the Department of Justice. 

?

? The jury agreed with the prosecution's case how it was presented on the last day of 
the trial.

The jury agreed with the prosecution's case as it was presented on the last day of 
the trial.
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9.2  Prepositions  A few prepositions can also act as subordinating conjunctions.*

        Clause: After they left the game, Millie and Al went out for a pizza.

Preposition/Gerund Phrase: After leaving the game, Millie and Al went out for a pizza.

Prepositional Phrase: After the game, Millie and Al went out for a pizza.

 But confusing prepositions with conjunctions can lead to usage problems. 

 She refused to go without I went with her. 

 She refused to go unless I went with her. 

            She refused to go without me.

 Some verbs tend to be associated with one preposition, some with another — depending  
 on the context and intended meaning. 

  The jury was bombarded with circumstantial evidence. 

The jury was convinced with the circumstantial evidence. 

 The jury was convinced by the circumstantial evidence.

 She was secretly listening at the door. 

 She was secretly listening at their conversation. 

 She was secretly listening to their conversation.

*NOTE: Standard English usage is an enormously complex area, one that goes far beyond  
questions of “prescriptive” grammar or “correctness.” Some studies have suggested that  
the meanings we attach to certain connectives (e.g., as, than, where, by, into, at, for, from,  
to, between, in, during) greatly influence our understanding of quantitative relationships.  
If divergence from standard English has a negative influence on the performance of  large  
numbers of minority students in math and science, then school systems (and federally  
funded programs!) must address this issue.
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This tendency is not limited to how prepositions relate to verbs. Consider opposite of and 
opposite to. 

  Although failure is the opposite of success, learning from failure often leads to success. 

  Her political views are opposite to those of her parents. 

But opposite may itself assume the role of a preposition indicating location (similar to 
above, below, or under). 

 Opposite the White House is Lafayette Park, named in honor of the Marquis de Lafayette. 

A preposition and a particular verb may be so closely related that they form a verb 
combination. The preposition is simply an extension of the verb, not a separate element. 

 In the 1990s, the United States and Mexico carried out their plan to ease trade restrictions.

 True friends will stand by you in times of need. 

9.3  Participles and Infinitives can also act as connectives. 

We saw in 3.3.2 that the participial phrase follows the punctuation pattern of the relative 
clause. Like the relative pronoun, the participle can also act as a connective. 

 Relative Pronoun: Witnesses saw a man who was leaving the scene of the accident. 

 Participle: Witnesses saw a man leaving the scene of the accident. 

You can often use an infinitive instead of a clause introduced by that. 

 Clause: I hope that I can find a job in the aerospace indust y. 

Phrase: I hope to find a job in the aerospace indust y.

To solve Grammar Puzzles 49 & 50, go to 
https://GrammarPuzzles.Online

www.grammatext.org
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The difference between the almost right word and the right word 
is…the difference between the lightning-bug and the lightning. 

– Mark Twain

a - an This is an instance in which spoken English determines the appropriate usage  
in written English as well. Use a before a consonant sound, an before a vowel sound:  

a street, a problem, a lovely dress; an opportunity, an idea, an unusual meeting. Some  
words that begin with consonants have vowel sounds and vice versa: an unusual meeting,  
but a unique style; a happy person, but an honest mistake; a CBS reporter, but an NBC  
reporter. (Don’t depend on your computer’s spell-check to catch this one.) 

adapt - adopt  Use adapt to mean make adjustments; adopt means make one’s own. 

  After moving from New York City to Miami, I had to adapt to a slower pace of life. 

    After moving from Boston to Paris, I adopted French as my everyday language. 

affect - effect  The verb affect usually means influence or bring about a change, but it is 
also used to mean imitate (sometimes pretentiously). 

 Political changes sometimes affect the stock market. 

 Americans who affect a British accent tend to be insecure. 

The noun effect generally means result. 

 One affect of the company’s profit-sharing plan was increased productivity.

 One effect of the company’s profit-sharing plan was increased productivity. 

But the plural form effects can refer to property or belongings. 

 In his will, my uncle left most of his effects to his wife. 

As a verb, effect means make or bring about. 

 The new administration effected changes in federal employment procedures. 
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aggravate - irritate   The verb aggravate means make worse. 

 The noisy children aggravated her headache. 

The verb irritate means annoy or make angry. 

His conceited attitude irritated me. 

Substituting aggravate for irritate is a common error. 

 Don’t aggravate me. 

 Don’t irritate me. 

allusion - illusion   An allusion is a reference. 

 The report made several allusions to corrupt practices. 

An illusion is an imagined situation or an erroneous idea. 

 Living in Hollywood shattered her illusions about the entertainment industry. 

all right - alright      all together - altogether        all ready - already 

Don’t make the mistake of writing alright (nonstandard) in place of all right. Altogether 
means completely or wholly; all together means as a unit. 

 Everything is all right. 

We were not altogether satisfied with her explanation. 

The family was all together again at Thanksgiving. 

Already means previously. 

 You already asked me that question. 

All ready means all of us are ready or completely prepared. 

 We are all ready for the holidays. 

?
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a lot - alot  Do not make the mistake of writing two words (a lot ) as one (alot). This usage 
will probably change (forever used to be for ever), but it hasn’t yet.

 Do you still have alot of work to do? 

          Do you still have a lot of work to do?

among - between  Generally, between connects two persons or things; among, three 
or more. 

  There was a disagreement between Baxter and Parelli. 

 The members of the committee argued among themselves for days. 

 BUT 

 The airline lost my luggage somewhere between San Francisco, Honolulu, and Singapore. 

amount - number  Amount refers to a certain quantity. 

  The amount of money spent by the federal government staggers the imagination. 

Number refers to individual units. 

 The number of dollars spent by the federal government staggers the imagination. 

as - like - such as  Avoid the tendency to substitute like for as. The preposition like, 
meaning similar to, introduces a comparison; the subordinating conjunction as 
introduces a clause. 

 Do like I say. 

 Do as I say.

 I want to find a job li e the one my brother has.

Use such as to introduce an example (or examples). 

 Countries such as Sweden and Finland have national health insurance programs. 

Most professional editors also accept the use of as to introduce a prepositional phrase. 

 As a result of his addiction to gambling, Balzac spent most of his life mired in debt. 

?
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ask - axe  In a famous story authored by the printer William Caxton around 1490, a 
customer in a public house (what we would call a tavern) “axed for mete. . . .” This 
usage — now generally identified with the African American English vernacular — is 
characteristic of an English dialect that stretches from Geoffrey Chaucer to George Eliot 
to D. H. Lawrence and beyond. Most authorities agree that axe was standard usage in  
various parts of colonial America for a century or more. In the 21st century, the standard  
usage is ask (“asked for meat …”). 

avert - avoid  Avert means to turn away or prevent; avoid means to get out of the way of 
something or somebody. 

 Through patient diplomacy, the two countries were able to avert a war. 

 We tend to avoid people who get on our nerves. 

 By avoiding the oncoming truck, I was able to avert an accident. 

 brake - break   As a noun or a verb, brake refers to stopping (an automobile has an    
emergency brake; if you want to stop, you step on the brake). As a noun or a verb, break 
refers to separating into parts or pieces (e.g., break a leg; pring reak). 

 can - may - might   Can means to be able to. 

 You can write well. 

 May means to be permitted to. 

  You may see the manager at noon. 

 Both may and might indicate it is possible that. 

 You may get a raise. 

 You might get a raise. 

 choosy - choosey - choicey   The standard form for “being selective in making choices” 
 is choosy. 

cannot is treated as a single word by all major North American publishing orgainazations.
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climactic - climatic   The adjective climactic, derived from the noun climax, refers to the  
highest point of intensity. The adjective climatic, derived from the noun climate, refers to  
prevailing, historical, or predicted meteorological conditions. 

complement - compliment    Something that completes is a complement. In the sentence  
“Hank Aaron hit a home run,” the complement of the verb hit is home run.  A compliment 
  is  an expression of praise. For example: “I read your report and thought it was excellent.” 

conscience - conscious  Conscience, a noun, has to do with one’s sense of right or 
wrong. The adjective conscious means awake, aware, thought out. 

 Her conscious bothers her.

 Her conscience bothers her.

He was conscience of his shortcomings. 

 He was conscious of his shortcomings.

continual - continuous Do not confuse continual (regularly or frequently repeated) with 
continuous (without interruption). 

There was a continual line of people all the way around the block. 

 There was a continuous line of people all the way around the block.

 The successful violinist realizes the importance of continuous practice.

 The successful violinist realizes the importance of continual practice.

culminate - complete - end Culminate means to reach a high point or moment of great 
intensity, not simply to complete or end. 

The company picnic culminated after it began to rain. 

The company picnic ended after it began to rain.

Culminate generally takes the preposition in. 

The governor's speech culminated in a plea for additional funding to aid 
flood victims in the southern part of the state.
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 differ from - differ with  To be unlike someone or something in one way or another is to 
 differ from; to hold an opposing opinion or point of view is to differ with. 

 Apples differ from oranges in color and texture. 

 I differ with the governor’s position on building more freeways. 

 discomfit - discomfort  The verb discomfit can mean to embarrass, perplex, or frustrate. 
Example: “His obnoxious behavior discomfited everyone at the meeting.”  The noun 
discomfort refers to the state of being uneasy or uncomfortable. Example: “If you eat 
too much turkey and stuffing on Thanksgiving Day, you may experience the discomfort 
of acid indigestion.” 

discreet - discrete  The adjective discreet means exercising sound judgment or making 
responsible decisions. Example: “It is wise to be discreet when criticizing your neighbors.” 
Do not confuse discreet with another adjective, discrete (same pronunciation), which 
refers to things that are separate or distinct. Example: “The prosecuting attorney described 
10 discrete incidents pointing to the defendant’s guilt.” 

 disinterested - uninterested Use disinterested to mean without a vested interest or 
 impartial ; use uninterested to mean bored or not interested. 

 The disinterested student in the back row read a comic book.

 The uninterested student in the back row read a comic book.

 due to - because of  Avoid using due to when you mean because of (connecting a verb 
 to a noun). 

 The game was postponed due to rain

 The game was postponed because of rain.

 Due to means caused by (connecting two nouns). 

 The game was postponed caused by rain. 

 There were many auto accidents due to icy roads.

Due to links the nouns accidents and roads.

 There were many auto accidents caused by icy roads. 

 There were many auto accidents due to icy roads. 

?

?
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 each - both  As a singular form, each refers to one person or thing. 

 In 1931, Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig each hit 46 home runs.

 In 1931, both Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig hit 46 home runs. 

 Use each at the end of a statement to mean apiece. 

In 1931, Babe Ruth and Lou Gherig hit 46 home runs each. 

 each and every Each and every is a redundancy (often used in an attempt to hide ulterior 
 motives). 

I have a special gift for each and every one of you. 

 e.g. - i.e.  The abbreviation e.g. means for example (taken from the Latin exempli gratia)  
 and is followed by an example. The abbreviation i.e. means that is (taken from the  
 Latin id est ) and is followed by additional information or clarification. 

Some African mammals are increasingly rare, i.e., lions, elephants, and zebras. 

Some African mammals are increasingly rare, e.g., lions, elephants, and zebras. 

 elicit - illicit  The verb elicit means bring out, arrive at, or evoke; the adjective illicit refers 
 to behavior that is considered unauthorized, improper, or illegal. 

The speaker’s foolish comments elicited nervous laughter from the audience.

The neighbors suspect that illicit activities are taking place in the abandoned building. 

elude - evade  The verb elude means to escape detection, either through cleverness  
(“The counterfeiters were able to elude the authorities for several years”) or through   
difficulty of comprehension (“The professor’s reasoning eluded me”). The verb evade  
means to practice deceit in fulfilling obligations or answering questions (“The jury noted  
that the key witness often evaded the prosecutor’s questions”). 

 emigrate - immigrate  A person emigrates from (or leaves) a country.  Example: “In 1933, 
 Albert Einstein emigrated from Germany.”  A person immigrates to (or moves into) a 
 country. Example: “In 1933, Albert Einstein immigrated to the United States.” 

?

?
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ensure - insure  To ensure is to promise to protect or make possible; to insure is to 
promise to make payment in the event that something goes wrong. (We insure things 
or persons when we cannot ensure their safety or well-being.) 

Volvos are designed to insure passengers’ comfort. 

Volvos are designed to ensure passengers’ comfort. 

etc. - and etc.  The Latin abbreviation etc. means and so forth (et cetera). To add and 
before etc. is redundant. 

We studied math, physics, chemistry, and etc. 

We studied math, physics, chemistry, etc.

except - accept  The verb accept means to receive. The preposition except means 
excluding. 

The author will be present to accept the award.

Everyone was having a good time except Samuel. 

famous - notorious - infamous  Famous means being widely and favorably known. Do 
not confuse famous with notorious, which means being widely and unfavorably known. 

Jackie Robinson was a famous athlete.

Billy the Kid was a notorious criminal. 

Infamous does not imply being well-known, but simply evil, disgraceful, or shamefully bad. 

The infamous traitor was caught in the act of providing weapons to the enemy. 

farther - further  Use farther to describe distance (concrete); further, for degrees 
(abstract). 

Columbus had to sail farther than he had expected.

We will investigate this question further. 
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faze - phase  Faze, a verb, means to unsettle or disconcert; phase, a noun, refers to a 
stage of development or a particular aspect. 

The candidate was not fazed by his opponent’s accusations.

 For some people, adolescence is a permanent condition, not just a phase. 

feel - think - believe  Avoid using feel to mean think or believe. 

I feel that the governor should focus on improving the state’s education system.

I think that the governor should focus on improving the state’s education system.

I feel that the new marketing program will increase sales.

I believe that the new marketing program will increase sales. 

Feel as a substitute for think or believe is vague and suggests that the writer lacks 
conviction. 

flare - flair  A flare is usually a sudden and intense flash of light or fire. A flair is an ability 
or knack. 

The fla e of a match provided enough light for us to locate the switch.

She has a flair for interior decorating. 

flaunt - flout  Flaunt means show off; display ostentatiously or boastfully, whereas flout 
means show contempt for. 

The newly rich sometimes flaunt their money.

Executives who flout their subordinates are unfortunate examples of human ignorance. 

folk - folks  Think of folk as a synonym for people or, more specifically, ordinary people 
who create a distinctive culture; folks is an informal term for parents or immediate family. 

The folk who created jazz in the late 19th century did so on instruments 
purchased from disbanded military units after the Civil War. 

Her folks live on a farm in southern Illinois. 

?

?
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forceful - forcible   The adjective forceful means strong or powerful. Example: “The 
defendant’s lawyer gave a forceful argument for acquittal.” The adjective forcible means 
accomplished through physical force. Example: “Investigators at the crime scene found 
evidence of forcible entry.” 

former - latter  Former means the first of two; latter, the second of two. When referring to 
more than two persons or things, use first and last or repeat the appropriate word. 

I enjoyed reading John Steinbeck, Ernest Hemingway, and 
F. Scott Fitzgerald, but the latter is my favorite.

I enjoyed reading Ernest Hemingway and F. Scott Fitzgerald, but 
 the latter is my favorite. 

Latter may also mean near the end. (“I particularly enjoyed the latter part of the book.”) 

fortuitous - fortunate  Fortuitous means accidental or by chance without suggesting a 
positive or negative result. Fortunate means lucky or favorable. 

Our fortuitous meeting was brief and uneventful. 

By a fortunate accident, the president of the company heard about 
my reorganization plan. 

full - fulsome  Fulsome means disgustingly excessive or grossly overdone, 
referring specifically to flattery (fulsome praise); full generally means filled, complete. 

At the end of the fiscal ear, the committee will provide a fulsome report. 

At the end of the fiscal year, the committee will provide a full report. 

good - well  Good is an adjective; well, an adverb. 

I did good on the Spanish test.

I did well on the Spanish test.

I did a good job on the Spanish test.

?
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hanged - hung  Hanged means executed by hanging; hung applies to all other hanging 
items. 

Louis Riel, a Canadian rebel, was convicted of treason and hung by the neck in 1865.

Louis Riel, a Canadian rebel, was convicted of treason and hanged by the neck in 1865. 

The stockings were hanged by the chimney with care. 

The stockings were hung by the chimney with care.

hisself - theirself - theirselves  No. Although the stem of other possessive reflexives is 
the plain possessive (my = myself, your = yourself, her = herself ), the stem of these third 
person possessive reflexives is the personal pronoun (him = himself, them = themselves). 

historic - historical  Historic refers to a significant place or event in history, as in the 
historic landing on the moon; historical simply means of or pertaining to history, as in 
reading a historical novel, i.e., a novel based on history. 

 imply - infer   To include by logical extension or suggest = imply. Example: “In his speech, 
 the governor implied that he would veto the tax bill.” To understand or conclude = infer. 
 Example: “After listening to the governor’s speech, most observers inferred that he would 
 veto the tax bill.” 

in - into  In indicates location; into, movement. 

The keys are in the house.

I walked into the house. 

 incredible - incredulous  Something that is hard to believe or  is incredible. 
Example: “The story of the sole survivor’s ordeal after the avalanche is incredible.” A 
response expressing disbelief or skepticism would be characterized as incredulous. 
Example: “The incredulous jury found the defendant’s rambling testimony unconvincing.” 

ingenious - ingenuous  An ingenious person or device is one that is characterized by 
inventiveness or cleverness. Example: “The Wright brothers' ingenious design for the first 
airplane was the result of painstaking trial and error.” An ingenuous person or statement is 
one that does not attempt to hide anything; that is frank, open, and sincere — often to the 
point of being naive. Example: “Because of his ingenuous answers, the defendant may 
have inadvertently incriminated himself.” 

?
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irregardless - regardless  Irregardless is a redundancy erroneously substituted for 
regardless, meaning without heed; or for irrespective, meaning without respect to. 

She went to work every day irregardless of the weather.

She went to work every day regardless of the weather. 

The judge instructed the  jurors to reach a decision based on the evidence, 
 irrespective of their personal views. 

 is (was) because  Avoid the tendency to use a subordinate clause introduced by because 
 after a form of the verb to be. 

His reason for quitting is because the job offers few challenges. 

 In the above example, an adverb clause follows the verb is. Replacing the adverb clause 
 with a noun clause (which acts as a subject complement, thus establishing a noun- 
 l inking verb-noun pattern) will solve the problem. 

His reason for quitting is that the job offers few challenges. 

 An adverb clause introduced by because would be appropriate after an action verb. 

He is quitting because the job offers few challenges. 

 its - it’s  Do not confuse its, a possessive pronoun, with it’s, a contraction for it is. 

The kitten chased its tail.

It’s a beautiful day.

Although the computer program was supposed to improve efficiency, 
its weaknesses created chaos.

The American automobile industry has suffered enormous losses in recent years, 
 and it’s widely believed that reversing this trend will be extremely difficult.
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kind of - kinds of  Kind of is singular and must therefore refer to, and be described by, 
singular words. If these words are plural, the plural kinds of is the right form. 

This kind of problems occur frequently. 

These kinds of problems occur frequently. 

Agreement may also be a problem with expressions such as sort of and type of. Avoid 
using kind of to mean somewhat, rather, a bit. 

After returning from her trip to Asia, the Secretary of State looked kind of tired.

After returning from her trip to Asia, the Secretary of State looked somewhat tired. 

last - latest  Last means final, whereas latest means most recent. 

George was the last person off the bus.

The latest report on the U. S. economy criticized several government policies. 

leave - let - let’s  Do not use leave when you mean let (allow or permit). 

Let me do it myself. 

When using let’s (let us), don’t forget the apostrophe. 

Let's go to the movie. 

less - fewer  Use fewer for individual items, less for quantities: less mail, fewer letters; 
less money, fewer dollars; less opposition, fewer objections. Less describes singular 
words; fewer, plural words. 

We had less rain in 1998 than in 1997.

We had fewer rainy days in 1998 than in 1997. 

Use less if numbered items refer to a quantity, sum, or group. 

Please provide a summary of your career goals in 100 words or less. 

?
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lie - lay  Many people confuse the verbs lie and lay, with the result that lay is often 
substituted erroneously for lie. 

Inflection of lie and lay

Present Past

Present Participle Past Participle

lie lying lay lain
lay laying laid  laid

The problem is that the past of to lie (lay, meaning reclined or rested) is the same as 
the present of to lay (lay, meaning put or placed). Don’t make the mistake of using the 
present tense of lay for the present tense of lie. 

On Saturday, I usually lay in bed until noon. 

On Saturday, I usually lie in bed until noon.

Last Saturday, I laid in bed until noon.

Last Saturday, I lay in bed until noon. 

Sometimes, I have laid in bed until noon. 

Sometimes, I have lain in bed until noon. 

mine - mines  Unlike other possessive pronouns that follow the noun described (yours, 
his, hers, its, ours, yours, theirs), the first person singular possessive does not end in s. 
Use mines to refer to places where people dig for coal, gold, iron, etc. 

That book is mines. 

That book is mine. 

nauseated - nauseous  To feel sick is nauseated; to make sick, or sickening, is 
nauseous. 

Several students had consumed a nauseous mixture of rotten prune juice and peanut butter. 

After eating spoiled food, you might feel nauseated. 
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After careful observance of the old warehouse for several weeks, investigators 
 obtained a search warrant. 

After careful observation of the old warehouse for several weeks, investigators
 obtained a search warrant. 

 of - ’ve  The apparently innocent preposition of is the key word in many crooked 
 constructions. Do not substitute of for have or for the contraction ’ve.

I could of been a great success. 

I could've been a great success.

 of Often, of is an unnecessary addition to another preposition. 

We found the child inside of the old house. 

We found the child inside the old house. 

The ball bounced off of the wall. 

The ball bounced off the wall. 

ought  Ought is a useful verb, invariably associated with an infinitive, but ought never 
takes an auxiliary verb. 

You had ought to have been there. 

You ought to have been there. 

practicable - practical   Something that is practicable is something that can be done. 
Something that is practical is sensible, efficient, or useful. Example: “Many of Leonardo 
da Vinci’s inventions were practicable, but not practical.” 

observance - observation  An observance refers to the practice of complying with a 
custom or religious celebration; an observation is the act of paying careful attention to or a 
perception based on careful attention. 

precede - proceed    = ;  or  = . 
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Beijing and Shanghai are China’s two principal cities.

The bank was charging an interest rate of 16 percent on a principal of $20,000.

The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution identifies freedom of speech as a principle 
of American democracy. 

problem - problematic  Careful writers use problematic to mean questionable or unsettled 
(not to mean difficult). For example: “The new governor’s tax policies are problematic.” 

purposefully - purposely  Purposefully refers to acting in a determined manner or with a 
clearly defined goal; purposely means intentionally, not by accident. 

As president, Theodore Roosevelt was able to promote his policies successfully because 
he approached all challenges purposefully. 

I purposely took a longer route to avoid the heavy traffic. 

rain - reign - rein   The rain (precipitation) in Spain falls mainly in the plain. Elizabeth I 
reigned (ruled) as Queen of England from 1558 to 1603. The new regulations are 
intended to rein in (restrain) unfair practices in the commodities market. 

raise - rise  The verbs raise and rise, like lay and lie, are often confused with one another. 
The past of rise is rose; the past participle is risen. 

The river raised six inches during the night. 

The river rose six inches during the night.

The river has rose two feet since Friday.

The river has risen two feet since Friday.

regime - regimen  Use regime to mean a form of  government or the government under a 
particular ruler, family, or political party; use regimen to mean a systematic approach or 
regulated method. 

Under the regime of Queen Elizabeth I (1558–1603), England became a dominant sea power.

principle - principal  The noun  means an  or . But  means 
 or as an adjective,  or  as a noun. 

By establishing a strict regimen of diet and exercise, I was able to lose 20 pounds. 
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repulsion - repulsive  Repulsion is a noun that refers to aversion or the act of driving 
away; repulsive, an adjective, means causing to make sick or disgusting. 

The Great Wall of China was built to facilitate the repulsion of potential enemies.

Many people find the smell of cigar smoke repulsive. 

satiated - saturated  Satiated means to be satisfied, referring to a need or desire; 
saturated means to be completely filled or soaked. 

Feeling utterly satiated after the Thanksgiving feast, I fell asleep on the couch.

During heavy rainstorms, flooding may occur after the ground becomes saturated. 

[sic]  Use the Latin form [sic] — meaning thus, as in the writer stated it thus — to indicate 
that a preceding statement or quotation contains a questionable or inaccurate piece of 
information, word usage, or spelling. 

According to the press release, the company “plans to lower prices next year 
 irregardless [sic] of the rising cost of labor and materials.” 

sit - set  Do not confuse the verbs sit and set. Think of set as a synonym for put. 

Yesterday, I saw you set a book on the table. 

But after you set the book on the table, it is resting or situated there. 

The book is still sitting on the table. 

The past of sit is sat, but the inflection of set does not change. The past of set is set. 

He set in front of the television all day. 

He sat in front of the television all day.

so - so that   So, meaning therefore, is a useful coordinating conjunction joining two 
independent clauses. 

I was tired, so I went to bed. 

So that is a subordinating conjunction used in the context of bringing about a certain result. 

She studied hard so that she could pass the test. 
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Sometime, I like to take a weekend trip to the mountains.

Sometimes, I like to take a weekend trip to the mountains.

suppose - supposed  Do not use suppose to for supposed to. 

We were suppose to take the next flight.

We were supposed to take the next flight

take - bring  Use take to refer to movement away ; use bring when you mean coming to. 

The governor will take two aides with him to the meeting in London.

Next weekend, my sister is bringing home two friends from college. 

than - from - then  A contrast expressed with the word different is normally followed by 
from, not than. 

The automobiles of today are almost completely different than those of the early 1900s.

The automobiles of today are completely different from those of the early 1900s.

Than is generally associated with better or other comparative forms. 

The automobiles of today are much better than those of the early 1900s.

Do not confuse the adverb then with the connective than. 

I like apples better then oranges.

I like apples better than oranges.

?

some time - sometime - sometimes  As two separate words, some is an adjective, time 
is a noun. (I need some time to think.) The adverb sometime means at an uncertain time. 
(The meeting will take place sometime in October.) A similar adverb, sometimes (with an s 
on the  end), means from time to time or occasionally. 
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that - which - who  These relative pronouns are often confused with one another. Use that 
to introduce a clause that identifies something or someone (restrictive or essential clause).

Japan is a country that has always fascinated me. 

Which is usually associated with supplemental (nonrestrictive, nonessential) clauses. 

I once visited China, which is a country of intriguing diversity. 

Use who to refer to persons. 

Allen Nelson, who served two terms in Congress, is the new president of  Investors Inc. 

Do you know the woman who lives next door? 

their - there - they’re  There is an adverb or an expletive. 

My sister studied in Switzerland for a year and met her future husband there.

There is a mouse in the house. 

Their is a possessive pronoun. 

People are supposed to pay their taxes on time. 

They’re is a contraction of they are. 

I like the Martins because they’re always doing things instead of complaining about things. 

thereafter - thereto - theretofore   These and other similar forms are remnants of the 
horse-and-buggy days, with the byproduct of that mode of transportation much in 
evidence in the wording of many legal documents. First-rate lawyers rely on plain English.
http://joanbkessler.com/images/LEGALESE_V_PLAIN_ENGLISH.pdf 

Thereafter, five Directors shall be elected each year, each for three-year terms, from 
the State Bar District in which vacancies will occur in that year by reason of the 
expiration of the term of office of a Director theretofore elected thereto.

— By-Laws of the California Young Lawyers Association 

After that, five Directors will be elected annually from the State Bar Districts in  
which vacancies occur — each for a three-year term — when the term of a  
previously elected Director expires. 

?

http://joanbkessler.com/images/LEGALESE_V_PLAIN_ENGLISH.pdf
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to - too - two  To is a preposition or the sign of the infinitive.

She moved to New Mexico.

Gus was eager to learn. 

Too is an adverb meaning also or more than is desirable. 

I want to go too.

I ate too much spaghetti. 

Two represents the number. For example: “She bought two books.” 

tortuous - torturous  Use tortuous to refer to something that is twisting or winding, such 
as a narrow road in the Alps or a dubious legal argument; torturous (think torture) means 
painful or agonizing. 

Driving up the long, tortuous mountain road was a torturous experience. 

toward - towards  In American English, the word is toward, without the s; in most other 
countries where English is a dominant language (e.g., Britain, Hong Kong, Nigeria, 
Australia, Jamaica, India, Singapore), the word is pronounced and spelled with an s. 

In the USA: If you drive toward California from Denver, you will probably go through Reno. 

In Britain: If you are driving towards London on Monday, you will encounter heavy traffic. 

try and - try to  Carelessness may lead to a tendency to substitute and for to — the 
sign of the infinitive — after the verb try. 

I will try and be on time. 

I will try to be on time. 

 unique - unprecedented  You weaken your intended meaning if you burden either of 
t hese useful adjectives with modifiers (e.g, very, quite, rather). Unique (often confused  
with unusual) means one of a kind. Something is either unique or it isn’t; something  
can be very unusual or rather unusual, but it cannot be very unique or rather unique, any  
more than it can be very one of a kind or rather one of a kind. Similarly, unprecedented  
means without precedent: it never happened before. So an event cannot be almost  
unprecedented. If it happened before — even once — it is not unprecedented. 

?
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use to - used to  Forget use to; useed to can mean occurring in the past or accustomed to. 

I used to live in New Mexico. 

After I moved to New York City, it took a long time for me to get used to the noise and congestion. 

 utilize - utilization  Overcome the tendency to prefer polysyllabic words.

In China, people began to utilize iron tools about 3,000 years ago.

In China, people began to use iron tools about 3,000 years ago. 

 verbiage               Refers to writing or talking characterized by an excess of words so 
excess   verbiage is a redundancy. 

 whose - who’s  Whose is a possessive; who’s is a contraction meaning who is. 

I have a friend whose moving to Kenya in January. 

I have a friend who's moving to Kenya in January.

Who’s book is this?

Whose book is this?

 your - you’re  Your is a possessive pronoun. 

Is that your book? 

 You’re is a contraction of you are. 

Your about to receive a promotion. 

You’re about to receive a promotion. 

?

To solve Grammar Puzzles 51 & 52, go to 
https://GrammarPuzzles.Online

To solve more Grammar Puzzles, click on 
More Puzzles. 

www.grammatext.org
http://www.grammatext.org
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 When one authority says do it this way, and another 
 authority says do it that way, which way do you do it? 

 11.1   Lists: Comma or No Comma? 

In The Elements of Style by Strunk and White, the authors give this example: 

red, white, and blue 

 But the Associated Press Stylebook offers a slightly different version: 

red, white and blue 

 So which way is the right way? 

Don’t make the mistake of concluding that putting a comma before the and is the old- 
 fashioned way, or that simplistic clichés like “if in doubt, leave it out” will resolve the 
 question. Making smart decisions about the use of commas when you are presenting 
 information in the form of a list — often referred to as a series — is more complicated 
 than that. 

 As we saw in Part I, we need to look at punctuation in terms of practices, not rules. Like  
other language systems, English follows certain structural patterns. The organizing  
principles that have governed English for the better part of three hundred years are based  
on subject-verb relationships, word order (syntax), and connections (key words that  
introduce phrases and clauses). But over the centuries, writers have relied on a variety of  
punctuation practices to clarify the meaning of their sentences. In the 21st century,  
publishing companies, both print and electronic, are increasingly inclined, as David Crystal  
put it, to use punctuation to help readers understand “stretches of written language . . .  
by displaying their grammatical structure.” 
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11.1.1    Clauses in a Series 

We saw in 3.2.1 that the standard professional practice for punctuating two clauses joined 
by and is to put a comma before the conjunction. The comma tells the reader that we are 
coming to the end of one part of an idea and moving on to the next.

 Productivity in the manufacturing sector declined during the third quarter, and         
 construction of new houses fell to a two-year low. 

It follows that the same principle applies when we are dealing with three or more clauses.

 Productivity in the manufacturing sector declined in the third quarter, unemployment  
 among unskilled workers continued to rise, and construction of new houses fell to a 
 two-year low. 

We have seen that there is no logical reason to apply this punctuation practice only 

to independent clauses (see 3.2.4A). Suppose the sentence includes noun clauses 
instead of independent clauses. Would leaving the comma out do anything to help the 
reader? Or would it just be one less thing for the writer to bother with?

         The Commerce Department reported that productivity in the manufacturing sector 
declined during the third quarter, unemployment among unskilled workers continued  
to rise and energy prices skyrocketed. 

          The Commerce Department reported that productivity in the manufacturing sector 
 declined during the third quarter, unemployment among unskilled workers continued 

            to rise, and energy prices skyrocketed. 

Remember that several clauses may have a single subject.

      Our organization offers counseling, provides training, reviews résumés and schedules 
job interviews for recent high school graduates.

        Our organization offers counseling, provides training, reviews résumés, and schedules
         job interviews for recent high school graduates. 

Sometimes, semicolons work better than commas. 

 We decided to go ahead with the project after the client agreed to a flexible work 
 schedule; after our attorneys had reviewed the details of the contract carefully; 
 and after we had determined how long it would take to make a profit. 

?

?
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11.1.2    Phrases (Word Combinations) in a Series 

Phrases (or word combinations) in a series follow the same punctuation pattern as words 
and clauses — comma before the and. 

 Investigators conducting a routine search of the abandoned house found stacks of 
old newspapers dating back to 1968, an unused set of golf clubs, and approximately 
50 pounds of moldy cheese. 

Leaving out the comma before and may result in sentences that are difficult to follow. 
Irritating examples appear every day in published material ranging from articles in local 
newspapers to academic papers to government regulations.

              Serving on the panel were Mayor Eileen Edwards, school board members 
John Phillips and Clarence Green and Roberta Martin, head of the PTA.

   Serving on the panel were Mayor Eileen Edwards, school board members
   John Phillips and Clarence Green, and Roberta Martin, head of the PTA. 

You may prefer to use semicolons with items in a series if a misreading might occur.

   Serving on the panel were Mayor Eileen Edwards; school board members
   John Phillips and Clarence Green; and Roberta Martin, head of the PTA. 

The old “leave it out” practice in general and the “no comma before the 
and” in particular are largely byproducts of the 20th century newspaper 
industry, which sacrificed logic and consistency in an effort to fit lines of lead  
type into narrow columns. Our 21st century computer technology has 
rendered that rationale obsolete. Virtually all of the book publishers in 
North America use the “comma before the and ” technique, as do many of 
the most respected business and education publications: Fortune, Wired, 
Consumer Reports, Harvard Business Review, The Chronicle of Higher 
Education, U.S. News & World Report. (See The Elements of Style, The 
Chicago Manual of Style, The GPO Style Manual, The MLA Handbook, The 
APA Style Manual, The Blue Book, Webster’s Third New International 
Dictionary.) Most newspapers and newspaper-style magazines still drop the 
comma before the and except in cases where a misreading might occur. 
(See the AP Stylebook or the New York Times Manual of  Style and Usage.) 

?
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Conjunctions other than and may connect the last item in the series. 

Our cat likes to sleep on top of the radiator, under the bed, or on the front porch. 

The ampersand (“&” without a comma) is commonly used in the names of businesses and 
in informal communications. 

The defendant was represented by the law firm of Hillendale, Secord & Grans.      

For Friday’s class, read Acts I, II & III in Othello. 

11.1.3    Words in a Series

Use a comma to separate two or more adjectives in a series before a noun. 

One candidate offered the voters a clear, thoughtful position on the major issues. 

We drove up a long, narrow, winding road to get to the top of the mountain. 

When using adjectives in a series before a noun, don’t put a comma before the first or 
after the last adjective. 

 My cousin drives an old, beat-up, truck. 

My cousin drives an old, beat-up truck. 

Sometimes, an adjective will refer to another adjective instead of a noun — or the 
position of the adjective may be fixed in its relation to the noun. In such cases, do not 
use a comma. 

The hostess was wearing a light green dress.

My cousin drives an old, beat-up Chevy truck. 

Be careful not to confuse adjectives with adverbs. When one of the modifiers is a  
adverb with an -ly ending, no comma is needed between the adverb and the adjective. 

I had an unusually, confusing day at the office. 

     I had an unusually confusing day at the office. 

     I had an unusual, confusing day at the office. 
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As we saw on page 215 , when you put a comma before and or other conjunctions introducing  
a series of three or more items, you make it easy for the reader to follow your message.  
This simple punctuation technique — which most book and business publication editors  
have relied on for centuries, but which fell out of favor in certain quarters during the 20th  
century —  is experiencing a comeback in the age of computer technology (e.g., , PCWorld,

,  and many others). 

Omitting the comma before the conjunction often obscures the distinction between related 
and unrelated items. 

      The breakfast special includes orange juice, coffee, toast and ham and eggs. 

   The breakfast special includes orange juice, coffee, toast, and ham and eggs.

When we consider items in a series in linguistic terms, we need to keep in mind that the 
series is made up of individual “items.” 

  The dinner consisted of salad, spaghetti and ice cream. 

The item ice cream has nothing to do with spaghetti. Are they being served on the 
same plate? 

   The dinner consisted of salad, spaghetti, and ice cream.

11.1.4    Lists vs. Pairs 

Do not add a comma before the conjunction joining a pair of words or phrases. 

Our organization specializes in computer networking, and IT consulting. 

   Our organization specializes in computer networking and IT consulting. 

   They live in a house with a big front porch, and a tiny back yard. 

   They live in a house with a big front porch and a tiny back yard.

?

?
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11.1.5     Bullets 

Although widely accepted now as a way of making the items in a series 
easy to follow, bullets are a relatively new addition to the punctuation 
marks available to writers. Sometimes, you can avoid redundancies and 
clarify key points by converting a cluttered paragraph into an introductory 

statement followed by a supporting list of bulleted items. 

 Cluttered 

Inspectors from the U.S. Public Health Service reviewed sworn statements that were 
provided by the complainant to Tennessee Department of Health investigators and the 
deceased patient’s medical record. Inspectors also reviewed the external medical 
expert’s report and the Nashville Clinic’s  memorandum, “Patient Transfer, Referral, 
and Transfer Policy.” In addition, the inspectors reviewed records pertaining to the last 
23 transfers from the Nashville Clinic to the Vanderbilt University Medical Center. 

 Clear 

U.S. Public Health Service inspectors reviewed the following documents:

• Sworn statements provided by the complainant to Tennessee Department of
Health investigators.

• Medical record of the deceased patient.
• External medical expert’s report.
• Nashville Clinic’s memorandum, “Patient Care, Referral, and Transfer Policy.”
• Records pertaining to the last 23 transfers from the Vanderbilt University

Medical Center.

 What about and ? 

You don’t always have to include and with items in a series. At the end of 
his famous Gettysburg Address, Lincoln talked about “government of 
the people, by the people, for the people — shall not perish from the 
earth.” If the and helps, use it; if not, drop it. 
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11.2   

Most of the punctuation principles related to quotation marks are logical, but a few are not. 
Because the American publishing industry adopted certain arbitrary practices in the early 
part of the 19th century, some aspects of the use of quotation marks with other elements 
of punctuation may be confusing. Let’s start with the logical principles. 

11.2.1    Direct vs. Indirect Quotations 

Use quotation marks to enclose someone’s exact words. 

The governor said, “The flood victims will receive assistance from all of the state 
agencies responsible for responding to natural disasters.” 

Do not use quotation marks to set off an indirect quotation. Typically, an indirect quotation 
is a noun clause that conveys the general sense of what someone said, but does not 
follow the exact wording. 

 The governor said that the state would use all available resources to aid the
 flood victims. 

Sometimes, an indirect quotation may also contain directly quoted material. 

The governor said that victims of the flood would receive aid “from all of the state 
agencies responsible for responding” to natural disasters. 

11.2.2    Periods and Commas: Inside Closing Quotation Marks 

Professional publishing organizations in the United States and Great Britain agree on 
punctuation principles in general, with the British more inclined than the Americans to 
treat consistent punctuation practices  — the comma after an introductory prepositional 
phrase, for instance — as an imposition. But when it comes to punctuating elements 
enclosed in quotation marks, the opposite inclination prevails. 

In the American system, commas and periods always go inside closing quotation marks. 
Every reputable style book in the country follows the same principle, whether the 
punctuation is logically part of the information in quotation marks or not. But the British 
put the comma or period outside closing quotes if the information is part of a larger 
grammatical structure, such as a noun clause. 
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Here’s an example from a 2011 issue of The Economist, the most widely read British 
magazine in North America:

Many women in the richer parts of Asia have gone on “marriage strike”, preferring 
the single life to the marital yoke. 

Virtually all U.  S. publications, even those that are academically oriented, would put the 
comma inside the closing quotation marks.

Many women in the richer parts of Asia have gone on “marriage strike,” preferring 
the single life to the marital yoke. 

The British approach to dealing with this situation follows the logic of the language; the 
American practice, though arbitrary, simplifies matters considerably. All you have to 
remember is that periods and commas go inside closing quotes 100 percent of the time. 

11.2.3    Dashes, Semicolons, Colons: Outside Closing Quotation Marks 

The American practice is to put dashes, semicolons, and colons outside closing quotation 
marks. For example:

In the early 1960s, Chubby Checker recorded “The Twist,” a song that revolutionized     
music in America.

In the early 1960s, Chubby Checker recorded “The Twist” — a song that revolutionized    
music in America. 

You can also use the dash in situations where items are listed after the quotation marks. 

 The president of the company announced that he was proposing “long-range changes 
in three fundamental areas” — hiring, promotion, and retirement. 

Put a period inside closing quotation marks. Semicolons and colons go outside the 
quotation marks. 

 Our contract specifies an “assessment of structural problems.” It does not offer to fix them.

 Our contract specifies an “assessment of structural problems” ; it does not offer to fix them.

The president of the company announced that he was proposing “long-range changes 
in three fundamental areas”: hiring, promotion, and retirement. 
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11.2.4    Colon  before a Quotation 

Use a colon before a quotation if the quotation is in the form of an appositive.

My grandfather had a favorite saying: “Nothing succeeds like success.” 

We should all commit to memory P. T. Barnum's words of wisdom: “There’s  
 a sucker born every minute.” 

11.2.5    Quotation Marks within Quotation Marks 

       She replied, “I heard Louis Armstrong sing ‘Hello Dolly’ when I was only eight years old.” 

 I told her, “You shouldn't say, ‘It doesn’t matter’ when we both know that it does.” 

The sentences below illustrate the use of quotation marks when we are dealing with 
quotation marks within a quotation. 

       The reporter told his editor, “I heard Senator Smythe say, ‘I will not to run for reelection.’ ” 

Question marks and exclamation points go inside both sets of quotes if  they are logically 
part of both. 

 I asked, “Did you hear him say, ‘Where are you going?’ ”

Angrily, she continued, “Then I told hin, ‘Get out and stay out!’” 

Here's where it gets a little trickey. If the inner quote is not a direct question or exclamation, 
the question mark or exclamation point comes outside the inner quotation mark and inside 
the outer quotation mark. 

I was curious, so I asked, “Have you ever read ‘The Death of the Hired Man’?” 

 He shouted, “I’m sick of people who say, ‘Everything will be all right’!” 

The real problem is what to do when the quotation within a quotation is followed by 
other punctuation. Place a period or a comma within both sets of quotation marks. 
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11.2.6    Special or Ironic Uses 

Sometimes, you will need to leave out part of a direct quotation. Omitted material is 
indicated by an ellipsis: three dots. 

The secretary of state added, “The Canadian government has proposed a meeting . . . and 
we are very interested.” 

             Millions heard Martin Luther King when he said, “I have a dream . . . brotherhood.” 

At other times, you will need to include a word or brief phrase that is not part of the direct 
quotation. Enclose such an inclusion in brackets. 

  The mayor said, “We will have to develop new programs to replace the [existing] programs.”  

 “I believe that he [Governor Tinsley] does not understand the problem,” Senator Bartten said.  

“The irrelibility [sic] of Congress has been demonstrated time and again,” said one angry critic. 

Quotation marks may also indicate the special or ironic use of words. 

George Washington is often referred to as the “Father of His Country.” 

At the intersection where a new traffic light system was recently installed for        
 “public safety,” five accidents occurred in the last week. 

Because of the dominance of computer technology (in the 21st century, everyone is a 
publisher), some of the uses of quotation marks are now indicated by italics. 

 Do not use the word very too often.

 An f sound may be indicated by the letters ph. 

If you decide to use a slang word or expression, just use it. Setting off slang elements — to 
show everyone that you know better — is regarded by most publishers as an affectation.

  James was a “cool dude.” 

James was a cool dude.

?
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“Whenever we read a good sentence,” Mark Twain once observed, 
we should “store it away in our model-chamber.…” According to 
biographer John Lauber, Twain gained much of his knowledge 
about writing during his years working as a typesetter in printing 
and newspaper offices, where he “picked out one by one the 
individual letters, each cast in metal, and assembled them in a 
small metal frame.…”

Twain, who had no formal schooling after the age of 13, may have  
joked about not knowing the rules of grammar “word for word,” but  
he  thought  of  writing  style  as  an  “edifice,” which  the  writer  is  
“building, brick by brick.…” Lauber portrays him as an author with  
“a lifelong interest in the technology of writing” who was “proud 
of his mastery of English grammar and punctuation.…” 

You can learn how to improve your writing by using well-written 
and carefully edited articles — published in magazines and 
newspapers or on the Internet — as models. 
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12.1   Pay Attention to Professional Writing Models 

Pay attention to what you read — not just the content, but also the techniques at work 
behind the sentences and paragraphs in any piece of writing that you find interesting. 

On pages 59 and 65, we looked at a sentence from an Associated Press article 
published in 2003. Let’s take a closer look. 

If we are going to use this article, or any article, as a model, we need to be able to 
recognize how all of the pieces — sentence patterns, clauses, phrases, punctuation 
techniques, word order, etc. — work together to create meaning. 

Nigerian Oil Workers 
Suspend  Walkout 
LAGOS, Nigeria (AP) — Nigerian oil workers 
suspended a walkout after union leaders reported 
reported  progress in talks with the government 
to end a   general strike over rising fuel prices. 

The 5-day-old strike has paralyzed businesses   
and some airlines in Africa’s most populous   
nation. Nigeria is Africa’s leading oil producer   
and the fifth largest supplier of crude to the 
United States. 

Peter Akpatason, president of the main   
blue-collar oil workers’ union, said its members   
were asked to return to work amid negotiations 
to end the strike. He said the 29-union Nigeria   
Labor Congress will meet on Saturday to 
consider the proposal. 

Another oil union, this one representing   
administrative workers who have threatened to  
strike by Sunday, also expressed satisfaction with 
the progress of negotiations.

Unions called the strike to press President 
Olusegun Obasanjo’s government to rescind a 
50 percent fuel price hike ordered on June 20.   
Officials said the price rise was necessary to 
end  shortages and curb smuggling of cheaper 
Nigerian fuel to neighboring countries. 
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This sentence is easy to follow because the elements in the sentence fit together logically: 
strong subject-action verb-complement relationships; clauses tied together with a 
connecting word — after — that adds a condition; and just enough supporting information, 
in the form of descriptive words and phrases, to present a clear picture of a complicated 
series of events. 

Next Two Sentences: Action Verb-Complement, Linking Verb-Complement 

 adj             N      aux       AV n            cc      adj           n          pp        adj        adv          adj            n 

    The 5-day-old strike has paralyzed businesses and some airlines (in Africa’s most populous nation.) 
opp

N          LV       adj         pt/adj     adj         n           cc            adv         adj        n            pp     n          pp  n 
    Nigeria is  Africa's leading oil producer and the fifth largest supplier (of crude)(to the United States.) 

opp     opp

The second sentence follows the subject-action verb-complement pattern (actually, two 
complements, businesses and airlines); the third sentence follows the subject-linking verb-
complement pattern (again with two complements, producer and supplier ). Observing 
the complex relationships that are inherent in the language can help you learn how to play 
the game — how to build sentences that other people will find clear, concise, informative, 
and interesting. 

^ ^^ ^ ^

^^ ^

^^

^ ^^ ^

When we write sentences that our readers can follow easily, each element will relate 
to other elements in specific ways. We can use the Write Smart Blueprint to see how 
the organizing principles of the language work. 

  The First Sentence: Connecting Subject-Action Verb-Complement Patterns 

adj        adj       N AV n 

^  ̂           

 pp     n n

 ̂opp^  opp  ̂  oin ^
pt/adj     adj n       

 ^ ̂   opp

^

^ ^

sbc       adj         N            AV                n                     pp                n                       in/adj            adj                      pp
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 Fourth Sentence: An Appositive and a Noun Clause 

Peter Akpatason, president of the main blue-collar oil workers’ union, said 
 its members were asked to return to work amid negotiations to end the strike. 

In this sentence, we see further evidence of how good writers put complex language 
elements together to create sentences that are easy to follow. 

We are looking at two clauses: the main clause — Peter Akpatason . . . said (with the 
appositive president of the main blue-collar oil workers’ union serving as a bridge between 
the subject and the verb); and a noun clause — its members were asked to return to work 
amid negotiations to end the strike — acting as the complement of Peter Akpatason . . . 
said. The verb of the noun clause is passive — were asked — and the verb complement is 
the infinitive to return. 

N  n            pp           adj              adj adj n              AV 
Peter Akpatason, president (of the main blue-collar oil workers’ un io n ), said 

 opp

 adj           N          aux      PV        in           pp      n           pp n in/adj          n 

[its members were asked to return (to work) (amid negotiations) (to end the strike.)] 
opp opp oin

vo

Note that in the first clause, the combinations blue-collar and oil workers’ (both referring to 
union) function as single-word adjectives. And in the second clause, the passive verb —   
the only passive verb in the article — works perfectly. The second clause is a noun clause   
with the introductory relative (that) understood. 

Fifth Sentence: Noun Clause, Subject-Action Verb-Phrase

           He said the 29-union Nigeria Labor Congress will meet on Saturday to consider the proposal. 

 We are again looking at a main clause followed by a noun clause. This time, though, 
the sentence pattern of  the noun clause is subject–action verb–phrase. 

     PN       AV adj N aux    AV pp         n in/adv n
He said [ the 29-union Nigeria Labor Congress will meet  (on Saturday)(to consider the proposal.)]

opp    oin 

 vo 

^
^

^^ ^

^^

^ ^^ ^
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Sixth Sentence: Appositive, Relative Clause, Participial Phrase, Infinitive 

In the sixth sentence, we see another example of a statement that is easy to understand 
because of a strong subject-verb-complement relationship and because of a carefully 
constructed appositive — this one representing administrative workers who have 
threatened to strike by Sunday — set off with commas. 

    Another oil union, this one representing administrative workers who have threatened to strike by Sunday,  
    also expressed satisfaction with the progress of negotiations. 

 Let’s look at the appositive first: 

N       adj     pn             pt adj   n            RPN   aux         AV in pp       n 

 Another oil union, this one (representing administrative workers) [who have threatened to strike (by Sunday,)] 
 opt  opp

Complicated? Yes — for the writer. But it’s easy to read. 

Everything hinges on the relationship between the subject — union — and the phrase 
referring to union — this one. 

After that, we are looking at two key connecting elements: a participial phrase — 
representing administrative workers — and a relative clause — who have threatened to 
strike by Sunday. The relative clause follows the subject-action verb-complement pattern: 
the relative pronoun who is the subject, followed by the verb combination have threatened 
and the complement to strike. (Remember that infinitives can act as nouns, adjectives, 
or adverbs.) 

If we look at the sentence without the appositive, we can see that it follows the basic 
English sentence pattern: subject-action verb-complement. 

adj       adj     N adv          AV n pp n pp           n 

Another oil union . . . also expressed satisfaction (with the progress)(of negotiations.) 
 opp       opp 

^^^ ^ ^

^^ ^ ^ ^
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 We Need to Work Hard to Make It Easy for the Reader 

The seventh sentence is an excellent example of how carefully placed verbal elements — 
two infinitives and a participle — can extend a simple subject-verb-complement relationship, 
provide smooth connections, and keep things moving. 

 Unions called the strike to press President Olusegun Obasanjo's government to rescind  
a 50 percent fuel price hike ordered on June 20. 

Observe the critical roles played by the infinitive* — to press and to rescind — and the 
past participle — ordered. 

 N             AV n           in/adv             adj     n  in/adj 

           Unions called the strike (to press President Olusegun Obasanjo’s government) (to rescind a 
oin 

            adj adj     pt             pp 

          50 percent fuel price hi k e) ordered ( on June 20.)
oin  opp

Here, the proper possessive noun (President Olusegun Obasanjo’s) and the combinations 
( 50 percent and fuel price) are treated as single-word adjectives. 

 The pattern of the last sentence — main clause (Officials said ) followed by a noun clause  
( the price rise was necessary to end shortages and curb smuggling of cheaper Nigerian  
 fuel to neighboring countries) is one that you should be familiar with by now. If you get into 
 the habit of studying articles in well-written and carefully edited print or online publications, 
 you will find that professional writers and editors use the main clause/noun clause  
 construction a lot. 

 Officials said   [the price rise was necessary (to end shortages and curb smuggling) (of 

 cheaper Nigerian fuel) (to neighboring countries.)] 

Two points of interest: this noun clause follows the subject-linking verb-complement     
pattern, with an adjective (necessary) acting as the subject complement; and a gerund is  
an object of the infinitive phrase (to end shortages and curb smuggling). 

^ ^^

^ ^ ^ ^

* NOTE: Remember that writing is a human invention. It’s a technology, not a science. Over
time, certain forms have taken on roles that are quite different from what they were before the
emergence of modern English in the 17th and 18th centuries. As noted on page 54, the most
complex and versatile form is the infinitive.
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12.2 Practical Solutions: From the Grammatic to the Dramatic 

In the first sentence of the Associated Press article, we observed the critical roles played  
by the subject-action verb-complement relationship and the connecting word after. What’s 
just as important is that the writer has applied the principles of syntax, described in “From  
Clarity to Emphasis” on page 150, to build the sentence to a strong conclusion. 

Nigerian oil workers suspended a walkout after union leaders reported progress
in talks with the government to end a general strike over rising fuel prices. 

This is what Strunk and White meant when they said, “Put the emphatic words of a 
sentence at the end.” Building the sentence to a strong conclusion is the natural result of 
understanding and applying the principles underlying the architecture of the language. 
When you allow the logic of the language to do the work, you end up with a sentence that 
naturally carries the reader into the next sentence. We can see how this works in the 
article’s last three paragraphs.

 Peter Akpatason, president of the main blue-collar oil workers’ union, said its members
 were asked to return to work amid negotiations to end the strike. He said the 29-union
 Nigeria Labor Congress will meet on Saturday to consider the proposal. 

Another oil union, this one representing administrative workers who have threatened 
to strike by Sunday, also expressed satisfaction with the progress of negotiations.

Officials said the price rise was necessary to end shortages and curb smuggling of cheaper 
Nigerian fuel to neighboring countries. 

I encourage you to spend some time studying the techniques at work in this article and 
other published material that engages your interest. You will find that most top professional 
writers and editors — consciously or intuitively — follow the principles we have been 
observing since Smart = Simple, 227 pages ago. By applying these principles to your 
own writing, you can develop strong critical thinking and communication skills that will 
last a lifetime. 

By paying close attention to grammatical relationships, you can develop the ability to 
translate your ideas into sentences and paragraphs that are well organized and easy to 
follow. But understanding how the elements of English operate as a visual communication 
system will also help you deliver information that readers will find interesting and persuasive. 
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reflexive pronoun 16
regular verbs 21, 158
relative adjectives 69, 89
relative adverbs 69, 89
relative pronouns 66, 84
  case of 151, 155-56
  function of 66-69
  understood 67
restrictive (identifying, essential) clause 84-85 
restrictive (identifying, essential) phrase 
93-94
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Role 12-17, 23, 28, 33, 41
run-on sentence 78
semicolon
  with clauses 80, 107, 220
  with items in a series 214-15
sentence
  defined 3, 57-58
  fragment 57
  parts 12-17, 23, 28, 33, 41
  patterns 3-6, 29, 34, 37
  run-on 78
sentence part 12-17, 23, 28, 33, 41
series (list)
  comma before and 214-17
  parallel construction 135
  punctuating 214-17
shift
  in tense 169
slang
  without quotation marks 222
specific language 118
speech part 12-17, 23, 28, 33, 41
spelling
  apostrophe 145-47, 157
  nouns 138-47
subject

agreement with verb 176-83 
defined 3
gerund as 49-50, 96-97 
infinitive as 52-53, 92 
noun clause as 71, 90 
understood (implied) 64 
with passive verbs 37-39

subjunctive mode (mood) 170-73 
subordinating conjunction 62, 81, 83 
superlative degree 185 
supplemental clause 86-88, 101, 103 
supplemental phrase 94-95, 101 
syntax 4, 7, 10-13, 123-39
system 1, 2, 13, 44 (Note)
talking 10
technology 1, 2, 10, 113, 222, 123-39
 tense of verbs 21-22, 158-62, 164-69
  shifts 169
traditional grammar 6, 14 (Note), 29,  30, 35, 47 
transitional expressions 106-07
trite expressions 120-21
understood (implied) elements

to) 21, 54
  relative pronouns 67
  subject and verb  64

 usage 
  adjectives 184-88
  adverbs 184-88 
  conjunctions 189-91
  nouns 138-47
  prepositions 190-91 
  pronouns 148-57
  verbs 158-183
variety 122-23 
verb
  action 2-28, 34-36, 37-40
  agreement 176-83
  auxiliary 20-23, 29-30, 37-39,
164-69
combination 7-8, 11,  20
complement of 4-8, 12-15, 23, 28,
29-30, 32-33, 35-36, 37, 41, 43
conjugation of 164-67
“helping”  (see auxiliary verbs)
indicative 163, 164-67
imperative 170
inflection of 21-22, 158-59
irregular 22, 159-62, 164-67
linking 29-33, 34
mode (mood) 163-164, 166, 170-73
phrase (see verb combination)
principal parts 21-22, 158-59
regular 30, 186
shift 205
subjunctive 198-201
tense 21-22, 158-62, 164-69
voice 37-40,  131, 174-75

verbal
defined 46
gerund 49-51, 96-97, 119
infinitive 21, 52-55, 91-92, 119, 133-34,
participle 21-22, 46-48, 49, 93-95, 119, 133-34
for concise writing 119

visual system 1, 10-13, 123-39
voice
active 37-40, 174-75
passive 3, 37-40,  131, 174-75, 226

word order 4, 7,123-39
wordiness 8, 114-115, 132

you understood 41, 170
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